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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

YOUR MONEY DRAWS
it does, and as the figures keep
up it really looks quite artistic.
nONEY DRAWS INTEREST FROM
so

piling

OCT. i, IF DEPOSITED ON

OR BE-

FORE THE sTH AT 4 PER CENT
at this bank. You do the depositing
and we do the figuring, as interest

accumulates. An account opened today is better than one opened to-morrow.
Commencement time is now.

John W Coughlin—House to let.
Admr notice—Est Calvin D White.
Geo W* .Sargent, Harry I Freese—Commissioners’ notice.
New Eugland Tel and Tel Co.
C E Monaghan—Dancing school
In bankruptcy—Dudley 8 Jones.
The Great Western Cereal Co
Mother’s
Oats.
R C Haines—Announcement.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Bangor, Me:
Eastern Trnst & Banking Co.
New York:
Success Magazine.
Albany, N Y—Hudson Co-operative Co—Ladies wanted.
—

effect June 21, 1909.
MAILS RECEIVED.

MAIL CLOSES AT

I

i

UNION TRUST COMPANY
THOROUGHLY COMPETENT BY REASON
OF EXPERIENCE AND RESOURCES
CASE FOI5

ACCOUNTS

OF

TO

INDIVIDU-

*1

Abram

Sargent

Mr. Whitteraore is
will

be

a

dance at

serve

Bowden,

T.

of

even-

at

be open for dinner and supper both
competent man will be in charge.

local committee will

free,

provision

and

tea and

serve

will

be

days.
The
coffee

fair, East Orland.

STATE.

made for

basket dinner and
supper there.
The ball at Hancock hall Tuesday
evening: will be free to grangers. The ball
the second evening will be under the
auspices of last year’s carnival committee.
A. B. Law, of Portland, is now busy in
Ellsworth soliciting advertising for the

;

and

official souvenir program
issued in a few days.

which will

Winter Harbor.

Wednesday, Sept. 29—Orland fair.
Wednesday, Oct. 13—Alamoosook grange

Thursday, Friday

and Saturday, Oct. 7„
8, 9-Maine music festival at Bangor; at.

grangers to have their

Miss Grace R. Moore were married last
at the home of the bride’s parents, William C. Moore and wife, in Bangor, by Kev. George A. Martin, pastor of
Grace Methodist church. The couple were
attended by Miss Annie B. C. Moore and
Louis P. Moore, sister and brother of the
bride.
Only immediate relatives witnessed the ceremony.
The bride wore

Methodist church

as

A

rapidly,

Ellsworth,

program

The banquet hall in Hancock ‘hall will

Wednesday

guests of W. L. Pratt and wife.
supper in the vestry this

There is every indication that the grange
field days in Ellsworth Oct. 5 and 6 will
bring together the largest number of hall—Annual reunion of Co. D. 1st Mainer
in
Hancock Cavalry Veteran association.
grangers ever assembled
county.
Wednesday and Thursday, .Sept. 22 and
Nearly every grange in the county has 23—North Ellsworth fair.
accepted the invitation by formal vote,
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 1 and 2 at
and at least ten have indicated their inHancock hall—Hancock County teacher*'9
tention of participating in the program
convention.
contest. The handsome silver cup which
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 9—
will be awarded as prize in this contest is
Grangers’ field day at Ellsworth, for al*
now on exhibition in the window of E. F.
granges i 1 the county.
Robinson’s jewelry store.

ecomonics.

of the firm.

Ellsworth boy, and

ELL8WOBTH.

Wednesday, Sept. 22, at Methodist vestry—Supper.
Wednesday, Sept. 22, at Grand Army-

COUNTY.
printed in The Ameribeen approved by the
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22 andt
general committee, and will be carried 23—Eden fair.
out in full. An addition to this program
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and
will be a talk Tuesday afternoon by MisB —Amherst fair.
Comstock, head of the domestic science
Tuesday to Thursday, Sept. 28-30—Andepartment of the University of Maine, on nual meeting Hancock Baptist association

aaapiea »y ms long business trainSociety hall
ing and wide acquaintance in eastern
Maine capably to till the position.
is visit- I

George

COMING EVENTS.

Every Indication of a Successful and
Enjoyable Gathering.

The

is wen

Friday evening.
William J. Russell, of Warren,
ing his son, Henry L. Russell.
H. L. Gonzales and wife, of Lowell,
Mass., are visiting relatives here.
Miss Muriel G. Davis left Sunday night to
spend a few days in Boston and vicinity.
Andy Flower and wife, of Kansas, are
The stewards of the

an

the

No. :J7

can last week has

insurance business of Pearl &
Dennett Co., of Bangor, William H. Whitteniore, formerly with Simons, Hatch &
Whitten Co., of Boston, has been admitted to the company, and will devote his

disease.

will

ACCO U NTS SOLICIT E D

on

energies more especially to
seriously ill of heart growing insurance interests

is

GRANGE HAYS.

a

estate and

itSundays.

week-end

ALS, CORPORATIONS AND FIRMS.

POSTOFPICB.

Going West—11.50, a m: *2. *5.15 and *9 p m.
Going East—6.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 and 5.40 p m.
*
Daily, Sundays included.
No mail dispatched to or received from the

There

OF ELLSWORTH.

m.

JBKTEBBD AS SECOND CLASS MATTES t
AT THE ELLSWORTH POHTOFFICE.
i

surviving

Sargent was thrown from his
High street Sunday, receiving
a severe sprain of one ankle.
His horse
became frightened at an automobile
and shied, the wheels of the carriage
striking the embankment beside the road
and throwing out the occupants. Mr.
Sargent’s daughter, Mrs. Lemuel Pray, of
Bar Harbor, with her child, who were
with him, were uninjured.
Owing to the rapid growth of the real

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPFICB.

From W est—*6.55 a in; *12.08, 4.30 and 6.22 p
From East—12.20, 5.42 and 11.07 p m.

There Is

the

Reuben

carriage

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
In

of

members of Co. D. present at the reunion.
The Ellsworth Foundry & Machine
Works is making better provision for the
care of motor boats and yacht9
during the
winter. A shed 38x75 feet is being built
for the better protection of the boats.
The company has every facility for hauling out boats for the winter, including a
marine railway, and every year finds a
larger number of boats and yachts hauled
«
out there.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK,

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
Ellsworth, Maine.

be held this afternoon.

will

good representation

\

Portland,

11, 12,

Oct.

from Bangor

over

Special

13.

train*

Mt. Desert branch andl

Washington County railroad after Saturday night concert.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Tuesday, Sept. 28, at Hotel Vendome*,
Boston—Emery family reunion.

be

SibErtiscmcnta.

Maine Central railroad has granted
special reduced rates for grangers from the
towns on the line of the road.
The

Shur-Of) GLASSES

NORTH ELLSWORTH FAIR.

light silk rauslin and carried a bouquet of
sweet peas.
The house was tastefully Good Exhibition Opened To-day—ToCongregational parish meeting
morrow’s Program.
with clematis, asparagus, sweet
called for Monday evening was adjourned decorated
The North Ellsworth fair opened topeas and asters. Among the guests were
to Saturday, Oct. 9.
Mrs. P. J. Phillips, of Ellsworth, a sister day with good weather and a good
Mrs. Georgie Rogers Wilson, of Jonesof the groom. Mr. and Mrs Bowden will first day attendance. There is a
good
port, wa3 the guest of her aunt, Mrs. W. reside in
Ellsworth, where the groom is exhibition of produce, and the usual
A. Murch, Thursday.
fair
attractions.
employed as chief mechanic for the EllsJames E. Parsons has gone South for the worth Automobile Co.
To-day’s program includes a half-mile
winter. He is at the national soldiers’
running race, a 2.35 class and a farmer’s
home near Nashville, Tenn.
race, “go as you please.” To-morrow
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
there will be a 2.30 class, a running race,
New steam heating equipment is being
installed in the First national bank
Mrs. Leroy Pinkhara, of Brewer, is vis- slow race and peg race. The drawing contest for one or two-horse teams will take
building by J. P. Eldridge.
iting relatives here.
place Thursday forenoon.
The schools of the city will be closed toA. W. Ellis and wife are at Monroe this
Meals will be served as usual at the hall.
morrow to allow children and teachers to
week attending the fair.
There will be a dance to-morrow night.
attend the North Ellsworth fair.
Harry Austin is home for a visit with

|

ing.

The

Bonds for Safe Investment

Municipal and Corporation
.Pins A. Peter.-, President.

Leonard M. Moore, Treas.

THE SAFEST, MOST CONVENIENT
FUNDS FOR TRAVELERS
SAFEST because
an American Raalters A*s»>mi>ou Travelers’ Cheques.
•-••;mterfelt-ptnnf and full value refunded If lost or stolen; MOST CONVENIENT
l"-cause issued :n s‘U>. $■_'<>, »j0 and Si'10 deuoroonatiooa ami easlied AT PAK
one’s money
everywhere; MOST ECONOMICAL because they help to conserve
until “using time”, and are issued at very slight cost. Write or call, and learn
mo

«•

about this

“perfect international money”.

EASTERN

TRUST &
Branches

BANKING
at

CO..

BANGOR, flAlNE.

Mrs. S. C. Sturtevant and daughter
Alice, of Pittsfield, are guests at the home
of Wellington Iiaslam for a week.

Freddie,

the second of the

twin

sons

Charles

E. Sinclair, died Thursday

nearly
Eddie,

five
died

months.

Tuesday

Lawrence

The

other

parents, Judson Austin and wife.
M. Moore left last week for a
few days’ stay in Portland and Botson.
Mrs. Grace Hill, of Wellington, Mass., is
the guest of Albert E. Foster and wife.

his

Martin

of

aged

twin,

David A.

of last week.

Sinclair has

returned

to
from

Wyoming, where he has been employed
by the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction

Old Town and Machias.

night

FURNITURE

ANNOUNCEMENT.

T'i /lie Public:
Our lirst year in the furniture business has passed into
history. We extend our hearty thank* to our friends and
patrons for the many favors in trade, fully appreciating the
kindnesses shown us.
We open our second year with the establishment of a
new system of business intended to enable ns to serve the

beg

to announce
that our business will be conducted on a one-price cash
basis, with an installment department. The one-price

public

more

We therefore

satisfactorily.

cash store can sell
stock and give the

goods
public

at a lower figure, keep a larger
better values, 'ihis is our aim

and object.

Our installment department is patterned after similar
trade houses in all cities, and opens our stock rooms to a
large field in Hancock county. Patrons may now get their
furniture, carpets, draperies and house furnishings upon
This dethis, plan,
secure with regard to detail.

feeling

partment will be found of great convenience to those
whose patronage we earnestly solicit.

Haines’,
Peoples’

one

price cash store,

30.32 MAIN ST., ELLSWORTH.

? Place your order for BULBS,
■ant this fall to be sure of
early

MONAGHAN’S DANCING SCHOOL

sworth Greenhouse

WILL OPEN IN OCTOBER

Society Hall,

spring flowers.
Telephone 43

Watch For The Date

T. BOWDEN,
i»ealeb

Private Lessons Given in
Dancing, Day or Evening.

in

C.

INDIAN

otor-Cycles.;
STREET,
ELLSWORTH.

MAINE

E.

MONAGHAN

U-NO-HIM.

a

visit

them.
see them
Now is the time.
Have your eyes examined free
cun wear

Come in and

E. F.

Fair.
in readiness for the upriver fair at Amherst next week, and one
of the usual good times is assured. There
Amherst

Everything

will

be

is

good exhibition,

a.

“Brownies” will be

good

acts to

will be

hand with

on

the

amuse

nights.
The fair will open

A

/Added

fcomfort
neater

the

appear-

lot of

a

ance

There

crowds.

both days and

baseball games

a

and

Telephone.2-4

dances both

permitting, and
nesday. Should

Tuesday,

on

continue
rain

cause

weather

Pure, Rich, Strong

through Wed'postponement

Vanilla Extract

M. Smith and Rhodelle Smith, the fair will be held on the
following
Amherst, are spending the week here, I days.
guests of Charles W. Smith and wife.
Drowned at Bangor.
Charles

Robinson,

Optometrist.

of

MOUTH OF THE

Graves,

Harold

RIVER.

the

spent the summer in Ellsworth and
Washington county, left Monday on her

represented—the oldest, Mrs. Eunice Williams, aged seventy-three, and the youngest, the four-weeks-old baby of Earl Holt
L. F. Giles, of this city, has been ap- and wife.
The following officers were
pointed by the tish and game commission elected: George Fullerton, president; H.
to issue non-resident hunting licenses for C. Ray, vice-president; Mrs. Nettie Fulbirds and big game, and to issue licenses lerton, secretary; Augustus Jones, treasfor guides and sporting camps.
urer; Mrs. George Fullerton, Mrs. C. G.
Early Dawn, owned by H. B. Phillips Fullerton and Mrs. H. C. Ray, committee
The reunion will be
and driven by L. E. Treadwell, took sec- on arrangements.
ond money in the 2.25 race at Cherry Held held next year at the same place. The day
last Thursday. The same horse on Tues- was greatly enjoyed by all. There were
music, speeches and a bountiful dinner.
day took second money in the 2.30 class.

TRUSSES
CHURCH

return West.

The fall change

in

train service

LAKEWOOD.

Desert branch will be practically the
same as last year.

Webber is with her grandparpresent.
Howard Rollins, with friends from Ellsworth, enjoyed a day in Lakewood last
week, visiting his former home.
Geneva

Invitations are out for the MorangKnowlton wedding, which will take place
at the Dnitarian church next Wednesday
A recepevening, Sept. 29, at S o’clock.

ents at

tion will follow at the home of the bride’s
parents, on Bay View street.

Mrs. William Brown and little son
James, of Livermore Falls, are here visiting Mrs. Brown’s parents, James Garland

Miss Margaret G. Holmes entertained a
party of friends at whist Saturday evening in honor of Miss Bernice Eldridge.
i'he first prize was won by Miss Mary A.
and the

Neal ley.

A most

and wife.

Emery Family Keuuion.
twenty-eighth annual meeting of
the Emery family association will be held
at Hotel Vendome, Boston, ^Tuesday, Sept.

by Miss Marion
enjoyable evening was

booby

The

spent.

begun clearing the
grange hall. The building
will be 35x55 feet, with sixteen-foot posts.
The grange hall will be on the second
floor, with stage and ante-rooms. On the
floor below there will be
dining-room,
kitchen and toilet-rooms.
its

28, at

devoted to social intercourse and business.
Dinner will be serve'll at 2 o’clock. The

noon.

tickets is $1.25.
Kellogg
Emery, of
Buffalo, N. Y., has been invited to give
Eva Emery Dye, the wellan address.
known writer, will send a contribution

price

of dinner

Judge

Parcher and Robert King reBowdoin college
Monday.
Ralph M. Holmes has returned to the Uniand
Clarence
of
Tapley
Maine,
versity
and Fred Mason to Hebron academy.
for
will
leave
to-morrow
Parcher
George
his tinal year at Harvard medical school.

from

to

her

Edward

pen.

family will

Other

members

furnish music

of the

and

literary

The

Warren,

entertainment.
Miss Jessie F.

Emery,

Koxbury, Mass.,

secretary of the

is

asso-

ciation.

Co. D. First
is
“And now that you are through college,
Maine Cavalry veteran association
being held here to-day, at Grand Army what are you going to do?” was the queshall, the use of which is given free by tion asked of a young college graduate the
YVni. H. H. Rice post. The members of other day by a friend, “I shall stud y
the post and relief corps have united 1 medicine,” was the reply. “Bather crowded
heartily with the Ellsworth members of profession already, isn’t it?” his friend
Co. D. in entertaining the visiting mem- asked him. “Can’t help that; I shall study
bers, many of whom are accompanied by medicine, and those who are already in the
their wives. The relief corps furnished profession will have to take their chances
dinner at noon. The business meeting that’s all,” was the reply.
annual

reunion

Right;

fitted

right; priced right.

Rev. P. A. A.

KiUam, pastor.

Sunday, Sept. 26
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday' school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
—

I Parchers Pharmacy
14

Main St..

Ellsworth, Mev

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.

Sunday, Sept. 26— Morning service at
Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.45.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.45.
METHODIST

Sunday, Sept. 26 —Morning service at
Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 3.
Evening ser10.30.

vice at 7.30.

Prayer meeting

j

and

bible study Tuesday

evening at 7.30.
“So you don’t guide hunting parties any
more?”
“Nope,” said the guide; “got
tired of being mistook for a deer.” “How
do

you earn
tishin’ parties.
took

me

for

a

living

a

So fer’

now?”

“Guide

nobody ain’t

mis-

fish.”

Bungalow Tea, Our 25c “Winner”.
One sin of

our

delicious liungalow Tea—then we’re confident you

will pronounce it as fine tea as you ever had—and the
2-j cents per
so

pound.

nice in flavor as

of

|

EPISCOPAL.

\V. F. Emery, pastor.

Rev.

The first two hours will be

grange has

newr

Arthur

The

Made

BAPTIST.

Nelson Garland is employed in Mariaville.

Mt.

Hurley

NOTES.

10.30.

will

The New
go into effect Monday, Oct. 4.
York train will be continued fora week
later. The fall and winter service on the

turned

is the Time

Waltham for

Sunday

/

hand.

has

Bayside

>w

her way to

here

one

The richness and strength of flavor and
the purity of our Vanilla Extract are onlyseventeen-year-old obtainable by making it from the finest
of Bangor,
son of William S. Graves,
Mexican vanilla beans. After being careMrs. H. D. Hodgkins, of Brewer, who was drowned in Kenduskeag stream in fully made our Vanilla Extract is just a&
carefully aged, none being offered for sale
A. Killam next Saturday afternoon at 3 has
been visiting relatives here, has re- that city last evening.
until it has been thoroughly macerated
o’clock. The general topic will be “Pen- turned home.
from
the
Graves fell
bridge into and matured.
manship”.
Give our Vanilla Extract a trial when
the stream, and was apparently stunned
At the Fullerton reunion at Betts hall,
something you wish to be*
Mrs. Austin D. Stevens, of Minneapolis,
by the fall. Fully 500 people saw the boy next you cookdelicious.
Sept. 14, 125 were present, and six visitors.
particularly
Minn., with her little son Everard, who Four generations of Fullertons were drown, but were unable to render assist-

lot for

FOR THE AMERICAN.

on

was

with friends.

Miss Bernice Eldridge left Sunday night
for Auburndale, Mass., to enter Laselle
seminary. Her mother, Mrs. J. P. Eldridge, accompanied her, to remain for a
few days.
There will be a teachers’ meeting at the
office of Superintendent-of-Schools P. A.

Haines,

Foster went to Orono Monday
the University of

his studies at

Ethel Maker

Miss

Co.

Roy C.

resume

□n and off
with

our

customers are

don't you ?

price

is

only

It isn’t often you find a tea that will brew out

Bungalow Tea,

at such a moderate

specifying Bungalow

price.

Lots of

Tea in their orders;

why

r

^«im Meeting Topic For the
Beginning Sept. 26, 1909.

BDITCD

Week

By REV. & U. DOYLE.
Bow missionaries win eouls
Topic.

ftB Motto:

BY

**AUST MADGB”.

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

—

for Jeeue Christ.—I Cor. lx. 0-2S.

The methods of winning souls for
Christ are practically the same the
world over. The sinner must be led
to see his sinfulness, and in Christ the
power to sare him, and to accept
But
Christ as bis atoning Saviour.
when It comes to the methods of bring-

ing about these results in the minds
and hearts of men. the work of the
missionary is vastly different from
that of those who labor among people

The purpose* of this column ere succinctly
stated la the title add motto—it Is for the mutual
benefit, and alias to be helpful and hopefulBeing for the common good, it is fsr the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of idformation and suggestion, a medium for the In-

terchange of ideas. In this capacity It sollotts
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be pri ted except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without gocJ reason. Address
All communications

to

The amf.rica!i.
Ellsworth. Me.

the gospel has been known
from childhood.
Missionaries to foreign fields especially must work along
different lines. They are dealing with
to wbom

3mong tt)t (grangrra.

meet at Ellsworth. Tim lecturer presented an Interacting program.

This colamn is devoted to the Grange, especially to the fringes of Hancock county.
The colamn is open to all (rangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grunge meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

—

Sbbntimtntft.

fUatnal Benefit €olnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

AFTER
SUFFERING
TEN TEARS

good

reason.

DATES.

Thursday, Sept. 30

Cured by Lydia E Pink*

—

Rainbow

with
Brooksville.

grange

Hancock Pomona
grange. North

Thursday, Sept. 23-Field day meeting
of Green Mountain Pomona at Jordan’s
drive, Winter Harbor.

ham’s Vegetable Compound

Marlton, N.J.—I feel that Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has

Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 6
County Grange Field days at Ellsworth.
IT IS.
TAKE THE WORLD
suffered for ten
Take the world as it (is.^there are good and
Saturday, Oct. 16—Green Mountain Poyears with serious
bad in it,
a strange people.
To these |>eop!e
female troubles, in- mona grange with Pamola grange, HanAud good and bad will be from now to the
Christ and his teachings are unknown.
flammation, ulcer- cock.
ation, indigestion,
Their faith has been placed in other And
HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
who
to
expect
they
iuake,?,saints in a
nervousness, and
religions. Their methods of thinking
minute,
There will be two meetings of Hancock
could not sleep.
Are in danger of marring more hearts then
and of living are vastly different, as
Doctors gave me Pomona grange in the week beginning
they mend.
well as their daily habits and customs.
up, as they said my Sept. 28—that with Rainbow* grange at
If you wish to be happy, ne'er seek for the
troubles were North Brooksville, Thursday, Sept. 30, the
The effort to save men under these cirfault.
chronic. I was in program for which was printed in this
cumstances must necessarily be differOr you're sure to find^something or other
despair, and did not column last week, and the annuAl meeting
ent from those used at home.
care whetherl lived
The
at East Biuchill, Saturday, Oct. 2.
’Mid muchithat debases, and much that exalts.
of
all
missionaries,
anoui l.yui.-i
tbe
read
Paul,
or died, when l
greatest
|
j The world’s not a bad one if left as it is.
Idnkham's
Vegetable Compound; so 1| program for the latter meeting follows:
realized tbe problem and solved it.
A. O. R. B.
—Charlet Strain.
began to take it, and am well again and j Opening exercises. music
The ways suggested in this passage to
Mrs. Address of welcome.Katy Candace
relieved of all my suffering.
|
tbe Corinthians, properly understood, Dear M. /?. Friend*:
GtcynoE Jori>t, Box 40, Marlton, XJ. I Response.Eugene Oagood
There are so manv?fgood fetters for this
Indeed one
E.
rover tbe entire ground.
I’inkham's
Vegetable Com-1 Business
Lydia
sentence does it—"all things to all men. week we will omit tbe~**ermonette that pound, made from native roots and Conferring fifth degree
herbs, contains no narcotics or harm- Report of officers; election of officers
that I might by ail means save some.” might be written on taking the world as
ful drugs, and to-dav holds the record
it is. To tell the exactHrutb, ljthink I’m
Involved in the principle here set forth
for the largest number of actual cures Call to order; music
not quite prepared to* expressman opinion
are
of female diseases we know of. and Election of officers continued
suggested the requirements of j
on
the “mending or marring*’ process,
souls
for
for saviug
thousandsof voluntary testimonialsare Installation.John Dority
missionaries
but I have always pitiedjth1? class of peoon file in the Ifinkham laboratory at
Christ.
Closing exercises
who
want to do good and don’t bow to
Lynn. Mass., from women who have
1 Missionaries need intelligence to ple
of
almost
form
do it. I am sure they will be rewarded for
been cured from
every
MA8SAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLVEHILL
win souls for Christ. Paul was a man
female complaints, inflammation, ul-; The
their good intentions.
regular meeting of Massapaqua
of marked intellectual ability and finefibroid
tumors,
ceration,
displacements,
I must tell you of a charming double
j grange was held Sept. 9, with fair attendly educated. He bad tbe finest scholasirregularities,
periodicpains,backache,
j
sent to me by “our captain”. One
ance.
After business, the following protic training that tbe Jews could give. picture
indigestion and nervous prostration. ]
is that of his five-masted vessel,
He was familiar with Greek philos- picture
suffering woman owes it to her- gram was presented: Music, violin and
Every
the Medford—and she is a beauty— and
self to give Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vege- j piano; talk on postoffice department,
ophy and poetry, of Home and Homan
the companion picture is off his pretty table Compound a trial.
worthy master; story, “About North
fle
also bad considerable
customs,
borne on the land. I
If you would ljke special advice Pole,” Bro. Sibley; reading, Lula Canappreciate the gift
knowledge. He therefore could meet
about your case write a confidenmuch.
dage; solo, Hoy Hcuderaon; reading, Julia
with success the philosophy of Greece, very
The Ms are invited to report at roll-call tial letter to Mrs. Plnkliam, at Cousins.
tbe paganism of Rome and the unis
Her
advice
Mass.
free,
Lynn,
this month.
One contribution has albelief of his fellow countrymen, the
and always helpful.
FLORAL 158, NORTH BTCKSPORT.
been received.
Jews. The people of other nations are ready
Floral grange, after a few weeks’ vaca1 fear I forgot to thank M. A. B. for the
not lacking in mental capacity. The
a«
do?
them without a bottom crust,
I
card with the
tion, resumed work Tuesday, Aug. 31.
unusually natural make
religious leaders are shrewd In argu- poet
Good luck to all, and please think of me,
Wednesday, Sept. 15, an entertainment
birches on it.
mentation.
Many of them are keen
though I can not roue to the reuniou.
and supper was held at the grange hall for
M. A. B.
sophists and cannot be successfully
the benefit of the grange. A fine harvest
Clovbkdale, Cal.. Sept. 1. 1909.
reached with Christianity unless the
How do you keep the juice in the blue*
Dear Aunt Madge and all M. H.t:
supper was served to the Urge company
missionaries be unusually equipped
in
bake
them
berry pies? Perhaps yon
Had a postal from Aunt Emma the other day
j present. Afterwards the following entermentally aa well as spiritually for asking how Mrs. Darr was this summer. the agate plates.
taining program, arranged by Mias ChipTbe chorch today aa Could she have seen how
their work.
busy I have been all
man, was enjoyed:
never before Is sending Its brightest
Dear M. B*.:
summer and am yet, she would have thought
Selection.Quartette
1 am going to Bangor next week to be in
and best educated men and women as 1 wae tired, at least. Am glad I belong to the
Recitation.Rita Houston
that big parade of W. C. T. U. Below the
missionaries, which Is tbe proper thing D's. for it Is a treat to be called a dear.
Solo.Ethel Allen

rypn

Af

me new

_

—

_

to'do.
2. Missionaries need adaptation to
win souls for Christ Paul possessed
this power. To the Jew he became aa
a Jew. to the Wrecks as a Greek, etc.
Missionaries as far as possible should
adapt themselves to the people among
Be as much like
whom they labor.
them and live as much like them as
Tbe missionary among
can be done.
tbe miners, wbo dressed as they did.
and went down into the mines as-they
did. bad no difficulty in winning them
Had he remained above
for Christ.
ground, clothed himself In clerical
garb and erected a regular church
building he would have had but few
But becoming
to bear his messace.
one of them that be might save some,
they were glad to hear and to accept
his message.

About two weeks ago I had the pleasure of
three-days visit with Mrs. A. C. Guptill. formerly of West Ellsworth but now of Santa

white ribbon I shall wear my pin. homing
thereby to see some new Bister. We are indeed a growing family. Welcome to Mary

Rosa, Cal. How our tongues did run as we
talked of Maine and Maine people. They
have a lovely home and a well-cared for farm.
If I was an envious person—but as it was. I
said. “Get tbee behind me Satan" several
times, while I was there. We had planned to
go to the coast together, but circumstances
were such that we were prevented from going.
However, we have hope* for next year.
I had thought early in the spring I would
have the pleasure of meeting the M. B.’s at the
reunion, as my son and I planned for atrip
back to Maine, but it was otherwise decreed.

P. She ia new
to lots of as.
next rennion.

a

.'ow, as

am noi a

»m

us

cook,

ana

much

rather eat aome one else’* good things than
ctook them myself, I will not try and send
any recipes, but will ask instead how many of
the sisters have use i ras Mine irons for ironing during hot weather. No heating up the
house, no putting of wood or coal into the
stove, uo walking back aud forward from ironBIBLE BE APINGS.
i iug board to stove—just stand (or sit, if you
Isa. Hi. 1-7; Nab I. IS: Matt x. 1-10; please; and iron. A cupfoi of gasoline lasts
uetwcen t wo and three hours. s > the
expense
xxviil. in, 2f; Mark xvi. IS; Luke xv.
i.< aim i»t nothing
with using a
1-10; John iv. 1-20: Rom. x. 12-15; Acts stove for the same compared
irons
purpose
cost |5.
;
My
xvii. 15-20: Rev. xxil. 17
! I like them better than an electric iron, as
! there is no long cord dangling in the way.
Unique Place of Christian Endeavor. They are perfectly safe, but of course one
d(H?s not want to fill the tank wnile it is
That the Christian Endeavor society
lighted. 1 have been using mine nearly two
has n unique plane In the life of the
years without any accident.
modern church is proved l)*' the his
We had a very cool summer, scarcely a
twenty-eight years night when one could not s'eep with plenty
tory of nearly
ami by the fact that when one society of covens over them. Prune pu king and
dryfor local causes has failed to til! It? ing is going on now, an 1 ?rape picking will
niche a score have sprung up to take i commence soon. With best wishes to all.
F. E. Dark.
This shows the enduring
its place.

to

the column, bat well known
to the
Dell.

she is

already

a

member,

and

sure

of

a

cordial greeting from all, including
Ac.vr Madge.
Future of the Automobile.
It is now estimated that there will be
200,000 automobiles in the United States in
1910, of a total value of ££40,000.000. Fourteen years ago there were seventy of them,
valued at fl57,090; to-day there are 82,000
of them.

Selection fin costume).Mrs N J Robinson

Closing song.Quartette
la the selection given by Mrs. Robinson
the aroma ol the snnff box came floating
down to the audience. The bonnet she
Wore was a gem. Perhaps it originally
belonged to Mrs. Noah. She most certainly would have had one with her in the
ark to adorn herself
when she went
ashore, unless she differed materially from
; her sisters of
to-day, but as history has
failed to inform us, we can only conjecture
! in regard to it. She might have worn a
peach basket or a butter bowl instead.
1
The affair was a success both financially
and socially. The remainder of the even-

Estimating the population at 80,000,000, ing was spent in playing games by the
are probably about 16,000,000 fa mi; young people.
lies. This w ill give a car to every eighty
RAINBOW, 2J3. NORTH BROOKSV1LLE.
families in 1910. At this rate of increase,
j

there?

Rainbow grange met in

regular session

five years half the families of the coun- ;
with flfty-two memtry will have them and their value will be Thursday evening,
bers present. Two applications for memclose to fl ,000,000,000.
ership were received. The lecturer preHere is a force to be reckoned with—
j sented a flue
program of readings, songs,
almost a new condition in civilization.
and music, and remarks of interest to the
Already it is exerting a powerful influence
on country life.
The motor car sends order by members. Plans are being made
for the county grange Sept. 30.
peopled broad into other states, andespeein

■

ially into beautiful

and

picturesque seenery. Country hotels that rarely entertain
wayfarers, must now be ready to give
good, wholesome entertainment to increasing numbers of them. It will imstandards
of
prove our
inn-keeping.

We are very glad to hear from you and
and self props crating life that there
is in the Endeavor idea.
Cloverdale Again, and wish you might Maine will prosper by it more thin most
The Christian Endeavor cause uni- have met with us at the reunion. I wish other states. It will bring people hero to
on e of the inevitable things in church some of the far away nieces could be with live. It will restore the city dweller to
Tin- us at such times.
us.
life.
It was bound to come.
It will re-people our abandoned
The place was vafarms.
ueed was there.
Fair view, Cape Rosier, Me.
its need was felt by ten thou
A few days ago a correspondent insisted
cant.
sand pastors and church workers. It Dear Mutuals:
that in Portland, for instance, there have
was
I
away when those cures for canker been fewer
had only to be suggested to he adopted
people on the streets this sumj
were sent rae^su had t.i do without them, but
Never did I feel the truth of this
mer because all Portland is autoraobiling
mean to keep them f
future use. 1 aanks to
than today, when in foreign all for them. Dues
in the country. One day in August there
more
any oue kuow what to do
countries among people who speak to a sponge U> keep it from breaking.
were 126 arrivals of automobiles at Poland
.Sponge*
mauy different languages 1 find so- that I use in hot water or warm snds keep for Spring. The health of the nation will be
cieties of Christian Endeavor spring
years, bat if I take one for my boat—to use in bettered by this outdoor life. The finauleg up everywhere, simply because the cold salt Water, it does not last ell. ciml condition of the people will be betNow I
they are needed and because they sup- seems have a handsome large one, which 1 tered by the wnder distribution of money,
iikely to come to pieces right away, es- With
ply a long felt want In the church life
good roads Maine will be enriched.
pecially in the hands of a big boy who is j
that no other organization has filled
! The time is now, and now is the opportulikely to be wiping out the boat. Is there any
>
First, then, their unique place is a way to make it
nity. Abolish the clay road; keep good
tough and lasting1?
distinctly religious place It may seem
Fairview, Cape Rosier, sends greetings to ; taverns;afford the courtesies of travel, and
strange to speak of this as u unique Fairview, Bluehill, in advance. I fear I shall 'this State will be the Switzerland of the
place in the church life. Can there be not be at the reunion, much as I would like ! country, not alone for residents out of
1
anything in the church life that is not to meet you all.
Maine, but for our home folks as well.
The season Here is well on, and
though it
distinctly religious? There certainly
seems quiet to me I know that there is much
can be and are such organizations
Spruce Gum Supply Smaller.
comiort taken by the^parties I see passing in
whose aim la distinct); social oi
Every winter woodsmen in Maine debuckboards, yachts and other conveyances.
moral.
I
am not In any way
merely
The water swarms with small boats. Yester- vote more or less time to gathering spruce
disparaging them. It Is well for peo- day at one glance I counted fifteen sailboats (turn for tbs market. Last winter there
ple to get acquainted with ooe an- and as many rowboats. This morning a were fewer men engagod in the business
other. and to this end It Is well to hare glance at the rocky shores “across the cove" than usual, as the gum is not plentiful
a society. If It Is needed, to promote revealed many in white sunning themselves enough to make the business pay as it
It Is well to teach on the ledges. I visited Blake’s resort re- once did, notwithstanding that prices
acquaintance.
cently and it seemed to be a hive of happiyoung people manliness and womanli- ness
paid by Jobbers are high.
and good will.
In a
ness. temperance and parity.
First-claae gum from the Maine woods
There will be changes here in real estate
sense all these things are religions, owners.
Boston parties and others are tak- ia worth fl.75 a pound to the gam-picker.
bat they need a spiritual basts to ing the place of the old settlers,
The retailer gets 16 cents an ounce for it,
departed.
make them enduring and efficient.
There are parties picking berries everywhere. and the price ia increasing each year.
The Christian Endeavor society finds No place seems to be so ransacked for the Woodamen say the decrease in the supply
ia doe to lumbering operations for the
this basts In the weekly prayer meet- berries as Blake’s Point and adjoining lands.
pulp mills and to the opening of the more
ing and the monthly consecration The pickers come from all parts of the coun- remote parts of the woods by easier means
as nearly as I can tell, and out of the
ty,
of travel.
meeting and In the pledge which keeps
too. One is fortunate if he (or she)
them vital and vigorous and which county,
a part of the berries on his own land,
“Maude wss afraid the girls wouldn’t
provides also for personal prayer and
you all have blueberry pies and do you
notice
her engagement ring." “Did
Bible reading. In thta respect, so far
they?” “Did they! Six of them recogTB8T1FIK8 AfTIR FOUR YKAR8.
as 1 know, this society and those modCarlisle Center, N. Y., O. B. Burhans, nised it at once!”
eled after It are unique among the
writes: “About four years ago I wrote you
organisations of the cbnrcb for young that I had been entirely cured of kidney
Harsh physics reset, weaken the bowels,
by taking two bottles of Foley’s Kidpeople. There are none others found- trouble
ney Remedy, and after four
I am again eause chronic constipation. Doan’s Begulets
ed on prayer and the prayer meeting pleased to state that I haveyears
never had any
tone the stomach, cure constiand so closely welded to It—Francis E. return of those symptoms, and I am evidently operate easily,
cured to stay cuied.
Foley’s Kidney Rem- pation. 28c. Ask yonr druggist for them.—
dark, D.D., LL.D.
edy wil. do the same for you. 0. A. Pabcsek. Arid.

Ke

Reading.Mr Haywood
Bong.Mlu Pease and Mary F Arty
Daet (in costume).
Mias Chipman and George W Chipman

Perhaps she may get

1 suppose yon will have marched in that
parade before thia letter is printed. I am
saving Mary P.’s poem for the M.s, but

Th« quotation* Mow
(It, th« „„
"“*»
retail prion in EUnrorth.

HIOHLAXD, 384, HOBT8 PBKOBaOOT.
Highland grange met Friday evening.
Sept. 17, with thirty-eight members and

*

Ctmmmj per*....
&***j..
Rm.
rr^h ltM, per dot
Poultry.
Chicken*..

visitors in attendance. After busithe first and second degrees were conferred on three candidates. The hour being late, only a short program was presented.
two

neas

i
■

j
1

NICOUX, 3S3, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Children’s night
was
observed by
Ni -o’.:.i grange. Sept. 13. Worthy
Cam
r
with
presided,
thirty-three
patrons present. Two applications tor

memturship

wer<s

received.

After

busi-

children presented aa imeriting program of music and recital ions, utter
which cake and ice-cream were served and
games enjoyed. There wiU be a apevitl
ness, the

meeting Saturday evening, Sop;.

25.

403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met Sept. 18, the
overseer in the chair, with fifteen in attendance. One member was accepted and
one application received. After a short recess, the question was given, “Is digging
clams farming or Ashing?” The question
for the next meeting, “Is it a benefit in
the rural schools that teachers should be
HARVEST HOME,

paid according

to the number of

school?”
The grange will hold

a fair of produce
of the farm at the grange hall Saturday
9.
Oct.
All patrons are invited to
evening,

present and exhibit.
These officers were installed to All vacancies for the remaiqder of the year:
be

George Cunningham, chaplain;
Guptill, gate-keeper.

WHY MACKEREL. ARK

to the

that

the

amount of chemicals

one or

Percy

LAMOINE, 264.

Lamoine grange held ite regular meet*
ing Sept. 7, with thirty present. Three
applioatiou* tor memberahip were presented. Roy C. Heines,
secretary of
grange field day committee at Ellsworth,
made interesting remarks. The grange
voted to accept the invitation to attend
the meet at Ellsworth.
W. M. Newell
Hodgkins was appointed aa a committee
of one from this grange to help take
charge of the two-days’ program. The
lecturer presented a short program.
Lamoine grange met in regular session
Sept. 14, with twenty-seven present.
Three
applications were accepted. A
committee was appointed to see about
getting up s program for tbe Held day
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AID
Cosmetips and lotions will no* c!e*r vrur
complexion of pimples and blotches 'lixe
Foley’s Orino Laxative, for indigestion,
stomach and liver trouble and habitual constipation Cleanses tbe system and is pleasant to tike. O A. PABcaaa.

Steak,
Roaata,

Tongue*, each

Halibut,
Oj*ter«, ij*.

not

stop

walk off to the Eastern market.”
A saving grace of humor came to Wicklifle, and in an instant he was on his feet.
“Mr. Speaker," ho cried, “I acknowl-

edge

Mackerel,
;o Shad, r

i,

MLAXTKES.

Kuods;

Life on Planet Mars.
Prof. Fercival Lowell announces that!
baa discovered oxygen in the atmospj
of Man. A year ago Prof. Lowell
non need he had proved that water npi
existed In the atmosphere of that phot
The oae of new devices has enabled hial|
extend hit observation* to the point l

determining,

he say9, that oxygen as *
found there.
Prof. Lowell's announcement comesil
moat at the moment of the conclusioatj
experiments on Mount Whitney by 1
W. W. Campbell, of Licit observatof
which it ia hoped will confirm Dr. Lowdi
is to be

discovery

of

last year

existence«

the

water

vapor.
Dr. Lowell has worked with the I
means available to discover thenstorM
the atmosphere of Mara. He held tad I

it could be proved that there wssnoill
mospbere of consequence at the surf*
of the planet, all question of inttUifd
life, or of life as it is usually deSi
would be settled.
The first step in Dr.

L

coal 2t3J

procure a site <^f exphcric conditions for hi* oh
was aided greatly by th
a
photographic p-utca
was

to

a

result

bat tm

ct

..

*»

his observations

of

By hi*
measurable spectrum has !•
greatly, ’thus the water v,
which art* at the extremity of'
spectrum or a little bcy-»nd.
into convenient view.
Dr. Lowell w as assisted
tion of Prof. F. A. Very to t
observatory. Dr. V ry.
long time at Alleghany
who with Langley made the
vestigationa and extensions
tram on which Langle;

tionally good.

‘HS’
has been at work in th
the difficult pro hi n<

on

conditions of sjx 'trum.
Tnere is probably no one in
an.
more skilled in this work.
by means of new and ingenioi
new

to

“Acknowledging tlie Corn.”
“I acknowledge the corn.” meaning “I
give in,” “I retract,” waa a Hash of humor
lighting up a serious discussion in Con1828.
gress during the early
year of
Andrew Stewart, indulging in oratorical
license, made the picturesque statement
that Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana sent
their haystacks, cornfields and fodder to
New York and Philadelphia for sale. But
WickliOa, a strict constructionist in
words, refuted the charge.
“What do you send, then?” asked Stewart, with a shrug In his voice.
“Horses, mules, cattle, hogs,” was the
reply.
“You teed flOO worth of hay to a horse,”
retorted Stewart, and we can fancy the
triumphant slyness of the twinkle In his
eye, “and thirty bushels of corn to fatten
a hog.
Yon simply put that thirty bushels into the shape of a hog and make it

nt

'*c<illoi»

The standard weight of a bushel of leasti»
good order and flt for shipping, iatopoairti;
of wheat, beet*. rutabaga turnip* *n«i [■«.,!
pound*; of corn, ftf pounds; of entoos
of carrot*. Fngl**h turnips, rye
dlao meal, ftt pounds; of parsnip*. »pou4i
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of on
tt pound*, or even measure as ov agreement-

fishermen do not catch the
the fish arc in spawn, «u» a
great many of them realize the cause of
the scarcity. The same
trouble exists
among the lobster fishermen, as many of
the fishermen persist in catching “shorts”
do

Clam*,

12RU

bnshcl of Liverpool sal: s»a:i weUo*>
pound*, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt *hail
welch "C pounds.
The standard welcht of a bushel of potto*
In good order an fli lor shipping, UtVpoaad*
of apple*, 44 pounds.
|

vessels may
others do not pay

They

j

by himself, i
gain results hitherto nc
tors devised
year ago it
gave
now

waa

water

vr>

ebuinsbh'j
>.-

delicate do.
as
oxygen. It is regarded
other and distinct step in ad
of
the
planet.
knowledge
and

more

!3'

lh*'>

for their moat extended
the word has been extend;
®

*'*’
:a

'1

„«
'*

“So, madam, will you telltMc
preler your dog to your
■Becauae my dog only growls

rou

illy.”
aWjmwnnfniA

f«

YOU’LL
for work
better

play

or rest

eat

Quaker

if y°
Oa

the corn!”

“Talkin’ ’bout squanderin' de precious
moments,” said Uncle Ehen, “it’s Bumpin'
ter’ble to see de number of people dat’s
wastin’ der own valuable time kickin’
’bout de valuable time other folk ■ is
wastin’.

’I

12^30

LAW RKOAKIHUO WEIGHTS AND

“All the

them.

Lard,

A

mackerel when

selling

lAgJ.
1

Floor, Grain and Fm,
Flour—per bbl—
(tau, }>u
ftftOfSro Shorts—ba*« i v*
1 «0 Mix.feed, „*i; .«■
Gorn.IO'h bag
Com meal,hag
Iki
Ml aa:ing*,1,|kes
8
1 no
Cracked com.

an en-

think that in another year the short will
be of legal length and will be worth twice
as much money to them.
They also catch
seed lobsters, and in this way destroy
thousands of lobsters. It is a hard proposition, and the United States officers are
forced to fight the fishermen for the fishermen’s own good.”

\m
1J it

SaU

'¥>
*«

Had lock.

You would qot expect a hen to hatch out
chickens if you took her egg« away, would
you?” asked Mr. Done hue.

and

^

^

Fr«**h «F|*b.

Cod,

two of the

a

u

£

Ham, peTft
Shoulder,
Bacon.

v»a>3
H»§.I5

Lamb

little money, the
expenses and the firm is the heaviest loser,
as the crew give only their time while the
firm furnishes foo *. and pays all expenses.
“Oh, no, the mackerel fishing is not
what it used to be and it won't be until
the fish are Allowed to hatch their eggs.
make

*

Provisions.
Pork,»

loftlft
it a is

Veal:

tire season. Every year millions of little
mackerel are killed when the fishermen
catch the large ti*h which are spawning,
and then the seiners wonder if the mackerel have departed to other waters or
whether they are going out of existence.
It is a fact that many rish concerns have
been ruined or forced to the wall by sealing out mackerel seiners. In many cases
one concern «*»nds out four o" five v*»*r Is,
wnile

*«

JEW

Linseed,
Kerooen*,

W|S5

ROMU.

spawn, start north, the seiners catch them,
eggs are destroyed just because the fishermen are so
anxious to
make a little money.
“The fishermen do not seem to realize
that they are injnring their own business
by catching these fish, and they seem to
think that a bird in the hand is worth
two in the bash, but at the same time they
are in a way killing the bird that lays the
golden egg. If a law ahoold be passed
which would not allow the fishermen to
catch the mackerel in spawn, it would be
only a few years when mackerel would be
just as plentiful as years ago, when hundreds of fishermen made excellent pay. If
the fish were allowed to come north they
would hatch their eggs and millions of
little mackerel would be in the ocean, bat
they will not allow the fish to come to the
spawning grounds, and the result is that
the mackerel ere fast being exterminated.
Of course there will always be mackerel,
as the fishermen cannot catch them all,
bat the cry for more mackerel will be fulfilled only when the fish are allowed to
breed.
“Mackerel are a fast-breedin# flab, and
it is a well-known tact that oue mackerel
in apawn contains more little mackerel

ana

54

ft,g06 Oll-per gal—

Corned,
Tongue*,

o

no?.

Buckwheat. PU
uko
WR^ft Graham.
.30^ fift Hyc meal,

fleet, R:
Steak,

and millions of

would catch in

s«

Oatmeal,,*^

»

w

coming

«

lira

Urof«rliti,
Rice, per a
•ISR.ifl Vinegar gal

Havana.
4ft
Porto Klco.
Meat* and

year many seining vessels go south and
as the fish, with millions of mackerel in

fisherman

Lemon*

Watcrm<*'».

Powdered,
otJ$K
Molasses—per gal

spawn
entirely to blame for the
present scarcity of mackerel. As soon as
the water commences to get cold in these
waters, the mackerel, what few there are,
go south, and early in February of every

one

«»U

Cauliflower,
Pumpkins

lS3!S

Oo\oDg,

are

than

Corn, dot
Citron, lb

280S0

Sugar—oor a
Granulate 1
Yellow, O

the river would have the slightest
effect on the fish, and in my opinion the
mackerel would be just as scarce if there
were no pulp mill.
This real cause, in my
ooinion, is that the seiners who catch fish

11
It!

tb

Pineapple*,

Rio.
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per R—

down

in

Cabbate,

Oran pea, do*

Oo_

from the Maine coast. There have been
fishermen who have advanced the theory
that the pulp mills along the rivers had
been the cause of the mackerel leaving
Maine waters. It has been claimed that
the vast amount of
chemicals coming
down the rivers from the many pulp mills
has driven the mackerel off shore, but Mr.
Donohue says that he does not believe
that the chemicals from the mills have bad
the slightest effect on the fish.
“The chemical theory seems absurd to
uk,” says Mr. Donahue. “I do not believe

C!K

Carrots.

Cantaloupe,

interesting interview in redisappearance of the mackerel

Si

Squash, ft
2
03
Ib

ue

Ol TJ, ODCh
i0
Shell ueens, pk
«0
*w«et potatoes, lb
M
(ir tomatoes, pk 20« Vt

most

a

gard

*«*e«eblea.
15fl20 Onions, h

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, fc
Beets,
lettuce, heed
TeaiNtoe*. tb

Com. Donahue Say* Taking Kish In
Spawn In the Cause.
James Donahue, of Rockland, commissioner of sea and shore fisheries, recently
gave

I'm

»SH

SCARCE.

pupils

that attend

•*«#

Fowl

ORBKtrWOOD, 383, KASTBROOK.
Greenwood grange beld its regular meeting Sept. 18, with about fifty members and
eight visitors present. Two new members
were elected.
Program for next meeting:
Story, Percy Jordan; readings, Jennie
Merchant, James Piper; song, Sadie JelliCora Kingman; conunson; reading,
drums, Roy Hardison.
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tronomer, and 10,000,000 years for it aeriously to affect conditions on the earth.

the

Simon Newcomb, whose name is known
wherever men study the
heavens, says
that the chromosphere—the ring ot
light
around the sun at a total
eclipse-is an

of June, of this year, an
In the month
the sun occurred, visible as total
(Clipec of

of

By M. QUAD.

tire,

is as deep as the Atlantic is
many times hotter than the
fiercest furnace. If there are hurricanes
floes on which he is supposed to be in the sun, they blow ns fast in a second
as our greatest storms in an hour.
In
hindering in search of the Pole.' It all
thirty seconds one of them would blow
on the clouds, those tormenting
depend*
from the Canadian border to the Gulf of
nhutructlona which so often at the psy- Mexico, not destroying houses and life
moment of totality have caused
chologies!
but converting the whole landscape
of months on the alone,
Ihe careful preparations
into a seething mass of glowing vapor.
astronomers to go awry. Scienof
pp-t
We think of a Vesuvius eruption with its
can calculate eclipses centuries ahead,
streams of lava; yet the sun shoots colconditions
atthe
mcterologioal
not
pat
umns of gas 50,000 miles high that would
them.
ocean

Arctic regions.
Peary may
onlv in the
wonderful sight from the
hive seen this

tending

broad,

and

destroy

in the twinkling of an eye
every
vestige of life on a world like ours.
gnlips,
What would happen to man if the earth
a little over three hours
tind in ail only
should forget the law of gravitation that
totality. Many of these are visible only keeps it racing around the sun? Astronoto reach, others are
impossible
regions
in
mers declare that at once we would
begin
only seen in raid-ocean. The astronomer to travel
straightway into spaee, getting
must work hsrd during
assistants
hi*
and
further and further away at a rate of a
those three, or at most, seven minutes, thousand miles and more an
hour, and in
sun
is totally obscured,
the
which
in
a year’s time the last
vestige of life on the
hb' n il is possible to observe the relit*.e earth would have
passed forever.
in a dear say. Then only can the roronn
Perhaps the greatest work now being
and
those
Studied
photographed;
he
done in learning more about the mysin jvhich to
precious monents of time
teries of the sun is at Mount Wilson, Cal.,
of
our solar orb from
secret
the
wrest
under the auspices of the Carnegie instiof
the
universe.
London
the mystery
tution. Co-operating with its observers is
in
500
a
total
saw
eclipse
years,
mver
Prof. Abbott of the astrophysical observawhile two were visible in Venezuela in
tory of the Smithsonian institution. One
Yellowstone
Park
had
two
three years.
of the instruments used in the studies is
in twelve y ears, but New York none in the radiometer and
another the bolometer.
a
century.
over
The radiometer is so delicate that the heat
71,.
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Eclipse

observations

old.

In ancient

tury

seventy total
century, aggrega-

about

in

are

less than

a cen-

times astronomers

able to predict eclipses.
At
were
Borne it was a crime to talk about their
being due to natural causes; they were believed to be without the order of nature
and to presage some dire event. Even
after astronomers learned the secret of
eclipses, the people at large refused to believe it. It is said that Thales was able to
bring about the peace between the Medes
not

?

of

a

candle

a

half mile away

will have

a

strong effect upon it; and when the image
of a man’s face, at a distance of a half
mile, is thrown upon it by the reflecting
mirrors, it shows a change of twenty-five
points, where even a half-point could be
detected.
A teacher of

astronomy asked

an

inat-

pupil what the corona was. The
boy replied that he had known, but had
forgotten. “Too bad,” answered the
teacher, with never a smile, “that only
tentive

and Lydians by predicting an eclipse, and
that Columbus impressed nis heavenly one man in the world ever knew what the
descent on the Jamaicans by showing corona
was, and he has forgotten it.”
them that he could tell when an eclipse But it is the
hope of many astro-physicists
in
to
occur,
him
is
it
to be
would
justiee
that a patient work which they propose to
he
made
such
a
claim
in
order to do in
said that
the next quarter century will reveal
get food for his men.
what the pupil thought he had forgotten,
that
astronomers
were so
The reason
along with many other things abont the
slow in learning, how to predict eclipses
great orb upon which all mundane life
and to explain them was that, while they
depends. In learning about it as the
occurred with regularity, they occurred at | centre of the solar
system, they will also
different places on the earth, thus effect- i learn about millions of other
stars, some
ually hiding from the astronomers the of which are as much brighter than the
regularity of their occurrence.
sun as noonday is brighter than the twiThe deep interest in the sun which
light and as much hotter as is the torrid
astronomers aro now taking is due largely zone than the north
pole.
learned through
to the lessons they
eclipses. Through them they have learned
about the corona, the chromosphere and VACATIONS AND VACATIONISTS.
the solar prominences. These discoveries
[Written for The American' by Capt. E. A.
have stimulated the most intense interest
Richardson.]
in the study of the sun, and astronomers
Twenty August days in Maine should
are working as they never worked before
to fathom the mysteries of the great orb satisfy a reasonable person w'bo labors,
to which all earthly life owes its existence. and is therefore at other times of some
use in the world.
Such a privilege is inAn international union for co-operative
research has been established, and the deed refreshing, and should leave a sweet
in the memory and lend courage for
astronomers of the w'orld come together taste
the work that may follow and for aLl the
every few years.
Much has already Deen learned about worries and the cares of a busy life.
It is interesting to note how these short
the sun, and the layman must marvel at
vacations are taken seriously by different
the genius of
the astronomer and his
natures. One rests, the other works, and
ability to acquire knowledge. Yet the asworks bards. It is not in all cases youth
tronomer thinks only of what is yet to
be

learned, and the little he knows

pared with what

com-

he desires to find out.

He will tell you that it is important that
be should know more about the constancy
of the sun. He has learned that the heat
it throws off varies from month to month,
yet he wants to know why. He has discovered that there is a relation between
terrestis.1 magnetism and sun spots, and

probably

between

earthquakes

and

sun

and its
labors

energetic

animal

spirit

alone that

the most severely, apparently bound

get the most possible pleasure in a limited time. The older one vies with youth
in seeking healthful amusement and, incidentally, learning how much food he can
conquer—never allowing the hands or
feet, the eyes, brain or stomach to rest.
Energy is always admirable, always interesting, and so we would not criticise
to

the |over-worked vacationist,
enjoy
spots; but he wants to know what that !
and be glad of his pleasures.
relation is.
He knows that a change of ! his joy
comes
home
to
the
The other,
lazy kind,
ten per cent, in the radiation of heat by
and he strictly and faithfully attends
the sun would result in a change of rest,
finds
some
He adroitly
good
twelve degrees in tlie temperature of our to it.
from three picnics in four and
excuse
atmosphere.
no
conall sporting events—having
Astronomers have been able to prove to from
fidence in the water, either for fishing
a
sun
is
that
the
certainty
approximately
He strikes a
or racing purposes.
93,000,000 miles away from the earth. sailing
in garden,
or
on veranda
They have three standpoints from which shady nook,
shades of green on
this may be calculated, and all give the and notes the restful
friendly tree, while the restless leaves
same
answer.
They are then in a position
to tell how big the sun is, and they place
its diameter at 860,000 miles. If it takes

but

but gently whisper
tentment and peace.

of

harmony,

con-

Here, in the early hour, he may watch
forty days to go round the earih at the
the robins while they act as watchful
to
speed, it would take twelve years
kinds of
for various other
travel around the sun. If the earth were guardians
same

to swell to the

size of the sun and man
should grow tali in proportion, he would
be about 025 feet high, or nearly a hundred feet higher than the Washington
monument, if a 150-pound man could tly
to the sun, his weight there would be
about two tons, owing to the vast increase
*n the force of
gravity—due in turn to
the far greater siza of the sun as compared with the earth.
u
is
estimated that old sol radiates
enough heat to provide comfortably for
2,000,000,000 planets like our own. Each
square foot of hia surface gives off enough
heat to drive an ocean liner, and two acres
of the sun’s surface would furnish power
enough to drive all the machinery in the
world now driven by steam.
Its heat,
concentrated on a column of ice two and a
fourth miles square and reaching from the
earth to the sun, would suffice to melt the
whole column in a single second. In
eeven

seconds more the water from the
melted column would be vaporized.
What becomes of all this heat and light?
the astronomers ask. With only one-billionth part of It used by all the planets,
do the other
980,999,909 parts go on and on
into empty space forever, at the rate of
186,000 miles a second? Is the sun so
prodigal with its heat that it devotes only
the billionth
part to a good purpose?
And when will this terrific expenditure
ot
energy cease? Scientists know that
if it were a solid
lump of the base anthracite coal, burning under a forced draught,
it would not
give off as much heat as at
present, and that the last vestige of that
lump would be burned away in 6,000 years.
The accepted theory of the source of the
cun’s heat is that of contraction. It has
h«en shown that % contraction of twentyfive feet a year in the sun’s volume would
account for aU the heat it radiates. At
that rate i\ would take 10,000 years for the
•difference to become appreciable to the as-

smaller bird as he seeks his matin
from insect, or from the fruitful mulberry
tree, and the watcher forgets the furnace ,
life of city or the fierce rays of tropical
zenith sun o’er scalding seas.
In seasons gone, one of this indolent
kind might gain much pleasure in following an equally indolent horse through unfrequented lanes where branches, meet !
and shadows play, in a high-backed
is !
wagon built for two. This recreation
now denied (except in Eden)—the roads, j
narrow* or wide, all belong to locomotives
that may frighten a wheelbarrow into fits
aud much worse any modest country j
meal
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thought that he might mortgage his home,
and by installment bonds (or balance,
secure a cheap and rattling auto in which

to tear up the roads and try to look unBut alter
conscious to the plebian gaze.
much communion with an old-fashioned
and unprogressive class, and learning how
sincerely and generously it despises the
auto, he would prefer to have a graphophone or appendicitis, than to figuratively
and literally raise a dust by a machine
that would help to deprive so many
women of the simple pleasure of driving
and keep so many good horses within
thair darkened stalls.
WARNI.NO.
persuaded Into taking anything
Honey and Tar for chronic coughs,
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SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

(Copyright. I8U9, By T. U. McClure.)
When Silas Stroug, old bachelor,
bought a rurm In the outskirts of tbe
Tillage of Fowlerville nnd set up his
bachelor's hull he was at peace with
all luuuktnd. Two weeks later he was
rushing-to and fro with u pitchfork
In bis bauds seeking the life of a
strange hog that had Invaded his premises.
For four .years the Widow Tabor, down In the village, had owned a
bog. For three years tbe auimal had
been known as "the widow';) hog.” to
distinguish him from tbe half hundred
other
hogs permitted to meander
around. The villagers told tales about
that hog.
tie was tall and long and
rangy. He was ever hungry. He was
a fighter.
He was a destroyer of gar
dens and the happiness of the owners
thereof.
He deserved death by the
bands of gun. ax or club, but he had
been spared because be was owned by
a widow.
The widow's hog had waited a reasonable length of time and then paid
a visit to the newcomer and rooted
up
half an acre of potatoes. Silas Strong
was slow to anger, but he couldn't
stand that.
After vainly trying to
catch the hog he set himself to locate
the owner. When this had been done
he put on his Sunday suit and made a
call. He had the damages figured up
and knew just what he was going to
say. The Widow Tabor wasn’t expecting him, but she was not a bit flustrated.
Mr. Strong had hardly begun his
story of infamy on the part of the hog
when he was Interrupted with:
“Dear, dear me, but 1 am so sorry.
I wish he wouldn’t act this way. Mr.
Strong, 1 have just been malting some
elderberry wine, and I wish you would
give me your opinion on It.”
When he bad done so she asked another opinion about blackbeiry jam,
and from that she Insisted that he sample a cnstard pie, and when be Anally
started 'borne be bad forgiven the hog
and had a good opinion of the widow.
These sentiments were not lasting.
Only a week had passed when the
same bog tore bis way through a stont
fence and did some more rooting.
Silas Strong was stirred to the uttermost by the outrage.
The widow and
the bog shared his Invectives alike. As
soon as he could get' his breath and
breakfast be set out for the village.
He may have been expected, for the
door was opened to him with a sweet
smile, and before he could utter a
word the widow said:
“I am very glad to see you. One of
the' legs of the cook stove has fallen
out, and I do wish you’d Ox It for me.”
The leg was no sooner In place than
the widow mentioned that she was
afraid the "mother" In the vinegar
barrel on the sunny side of the bouse
was dead, and she took Silas out to
see.
He gave his opinion, and then
she asked his advice about keeping
Leghorn chickens Instead of Brahmas,
and the upshot was that he went away
without bringing the thunders of heaven upon her head.
He got as far as to
say that the hog had paid him another
visit, but she changed the conversation
to the coming circus, and be found
himself on his way home In a puzzled
frame of mind. He wanted to forgive
the’ widow without forgiving the hog,
but ns they seemed to be one and Inseparable how was It to be brought
about? Silas bothered over this matter for ten days and then got up one
morning to And another battleAeld before his eyes. The widow’s hog had
made the third unannounced visit He
had rooted up the soil, and be bad
chewed up things.
He had spared
neither age nor sex. It was simply a
gigantic case of malicious trespass and
deserved death at once. As Silas could
cot catch
him and administer the
death stroke, be took a bite to eat and
then started for Liverpool a village
five miles away. As soon as he got
there be laid the widow and the bog
and the trespass before the lawyer,
and when the latter had got the details be said:
•‘It’s the plainest case I ever bad.
The bog has got to die.”
Silas Strong felt an elation as be
started for home. The law was behind him, and the law was to vindiHe bad given the widow
cate him.
and her hog a chance, but they had
At the end
not taken advantage of it.
of a mile or so. however, this elation
began to lose Its edge, and ten minutes
later he was wishing that be hadn’t
Durn the bog, but
been so prompt.
She had
Mrs. Tabor was a widow.
given him pleasant greeting. She bad
She bad fed him
asked his advice.
custard pie. She may have been left
that hog as a heritage, and she
couldn't be expected to either kill him
Silas
or follow him around nights.
was feeling rather ashamed of his
movements when he came upon a female sitting on the bank of the highStanding In the
way and weeping.
middle of the road was an old horse
and buggy belonging to a party In
Fowlervllle. The harness had broken,
and the outfit bad come to a standstill. The woman was recognized at
Aa Silas
once as the Widow Tabor.
descended from his rig she rose up
and tearfully welcomed him.
It was the duty of Silas Strong to
He did his duty, some
comfort her.
of It with an arm aroupd her waist.
He bad forgotten bogs and lawyers
and cases of trespass when he saw a
man driving up whom be recognised
He was on bis way
as a constable.
to Fowlervllle to serve the summons.
“Might as well turn around,” announced Silas.
“But why?”
“A feller can’t sue hla own wife, can
her
And the constable sighed and drove
M. QUAD.
on.
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A Child Can Cook Dinner
I

By T. DE WITT BOWMAN.
ICopyrlght, 1908, by American Press Asso-

ciation.!

From

toy enrllest .remembrance I
lived with Patrick Coulter, an Irishman.
All 1 knew about him up to the
time I was twelve years old was that
he was Mr. Coulter, and I was George
BIssell. 1 was given to understand by
him that he bad taken me as an orphan aud was bringing me up. I certaiuly was not allied to him by blood, j
for I was as refined in appearance as
any gentleman’s son, while Mr. Coulter showed unmistakable signs of
He was short, red
plebeian origin.
faced, thickset, rotund aud with grizzly gray hair He wore on his face a
1 confess
perpetual sour expression.
that, although 1 was given to under- |
stand that 1 owed him everything, I
hated him.
And I had every reason to hate him,
for he hated me.
tie was always j
surly to me and never even in odd moments showed any affection for me. j
Only In one way did he manifest any j
Interest in me. He would occasionally
have fits of generosity with me, giving
me money quite freely, but always impressing it upoD me that he was very
good to do so and that 1 should appreciate his kindness. He also seemed
to be troubled with a continued fear
of losing me.
The only knowledge he possessed
was that of figures.
He wrote a good
clerical band, and 1 remember that
such accounts as I happened on that
were made by him bad a methodical
look.
When I was twelve years old I one
day found Mr. Coulter In conversation
with a lean, hungry looking man, who,
when I entered, asked, “Is this the
boy?” and Mr. Coulter grumbled a low
“Tea.” The man looked at me curiously, and when he went away I saw
him putting a lot of bills In bis pocketbook. He came after that from time
to time, and on several occasions when
I happened to see him depart he bad
evidently received something. His visits were always accompanied by bad
humor on the part of Mr. Coulter, and
once I overheard high words between
them.
The most remarkable bit of treatment I received from Mr. Coulter was
a good education.
When I came to be
eighteen I longed to go to college and
begged very hard to be sent to a university. He demurred, but at last consented, telling me that I should always
remember that he bad pinched himself
to send me. At college I formed the
pleasantest associations and often
spent my vacations with my college
chums. Mr. Coulter was greatly vexed
at this, but as I was growing to be
more of a man every day, and he was
growing old and seemingly a trifle
afraid of me, I usually bad my way.
At leaving college I wished to study
the law, but for some reason Mr. Coulter took a strong dlslfke to my adopting this profession, and in this Instance, holding the purse strings, be
1

1

conquered.
One day while I

thinking what
make myself independ-

knew

Mother's Oats
is

so

simple that

anything about, but the hand-

writing attracted my attention at once.
Indeed, it was so like mine that for a
time I supposed 1 bad written It and
wondered bow it could bave come to
be where It was. I put it in my pockIbe next time Ur.
et and studied it
Coulter left me alone In tbe house I
went back to tbe garret and hunted
till I found a letter in tbe same bandwriting. This time I was astonished.
It appeared to bare been signed by
me.
At any rate, it was my name and
It had been written
my handwriting.
to Mr. Coulter from abroad and gave
instructions in the matter of certain
properties possessed by the writer and
evidently managed by Coulter.
I folded the letter, put it in my
pocket, took it down to my room,
locked the door and never gave over
making theories with regard to the
matter till I struck tbe right one. Tbe
writer of the letter was evidently my
Without
father or a near relative
ever having seen his handwriting, heredity bad determined that as I grew
I then
to manhood I should adopt It.
and there determined, maintaining a
perfect secrecy between myself and
Ur. Coalter, to make an Investigation.
The
I unearthed a great swindle.
steps I took to do so would form a
separate story. The tracks of the man
who had done the swindling had been
so adroitly covered that 1 was obliged
to proceed step by step and very slowly. I knew In a few months all 1
ever came to know, but to untangle my
discoveries so as to turn them Into
proof required a year. When 1 had
untied the last knot I went one day
Into Ur. Coulter's study and, laying a
lot of papers on bis desk before which
be sat, said:
"Take your choice between signing
those or going to the penitentiary."
He looked up at me white as a sheet
then, taking bp the papers, signed
every one of them without reading
them, putting me In possession of a
large fortune.
Uy father, a widower, had died
abroad, leaving me. a baby. In his sisShe died soon after, and
ter's care.
Then he laid his
Coulter took me.
scheme for appropriating my property.

a
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It will cook not only MOTHER’S OATS, but
the entire dinner: meat, soup, potatoes, without
fuel and attention of any

sort.

It will save you 80 per cent of your gas or coal bill and
80 per cent, of your time. Just heat the MOTHER’S
OATS (or any other food)on your stove, take off as soon
as it boils, place in the Cooker, which will continue the
cooking
until done.

The food cannot burn and cannot boil over.

MOTHER’S OATS is the ideal food. The Mother’s Oats Cooker
is given free with the Mother’* Oats coupons found in every
sanitary sealed package of
Mother’* Oats
Mother’s Cora Meal (white or yellow)
Mother’s Wheat Hearts (the cream of
the wheat)
Mother’s Hominy Grits
Mother’s Corn Flakes (toasted)

We will ship

you this

Mother’s Coarse Pearl Hominy
Mathers Old Fashioned Steel Cut
Oatmeal
Mother’s Old Fashioned Graham
.Flour

S3.75 Fireless Cooker Free for 125

coupons.

Buy today ten packages of MOTHER’S OATS at SI. 20, or ten packages
of assorted Mother’s Cereals at EVEN LESS, send us the ten coupons taken
from the packages with SI. 15 in cash and receive at once a Fireless Cooker.
Ask your grocer.
If he doesn’t keep Mother’s Cereals write
name and yours, and we will send you free a useful souvenir.

us

today, giving

his

The Great western Cereal Company
Operating

AKRON

more

Oatmeal Mills

NEW HAVEN

BOSTON

was

I would do to
ent 1 had occasion to hunt for a letter
I had mislaid. Mr. Coulter was not in
the house, and I rummaged all over
It Finally I got Into the garret There
were several trunks there, all locked,
and an old desk. Protruding from an
under portion of the desk I noticed the
corner of a paper.
I pulled It out and
read It There was nothing In It that
I

The Free Fireless Cooker
given away with

PITTSBURGH

than any other one concern

NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
ALBANY
ST. LOUIS

CHICAGO

SILVER OF

QUALITY
AND

BEAUTY
Unquestioned (j
durability and
exquisite design

ideals in plated ware—are assured in
forks, and fancy serving pieces bearing the
renowned trade mark

—the

highest

spoons,

1847 ROGERS BROS.t^
There are various makes of silverplated tablewareT
which are claimed to be “just as good,” but, like all
imitations, they lack the beauty and wearing quality
identified with the original and genuine ‘‘1847 ROGERSBROS."
ware popularly known as “SiloerTlatethat Wears.**<
Sold by leading dealers everywhere. Send for
catalogue “C-L" showing all designs.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA

KINEIO
will

satisfy the most
They are
and conbakers
quick
critical.
sume

They
most
on

but little fuel.
are, in fact, the

economical stove

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt„
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter JVlfg. Co.,
Bangor, Me.
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Alden” Hamor is the Eden

“Cnele

receive

the

gold-headed

man

cane

preto the oldest

by a Boston paper
inhabitant of the town. The cane will
male
pass at his death to the oldest
resident surviving him. Mr. Hamor, desented

spite

Average for the year of 1908,

REPUBLICAN AND A

his

ninety-four

years, is

thoroughly

vigorous, and during the past few weeks
has sawed and split a mammoth pile of
wood that would tax the energy of many
a man

[From thf Le*ri*ion Journal.]

of half his age.

Perhaps no man in
suddenly sprung into

Coming Music Festival.
Music-lovers in this vicinity should
Mot overlook the dates of the festival
in Bangor —Thursday, Friday and Sa-

W ork has begun on the erection of the
handsome fountain in the village green at
Bar Harbor. The fountain is of bronze

is the gift of Philip Livingston, of
New York, one of Bar Harbor’s prominent
The
fountain was
turday, Oct. 7, S and 9. The programs 1 summer residents.
Mr. Livingston just outside
which Director-in-Chief Chapman has purchased by
of Florence, Italy, on a
beautiful old
arranged for the five concerts surpass, Italian estate. It is antique, dating back
it possible, all the brilliant ones which
to 1600 or thereabouts, and of exceedhave heretofore been given.
ingly beautiful design. The basins are
The leading soloists are world-fa- j two in
number, the lower, of red granite,
mous. and the orchestra, composed of ; having been already set. There is a solid
the pick of the Metropolitan and Man- bronze basin midway on the shaft, and
hattan opera-houses, will continue the the surmounting figure is a bronze boy
pace set by them in past years. No j holding a fish, from the mouth of which
forth the water. Other jets of
such programs can be heard in Boston j comes
1 water spout from the shaft
itself, and
or New York for anything like such
there is of course a continuous overflow
low prices as this festival offers.
from the upper basin into the lower basin.
The transportation companies otter
It is a magnificent gift and will improve
reduced rates and the much-desired
wonderfully the appearance of the green.
apecial train back over the Mt. Desert
branch and the Washington County
TEACHERS’ CONVENTION.
railroad will be ran after the concert
on

Saturday night.

Meeting to be
Held In Ellsworth.
The annual convention of the Hancock
County teachers’ association will be
held at Hancock hall, Ellsworth, Friday
and Saturday, Oct. 1 and 2.
The program,
subject to slight changes, is as follows:

Program

This is the thirteenth festival of the
Maine music festival association.
The effort neceaeary to sustain the or-

ganization

and

has .been hercnlean on the

for Annual

part both of the dlrector-in-chief and
or the local choruses. The effect of
FRIDAY.
tin work work is far-reaching; it
1.30 p. m.—Prayer, local pastor; greetbaa affected the public generally, ings; appointments of committees; “Pribringing it to a better appreciation of mary Readings and Languages,” Miss
ai high class of music, and it has inMary L. Hastings, Csstine normal school;
fluenced the public schools and the discussion, opened by Mise Augusta Porchurches to a very appreciable ex- ter, Bar Harbor; “Teaching Geography,”
Miss Selma B. Simpson, Deer Isle; discustent.
Miss Christina Hatch, Bar Harbor;
The festival is thankful for the sup- sion.
“Educative Desk Work,” Miss Mary B.
port it receives, but it deserves far
Bills, Castine normal school; question
more than it receives.
It is earnestly box, conducted
by State Supt. Payson
hoped that the attendance at this Smith.
4 p. m.—Conference of superintendents.
year’s concerts at both Bangor and
Portland will be record-breaking.
8 p. m.—Music; address, Supt. Pay6on
Smith, or some other State speaker.
Commander Peary arrived at Sydney, N. S., yesterday. He is due to
arrive to-morrow about noon at Bangor, where he will make a two-hour

stop, which will give time for
formal
Cation

an

in-

luncheon, and for the presenof a loving cup. He is due in

SATURDAY.

8.30 a. m.—Paper, speaker and subject to
be announced later; “Practical Psychology,” Prin. A. F. Richardson, Castine normal school; paper, speaker and subject to
be announced later; intermission; address,
Dr. Frank D. Tubbs, Bates college.

p. m.—Social hour.
p. m.—Address, Prin. Drew T. Harthorn, Wilton academy; diacussion opened
by Prin. A. H. Carver, Bar Harbor; paper,
Cook arrived in New York the same speaker and subject to be announced later;
address, Prin. F. E. Bragdon, Buck-sport
day Peary arrived at Sydney, and was seminary.
received with great enthusiasm. The
Reduced rates are granted by the Maine
claims of these two pole-discoverers Central railroad. Entertainment
may be
are still unsettled, and the chances secured at hotels and
restaurants, or in
vs that both are entitled to the private houses, by writing Supt. P. A. A.
tenor.
Killam, Ellsworth. Mr. Killam would
like to hear from Ellsworth people who
A mob assaulted a group of enforce* will board teachers tor the two days of the
awe at deputies in Bangor last night
convention, including lodging Friday
a proceeding which could not have night.
All sessions are open to the public, and
teppened in any county in Maine
vrboee sheriff has any intention of do- citizens ot Ellsworth and vicinity are invited to attend and take part in the diaing his duty. Analyze the situation cuasions.
asters yon will, and it will be found
What wherever it is known that the
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Portland at 7.40, where he will hold a
public reception, and will be presented with another loving cup. Dr.

1

1.30

—

hteriff means business, law breakers
Richard Lane, ot Boston, left tor home
Vet little sympathy from mobs.
Saturday.
Mrs. George C. Hardy came home from
Boston last week.
An Awlul Mistake.
A clergyman was once annoyed by
Mrs. R. B. Staples arrived home from
people laughing and giggling. He paused, Rockport Saturday.
•ad looking at the disturbers he said: “I
Frank Manion and wife, of Dorchester,
ana always afraid to rebuke those who
Mass., arrived at N. T. Hardy’s Saturday.
misbehave, for this reason: Some years
George A. Hathaway, of Boston, has reago, as I was preaching, a young man who
turned to F. E. Hardy’s. He is seeing
ask close to me was constantly laughing,
about building a hotel at Sunset.

Walking and making uncouth grimaces.
I panged and administered a severe re-

buke.
“After the close of the service a gentleman said to me:
‘Sir you have made a
jgreat mistake; that young man is an
idot’. Since then ,1 have always been
•(raid to reprove those who misbehave in
church lest I repeat tbe mistake and reprove another idot.”

Arthur Haviland and wife, with their
Thomas and Miss Crain, hare closed
their summer cottage and gone to Atlantic City, N. J.

son

Reed and wife, of Boston, have returned to F. E. Hardy’s. They are having
grounds graded and a well dug for a house
that they will Duild this fall on Stave
A. H.

island.

Sept.
Wood’s Wisdom.
John Wyman, an old Maine woodsman
.-says: “If one gets lost in a fog on a mountain and has no compass, take a pencil or
at small round stick or your knife and put
the point on your thumb nail; it’s the best
compass in the world. You will always
gel a shadow’, however thick the fog, provided the sun is shining anywhere In this

20.
_

H.

Has Captured New England.
For two weeks, Peter, the man monkey,
has been the most talked-about being in
New England. Peter has become popular
with all classes; on Saturday evening
Peter

people came to the theatre and went
away again than got in.
Not only is Peter proving a strong at.hemisphere. This is a safe compass. My
jjprand father, an old English officer, taught traction, but the character of the vaudeme

ib at.

It

never

fails."

■"You talk about posters
1

ana

your

aas.

upon the

sense;

ITon may talk about your dodgers, and yoar
circulars and such,
lint I calculate they don't assist an advertiser
Aad especially in winter, when the ssowlson
the ground,
■C ereader where yonr posters and yonr dodgers
can be found?
*
Sal within the oosy homestead, when the parlor

move's aglow,
v'Shn newspaper is read aloud to everyone we
know.

itself is far above the average. It is
made up entirely of headline acts, many
of them new to Boston. For next week
another strong bill has been' secured, one
of the features being Tom Edwards, ventriloquist. Will M. Creasy and Blanche
Dayne, the New England character delineators, will remain for another week, presenting that ever-popular comedy, “Town
Talk To-night.”
Another strong comedy feature will be
James Harrigan, the tramp juggler, and
others on the bill will be the Kellinoa,
Paul Btevena, the wonderful pole balancer,
Arthur Cameron, who sings English nonsense songs, and others.
ville

fence,
3ut they ain't the kind o’ mediums that appeals
to common

more

recent

years has

so

of public
affairs in this country who is so little
known by the general public as Prof.
Henry C. Emery, chairman of President
Taft’s tariff expert commission.
This .s shown by the things which the
Washington correspondents and the editors of the great newspapers and others
who are supposed to-know all about everybody. have said and written of h5m since
the announcement last Saturday of his
selection by President Taft. As a matter
of fact, beyond setting forth that he is
professor of political econony at Yale,
they have been very much at sea. One

correspondent

the

arena

says that he is ranked as a
reformer’’; another editor

“radical tariff

says that it is obvious that he is for tariff
reduction. Both these statements arc in-

of
great metropolitan papers that he is

correct,
The

PROTECTIONIST

OF THE PRESIDENT TAFT SCHOOL.

It is proposed to establish a perpetual
titne on moose on Mt. Desert island,
in the hope of inducing a few of these
monarchs of the forest to return to find a
the island. Two
on
harbor of safety
moose which swam to the island in the
spring, are believed by some to be still on
the island. There are several deer on the
island, and these

OF

HEAD

ex-

January.”

close

Batoecrlption Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If raid
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. AH ar-

OF

TARIFF COMMISSION.

suc-

RT THE

«iANCr>CK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
E. W. ROLLINS. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

SKETCH

PEN

the

as

is the announcement

independent

in

t’rof.

one

of
an

politics.

timery
republican, and in
the slump for McKinley.
He is
also a protectionist of the moderate class.
So far as it being obvious that he is for
tariff redaction, it is far from such. A
man'of his calibre doesn't make up his
mind until he has carefully investigated
His duties at Yale have made
a subject.
wm

is a

on

him conversant with

the

tariff

problem,

will take up tois work on this
commission with an open mind, and his
decision at the end will be the result
of what he has learned while engaged in
practical tariff work. Those who know
the gentleman say this, and his record
substantiates the assertion.
Among the summer colonists and all-the
year-round residents at Hancock Point,
where Prof. Emery with his father and
mother spend their summers at the fam
ily cottage, there is great jubilation at the
appointment, for Prof. Emery is a favorite
with them and has been these many years.
In Ellsworth, the feeling is the same, and
on every hand his friends are confident
that he will make a success of the work
and bring credit both upon the President
and himself.
A young man is Prof. Emery, despite
the fact that he holds a professorship at
Yale. He is full of the spirit of boyhood,
yet he has all the dignity a men of his
position should have, and by his work
has shown that he is fully competent to
perform the new duties to which the
President has assigned him.
Prof. Emery is of fair height and weight,
athletic of build, though not an athlete in
any sense of the word. He has black hsir,
and eyes which have a tendency to brown,
while in his facial apppearance he has
a stricking
resemblance to his distinguished parent. There isn’t a bit of
affectation in his manner.
but

toe

YALE'S YOUNGEST PROFESSOR.
When the

OBITUARY,

being considered for the place was when
he received an inquiry from the secretary

PROP. H. C. EMERY

The Bar Harbor correspondent of the
Bangor Commercial says: “It is generally conceded that G. Raymond Joy will
he Bar Harbor’s next

f? VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

ELLSWORTH,

GOSSIP.

COUNTY

that Prof. Emery had
the important position of
chairman of the expert tariff commission
came, it bought gladness to the people of
Maine and to the friends of old Bowdoin,
for he is not only a Maine boy, but he ia a
Bowdoin boy, ao that the honor to the
State is doubled.
Born in Ellsworth, his boyhood was
much like that of ‘other boys. When the
news

been named to

ALONZO

W. PACKARD.

of the treasury asking him if he would
Alonzo W. Packard, a life-long and
accept, were it to be offered to him. It it
highly-esteemed resident of this city, died
another illustration of tie fact that Presiat his home on High street last Saturday,
dent Taft ia a wide-awake man who keeps
after a lingering illness of Bright’s dishi* eyes open and is in touch with the
ease, aged sixty-six years, flee months and
men who are doing things.
Mr. Packard had done
On the morning of my call at the Emery twenty-six days.
no work for about a year and a
half,
cottage, we were seated in the study o* the
his time quietly at home, facing
cott ige, before the blazing logs in the tire- spending
the inevitable with patience and courage.
place, for a cold, damp fog prevailed along He suffered but little. The disease serithe coast. An we talked, the morning’s
affected the heart, and heart failure
mail was brought in. There was a stack ously
was the immediate occasion of death.
of it—more than some country post offices
Mr. Packard was born in Ellsworth
would get in a week. Excusing himself,
March 22, 1343, one of the eight children
Prof. Emery ran through the letters, sefour boys and four girls—of the late Wales
lecting those which looked important or
E. and Almira C. Packard. He is surwhich he had reasons to expect were imvived by a brother—Henry E. and a
portant. Suddenly he stopped, opened a
sister—Mariana, wife of I. N. Haskell,
letter, read it, smiled and passed it to his
both of Auburn.
father, Chief Justice Emery, who entered
Mr. Packard entered the office of the
at that moment, and turning said to me:
Ellsworth American as a printer’s
“That’s the official notification and comapprentice Oct. 1, I860, when the paper
mission.”
was published by sawyer A Burr.
On the
It wasn’t a formidable looking affair.
breaking out of the Civil war, he enlisted,
Simply a little typewritten letter of less
and served with distinction in the 26th
than 200 words, on a small-sired letter
until the regiment was mustered
sheet and containing the President’s sig- Maine,
out. In 1866 he was drafted, but the war
nature. it was simple, but it made the reclosed before he saw more active service.
cipient the head of what many people in
After the war he returned to hla trade,
this country believe will be one of the
and became the foreman of The Amerimost important commissions ever named
can office, a position which he held, with
in the United States.
a few intervals when he worked in BanAh a sou or Maine is to act as pilot for
and Augusta, until he went to Boston
the commission of tariff experts to aid gor
in 1901, and another interval of about five
President Taft and the treasury departwhen he conducted a printing office
ment in administering the new tariff law, years
on
his own account here in Ellsworth.
it may not be amiss to say a word or two
He was a skilled workman and a thorough
as to the work of that commission.
master of his trade.
It will be recalled that early in the tariff
His nrst wile was Georgia K. Joy, daughdebate, it was suggested that a commister of the late Alfred Joy, of this city.
sion be appointed to investigate the tariff
His, second wife was Jane H. Moore,
subject and report to Congress at its next
of the late (.'apt. Joeeph Moore,
session. The idea met opposition. Many daughter
and she with twochildrensurvive—George
believed it a wise move, but the opposition
E„ who learned the printer's trade, and
was so great that it was not deemed| adis now a traveling salesman for the Norvisable to try and force it through. The
man A Gruener Co., dealers in printers'
matter was dropped. However, when the
of New Haven, Conn., and Carrie
Payne tariff bill was introduced it con- supplies,
J., w ife of B. B. Walker, of this city.
tained a clause which gave the President
Mr. Packard was a commandery Mason,
power to appoint a commission to secure
a past-master of Lygonia lodge;
an Odd
information to assist in the administraa charter member of Lejok
tion of the customs laws. For the ex- Fellow, being
lodge; a charter member of the Ancient
penses of this commission, $75,000 was
Order of United Workmen; a member of
appropriated.
the New England Order of Protection; a
During the debate on the tariff bill, member of
the Grand Army of the Repubthere was a wide difference of opinion
lic.
touching the scope of the com mission. As
The funeral eras at the home on High
the clause was a part of the maximum and
street yesterday afternoon. Rev. R. B.
minimum provisions of the act, Senator
of the Congregational church,
Hale contended that it limited the com- Mathews,
The singing was by the Conmission to exactly that work. The maxi- officiating.
gregational choir. The pall-bearers were
mum and minimum clause provides for a
T. Bowie, George A. Parcher,
maximum tariff on imports from countries Benjamin
Austin H. Joy and Charles W. Mason. A
which discriminate against the United
the body to
States and a minimum for those which do large cortege accompanied
Woodbine cemetery, where masonic sernot. The clause under which the commisvices, conducted by Judge John B. Redsion is named reads as follows:
man, were said. At this service the hon“To secure information to aasist the Presiorary pall-bearers were four paet-masters
dent In the discharge of the duties imposed
of Lygonia lodge
ex-Mayor A. W.
upon him by this section, and the .officers of
the government in the administration of the Greely, E. S. Means, William Goggina and
F.
Carroll
Burrill.
customs laws, the President is hereby authorThe floral tributes were many and beauized to employ such persons as may be required.”
tiful, and attested the high esteem in
Senator Hale’s contention was that which the deceased was held.
Those present at the funeral from out
the men so employed could only advise
the President which countries were dis- of town were his son George, his only
criminating against the United States surviving brolher-Henry E. Packard,and
and
those
which
were
not. Senator Charles W. Hopkins and wife, of Fast
Boston.
Aldrich took a broader veiw. He con-

tended that the commission would have
the authority to investigate
the cost
HALL QUARRY.
of production at home and abroad, and
Reboot
thin
began
morning. Tbe
to advise the President, with this knowprimary ia taugbt by Miss Tweedie and
ledge, how to use the maximum and tbe grammar by Miss Ellis.
minimum clause. It therefore will be seen
Miss Minnie Rainey left to-day for her
that there is a vast difference of opinion
home in
Frankport, accompanied by
as to the scope of the work.
course in the public schools was completed
Mias Grace McLennan, for a abort visit.
It is, however, believed that whichhe entered Bowdoin. Graduating from
Mrs. G. B. Grindle and Mias Helen
ever view the commissioners
may take
Bowdoin in 1892, he entered Harvard and
of the powers, this is the beginning of Seavey have returned from tbe Clifton
got his A. M. from that university in
bouse at Northeast Harbor, where they
an important step forward;
that it is
1893, and then went to Columbia where he
the forerunner of a scientific study of have been employed.
secured a doctor’s degree.
All are glad to welcome Mrs. Danby
the tariff problem, which will result in
In 13M he returned to Bowdoin as an inback after an absence of a year with
■ much better tariff arrangement.
until
structor, remaining
1896, when he
When asked when be expected the com- ber daughter, Mrs. A. 8. Blanchard, at
went to Germany to study in Berlin a year,
mission to organize. Prof. Emery said that Beeeb hiU.
to
Bowdoin
as
a
returning
professor. He he could not
BaiA.lt.
Sept. 20.
say, as yet, for he was waitcontinued the work at Bowdoin until 1900.
word from hla colleagues, but he supThat year President Hadley, then pro- ing
BLCEHILL.
It would be some time next week, in
fessor of political economy at Vale, was posed
As soon as the commission
A Christian Science service will be held
Washington.
elevated to the office of president, and
a staff of clerks will be assemis Odd Fellows’ building Sunday, Sept. 26,
Prof. Emery- was selected to take his organizes,
bled and the work of compiling the data at 3 o’clock. All are invited.
place. Since that time be has held the which the law
requires the President to
George Vanderbilt and wife, of New
economic chair in Yale.
have in his possession by March, 1910, will
When he went to Yale Prof. Emery was
York, called on Franz Kneiael and wife a
be begun. How large that staff will be, it few
days ago. They came into the harbor
twenty-seven years of age, and was the hard
to say, but it will require a considon their yacht.
youngest man ever elected to a professorerable number of men, and they will hare
ship in Yale, which of itself was a great
Oapt. William Peters had tbe misforto be experts, to a large degree.
honor to him.
tune to fall from a tree from which he was
“I don’t know,” said the professor, “just
removing a limb. He sprained his ankle
BELIEVES IK PROTECTION.
what we are to do. There is nothing I can
As already said, many misstatements aay until after a conference with the and cut his arm quite badly.
M.
Sept. 21.
have been printed about Prof.
Emery’s others on the commission. 1 am going to
political views in the past week. He is wait until the commission meets and I
A Timely and Pertinent Tribute.
not a free trader, or a radical, or an in- hare had a chance to examine the tariff
at
At the annual dinner of the Connecticut
dependent. He is a republican and a pro- close range before I form any opinions as
editorial association, at New Haven, Conn.,
tectionist of the school known as mod- to its needs at all."
on; Feb. 16, 1909, Prof. John Christopher
erate protectionists.
Schwab, librarian at Yale, paid a striking
No doubt it has been assumed that he
tribute to the Boston Transcript.
Hebron Academy.
is a radical tariff reformer and a free
Emphssizing the helpful Influence which
The new dormitory for boye at Hebron
trader because most professors of political
the habit of reading wholesome newspapers
is
academy
The
nearing completion.
exercised on college students Prof. Schwab
economy are such.
Among studentB of
is eighty feet long, forty feet said: “I told the fellows in my classes that
economics he is best known as a
pro- building
it would be a disgrace for a young man to go
tectionist in
theory. What he has wide, three stories and contains thirtythrough Yale without reading the Boston
written along that line and what he has
two rooms for students, a suite of rooms I
Transcript.
spoken have shown him to be this.
with bath for the master in charge, two
Any Amebicax readers who are unacNot only have there been misstatements
spacious recreation rooms on the flrst quainted with the merits of the paper would
concerning the professor’s views, political floor, ample bathroom in the
do well to send for sample copies (free for the
basement
and otherwise, but concerning his
asking).
appoint- with shower bath,
etc.; and a spament. One great newspaper
gravely an- cious fireproof vault. The building is of
nounced that the selection of Prof.
5W>frti«rtcnt,\
Emery brick, concret.-, iron and southern
pine.
by President Taft was solely to placate The building will cost
and will
*30,000,
Senator Hale. Nothing was ever wider
be ready for occupancy Nov. 1.
from the mark. The truth
is, Senator
The second *10,000 was pledged with
Hale got his first intimation that Prof.
the condition that the trustees should
•NO PAY, NO WASHIK,"
Emery was being considered for the place, raise $10,000 also before the 1st
of
kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
just as you did and I, when be read the ember. The conditions of this Sept- All
Goods called tor and delivered.
pledge
announcement of his appointment in the
have been kindly extended to October 1.
H. B. ESTCY A CO.,
newspapers.
WEST
END BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH, ME.
It is thought that if the alumni and •
This is wbat makes the honor the
friends of the school knew how much was
greater, for the position came unsought. now due and how small
BUTTONS MADE TO ORDER.
the amount, and
Prof. Emery’s Hrst intimation that be was
Embroidered buttons of all kinds;
that it means for every dollar
given
also machine-made, pl^in and hardanother
one
is given, they
trom one’s own cloth. Made
would
ritnmed,
How's This?
at the dressmaking returns of
promptly come to the rescue and raise the
We
_

Ellsworth"

Steam

offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, C.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney, for the last 15 years, and believe him
honorable in all business transacperfectly
tions. and f

Pi

Laundry

friends of education to come to the
in the next ten days and raise the
balance that wll secure for the school the
whole 930,000, so that when the
building
is taken possession of there will not be
a debt of a single dollar.
rescue
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CAHU or THANKS.
sstsml ray sinyyry thanki ra
lo thy fritlolt sail
by
h.lpiulnys, sad
a sHt sty it in so
many wav* durins
byryavymeut; also to all ahosy
wrr«
shown
sympathy
by floral oflyriori
Thomas J. DbLaittbs
Ellsworth. 8rpt. ». IM.
to

Idciln
apprycistion
who
th.tr kind

tylshbo!!

3

eipryJiiouS

_itgal jtfotict&
Bank rail’s FetUlou for IMm
barge.
Id the matter of
Dudley 8. Joifbs,
In Bnnkruatn
w
Ban kr apt.
To Ike Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Di*.
trlct Coart of the United State# for tb* ""
Dk.
trict of Maine.
8.
jo.ves. of Eii#wortb, t»
the county of Hancock and State of
Maine, in said district, respectful]? revresents, that on the 10th day of aeptembe*
1*4. he was dnly adjudged bankrupt under
tae Acta of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he haa duly surrendered all hi#
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirement# of said
acta and of the orders of court
touching hit

J
\

Dudley

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to hare a full discharge
from ait debts provable against hi# estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted bv law from such discharge.
Dated this 0th day of September, s. d. 1909.
Dudley S. Jobss,

Bankrupt.
DisTBtcr

Order of Notice Thereon.
or Sf*n«B as.

On this nth day of >eptr raber, a. a. 1909,o«
re»dinw hr fore*oji g petition, it is—
Otdrred by the court, that a hearing bt
bad upou .hr inur on
the 8th daj of
a
d.
Octob-r.
19C9. before amid court
a*
in
raid
Portland,
district, at tea
o'clock
in
the forenoon: ami that coflee thereof lv published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in saiddis*
trict, and that all known creditors, and other
persona in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if anythei
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all knows
creditors copies of said petition and this order. addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hal*.
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 18th day of
September, a. d. 1809.
James E. Hkwiy. Cisrk.
[L. 8.)
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hbwst. Clerk.

COMMISSION Kith' NOTICE.
Haw cock a®.:— September 4. 1909.
IIT'E, the undersigned, hating been duly
▼ f
appointed by the Honorable Edwart
C. Chase, Judge of probate within sad lor
aid county, commissioners to receite and deide upon claims of the creditors of Chari*
My rick, late of Oouldsboro, in said
estate b*
of
Hancock, whose
oonty
can
represented insolvent, hereby gm
order of
the
to
•ublic notice
agreeably
aid Judge of probate, that six monthsfroa
nd after August 6, 1908, have been allow*
o said creditors to present and prove their
laima. and that wa will attend to the duty’
tgned us at the house of Fred P.
k>uth Oouldsboro. in said Uooldsboro, at us
4 tha clock in the forenoon of each of tM
wi*.: Monday. November I,
•Mowing
m

Harf»nt,oj

days,
1 Monday, February 8,191C.
SaBCHWT.

MB,

0*0. W.
Hairy I. Fbbbsb,

Commissioners

,nollfIi5!

anbscnber hereof five*
he bu been duly appointed edmiah*
t rat or of the estate of
CALVIN D. WHITE, late of SCRBY,
la the county of Hancock, deceaied,
given bonds as the law directs. All«*■
sons
having demands again«t the
of said deceased are desired to present
same for settlement, and all
are requested to make payment
Surry, Sept. 17, 1909.' Fbamk T. Jklum*-

THE

»®J
PJJ

g
indebtedJkJJ"

Prattssumal

Cart*.

^

SOPHIA WALKER,
TEACHER OF

PIAXOF OR TE,

ELLSWORTH.

COURT 8T.,

FORREST

SXOW,

B.

ATTOBNEV AT LAW,

and Bath Rooms.

required amount. To-day fl,886.50 is
ALICE M. HOOPER,
lacking to meet the conditions. The 7 aid I MANNING HOCK,
ELLSWOITN.
Telephone: 67-13.
principal of the academy, acting for
the committee of trustees, appeals to
former students, friends of the
school,
and

Waldiho Kinnan A Masvix,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Care is taken internally, acting
lng directly upon the blood and mucous sur-

of
MONEY-Suro
trsln between

—

—

"

Ellsworth.

>IVLVE-

BLl'EHILL,

ICE

II.

SCOTT, |

SIK.IALTV »AMJ
,yj
TYPEWRITING. ACCOl NTIM',.A;v
GENERAL CLERICAL ttdl.KTrust
*
Agent of the Colon Safe Deposit 1
Portland, Me., for furnishing
ami Bursty Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over
Store;. Ellsworth,

Moore’s W*

Me.__

2toforrtiwmrnis

WOOLENS
El FCTRICAL ;r.o"“ CAMDEN Gents’
Suitings
Ladies’ and
Fall Line* .1

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND

FIXTURES.
EulMW m Wirt., rn SapplU, runny dim.
ANDRCW IN. MOOR,
M»ln SL,
XlUworth.

sold direct from the mu»
mute fm samples

output,

«h*» «sMM is Emu I«s
VW
Mgr. Retail
f. A. Packard,
Box 30 Camden, Me.

HANCOCK

COUNTY BAPTISTS.

Alerting at Winter
Next Week.

Aaliual

Harbor

seventyLflftb annual meeting ol
Baptist association will be
Hancock
,he
WinIteld with the First Baptist church.
to Thursday, Sept.
Tuesday
Harbor,
ter

COUNTY NEWS.
for additional

Special rates have been granted on the
steamboat front Bar Harbor to Grindstone
Neck, round trip,

SO

cents.

Delegates

ask lor special rates. The boat
at 8.25 and 11.00 a. m.,
jeaves Bar Harbor
m.
Returning leaves
1.J5 and fl.00 p.
Grindstone N'eck at ».30 a. m., 12.00 in.,
m.
Ticket limit Sept. 282 43 and B.35 p.
Neck to the church
30. From Grindstone
is nearly two miles. Fare on
the distance
28 cents. Special rates
the livery teams,
been granted by the Eastern
have also
steamship Co., at one fare for the round
on the Mt. Desert and
trip from all points
Bluehill divisions to Bar Harbor and
from Bangor conreturn. The last train
necting through leaves at 3.30 p. m.
The program followa:

jhould

Tuendajj Evening.
young

people's rally,

Rev C F

McKoy, president

iff

other page.

CABTINE.
Mrs. (. ora Jones is in Boston

The

28-30.

County A’nci

on

busi-

ness.

Mrs. R. B. Brown is spending several
with friends in Portland.

weeks

Simon Webb and wife, of
Rock'and,
spent two days in town last week.
Will Stevens, who has been employed in
Northeast Harbor the past summer, is
home.
Mrs. A. Ricker, who has been visiting
in Waltham several weeks, returned home
Saturday.

Joseph Swan
have

and wife of Everett, Mass.,
been the guests of Capt. R. B. Brown

several

days.

Rev. Mr. Barnes preached at the
Congregational church Sunday to a large and
appreciative audience.
Mrs. Walter Brown, who has been here
the

past summer, is spending a few weeks
with friends in the White mountains.

Harry Woodward,

who has

spent his
summer vacation
with his aunt, MrsPbebe Whiting, returned to his school last

Praise service,

730

Led by Pastor E F McPheters
745 Devotional service.Pastor E|A Trttes
g(Ki Address of welcome.Rev E 8 Drew
Response by the presiding officer
business:
315 Reports from societies:
offering for the society
Music

$43 Address, “The Jubilant Note,"
Rev C H Spalding, D D
C onsecration service .Rev A W Larimer

6ft)

600
915
9 90
1000
10at

Mrs. Marjorie

Staples

Devotional service.
Rev Charles Hargrove
Organization and business
Reading of letter from Winter Harbor
church
Annual sermon.Rev E 8 Drew
Zion's Advocate,
By the Editor, Rev J K Wilson, D D
Appointment of committees; reading of
letters
Praise Ye the Lord
Women's hour,
Mrs Angie Dority, presiding
Women's Baptist Foreign Missionary

Mrs C B Bousfleld, representative
Women's Baptist Home Mission society,
Miss Isabel Crawford, representative
Offering for women’s societies
145 The Anti-Saloon League,
Rev C E Owen, D D
4 05 Address. “The New Outlook,"
Dr 8palding
4 45 The Education society,
By the Moderator

Rev

a

Mower, D D

Offering for convention
Music
General topic: “Religion; the Old
and the New,” Seven-minute talks
followed by open discussion with
three-minute limit:
a
What have we believed and why?
E A Trites
b
Do we need a new religion?

£30

C F McKoy
o Shall
we ever outgrow the need of
Christ?.Charles Hargrove
d If He is a necessity, what follows?
E F McPheters
e What do we need to emphasize to-day?
A W Lorimer
630

Thursday Morning.
meeting,

Sunrise prayer

Led
80
8 45
8

has

by F L Colby

Devotions

Reports of committees
Report of treasurer.Dea Dority
Report of auditor.Dea Means
Appointment of executive committeeoffering for missions

9 45

Associational sermon..Rev G F Jenkins
1015 Address, “Stopping the Leaks,”
Rev Elisha Sanderson
10 35 Reading the minutes
10 45 Adjournment.

Eastern Ministerial Association.
The autumnal meet ig of the Eastern

closed

her house for the winter.

She will spend
the winter with her brother in Washington, D. C.

glad to see a new vane on the steeple
the Congregational church once more.

All

matter in

had

the

charge.

The Y. P. S. C. E. held a social at the
vestry of the Congregational church on

Saturday evening. A pleasant
was enjoyed by those present.
Sept. 21.

evening
G.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
David Friend is poorly.
Alvin Friend is in poor health.

Ralph Beede

is at work for

Rufus Chatto.

Ross Cain has moved to the Sylvester
cottage for the winter.

daughters in Sargentville.
Mrs. George Pege, of North Sedgwick,
visited her niece, Mrs. Jennie Fnend, last
week.

Mrs. Florence Flye and two sons, of
North Brooklin, spent Saturday and Sun*
day with her parents here.

Sept.

20.

_Crumbs.
DEDHAM.

Mrs. 8. P. Webber visited her mother,
Mrs. Arie Burrill, of Brewer, last week.
Mrs. Henry Dell and son Melvin, of
Quincy, Mass., are guests of James Mead
and wife.
J. T. Cowing and wife attended the Free
Baptist quarterly meeting held in Mariaville 8ept. 17-19.
O. W. Brewster and wife have returned
from a visit of three weeks with relatives
in Brockton, Mass.

Board,”

Mrs. John Jellison, of Gardiner, has
spendiug some weeks with her parents, C. E. Johnson and wife.
B.
Sept. 20.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. M. A. Norwood and Mrs. Fred
Rich, of Tremont, spent last week at the

lighthouse.
party from Tremont spent Sunday at
Swan’s Island and had a picnic dinner at
the lighthouse. In the party were Levi
Rich and wife, George Wallace and wife,
Everett Stanley and wife, Fred Lawton
and Mrs. Sidney Wallace.
S.
Sept. 20.
A

Sermon.w

R Patterson
Alternate, H P Taylor
A Sherman
Wedne$day Forenoon, 9.00.
Morning devotious.Led by J X Palmer
Papers and discussions,
Our Young

Exhortation.H

People:
(а) “The Boys,”
R W Brown, H A Sherman. H P Taylor
(б) “The Girls,”
8 M
Bowles, W R Patterson, Elizabeth E
"pniiKUaru

(c) “The Young Men and Women,”
J R Hewitt, U F Butterfield, C A Purdy
‘‘Pulpit Mannerisms,”
G E Edgett, C J Brown, Mrs E S Gahan
Wednesday Afternoon. 1.30.
Praise and prayer service,
Led by J D McGfaw
apers and discussions

Revivals:

(a) “The Preaching,”
E 8 Gahan, 8 O
Young, Mary F Macomber
(&) The Personal Work,”
•J D McGraw, A E Babb, J N Palmer
Literary discussion, “The Religion of Tenny8«n”.. B Haskell
Wednesday Evening, 7.Jo.
Praise service../..Led by H P Taylor

Sermon.* ...H
A‘tar

I Holt
Alternate, J D McGraw
service.HA Sherman

i8

no

day

too

poor to bring

us

an

and we are never so rich that
opportunity,
can afford to
what the

K®.

H,,/8

Miss Gladys Hooper is teaching the primary school in Corea.
School commenced Sept. 13, taught by
Helen Strout, of Cherryfleld.

sporn

day

NORTH BLUEHILL.
Efiie and Eunice Dan bar hare returned
Harbor, where they have been

from Seal

employed.
Marion Dunbar, Lewis and Levi Gillis
left Monday for Golden Ridge, where they
will be employed picking potatoes.
D.
Sept. 20.
_

LAMOINE.
of George Gault, died at
her home
Sunday, aged fifty-eight
years. She leaves a husband and one son,
George Gault, jr.

Mary E.,

wife

here

Of Wonderful Value, and Free.
Tired bodies, pale aud suukeu cheeks,
haggard eyes, sleepless nights aud weak
nerves, are ruining our lives and killing our
people. No wonder these poor sufferers
bless I)r. Greene for his great free offer.
He is the most successful specialist in curing nervous and chronic diseases, and the
discoverer of that wonderful medicine, Dr.
Greene's Nervura blood aud nerve remedy.
He has established a system of letter correspondence at his office, 84 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., by which all can write him
about their complaints, will receive a reply
free of charge, giving a complete description
of their case and telling just what ails them.
He gives most careful attention to every letter, tells just what to do to be cured. And
all this costs nothing. No journey to the
city, no doctor’s fee, the best medical advice
and consultation in the world, and nothing
to pay. The doctor makes a specialty of
treating patients through letter correspondWrite him at
ence, and it is successful.
once.

Opportunities for character alWrit* to-daj for FREE bottle of Dr.
along the pathway of our Greene’s Lsxnrs for all stomach, liner and
wake it fragrant even when it is
bewei trouble.
Samuel J. Barrows.

bloom

other

you

troubles.’ "—Youth’s

IMPORTANT
If you wish to hare jour

the forms

Diamond.
The polishing of a diamond la a very
alow process, because of the great
hardness of the material; besides this,
the work must be frequently interrupted to allow the disk to cool out
after It has become overheated by
friction. Each time a new facet Is to
be cut tile diamond must be removed
from the dop and reset at another
ancle, and the diamond cutter trusts to
his eye alone to guide him In this delicate adjustment, although in the case
of very small diamonds a magnifying
glass Is necessary. The skill shown
in placing the stone In the heated
metal, sometimes with the bare hand,
Is surprising.
The regular brilliant
has fifty-six facets, besides the table
and the collet—thirty-two above the
girdle and twenty-four below—but as
eight facets are first formed, both
above and below, each of these being
recut Into three or four smaller ones,
there are considerably more than fiftysix separate surfaces to be cut.—Dr.
George F. Kunz In Century.
a

Qualities of the Topu
The name of the precious stone Inserted in the ring of Gyges has not
been handed down to us, but It Is probable that It was the topaz, whose wonders Pblloetrates recounts In the life
of Apollonius. An attribute of the sun
and of fire, the ancients called It the
gold magnet, as It was credited with
the power of attracting that metal. Indicating Its veins and discovering
the treasures. Heliodorus In his story
of Theagenes and Chartcles says that
the topaz saves from fire all those who
wear It and that Charlcles was preserved by a topaz from the fiery vengeance of Arsaces, queen of Ethiopia.
This stone was one of the first talismans
that Theagenes possessed In
Egypt. The topaz at present symbolizes Christian virtues—faith. Justice,

temperance, gentleness,
Paris Figaro.

clemency.

THE FALL AND WINTER

observed the
anniversary of their marriage
The
Monday afternoon and evening.
guests of the afternoon were mostly from

George Blodgett

and

wife

fiftieth

out of town.

The decorations

were

very

beautiful and artistically arranged.
Refreshment were served 'from 4 to 6 and
from 7 to 10 o’clock by Miss Pond and
Miss Lida Swazey.
The only place to get bargains is at the
store that advertises for your trade.

ON_STRIKE.

Call

our

local

Manager

and

Ellsworth Port.
81d Sept 18, sch Ann C Stuart, wood, Bar
Harbor
Ar Sept 20, sch Agnes Mabel
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar Sept 18, sch Georgietta
Ar Sept 19. schs M B Wellington, Franconia,
Abel W Baker. Helena
Sid Sept 14, sch Manie Saunders, Providence
Sid Sept 17, sch Agnes Mabel, Bar Harbor
Southwest Harbor—In port, Sept 20, schs
Rena A Percy, S L Foster
Sid Sept 19, sch Manie Saunders, Sullivan
for Providence with stone

BORN.
CLARK—At Bucksport, Sept 10, to Mr and Mrs
George H Clark, a son.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Sept 10„ to Mr
and Mrs Eugene 8 Eaton, a daughter.
GINN—At Bucksport, Sept 15, to Mr and Mrs
Andrew Ginn, a daughter.
GREENLAW-At Deer Isle, Sept 1, to Mr and
Mrs Frank L Greenlaw, a daughter.
HUNTLEY—At Stonington, Sept 15, to Mr and
Mrs Austin Childs Huntley, a son. [Frederick William.]
JUDE—At Ellsworth, Sept 16, to Mr and Mrs
Harry R Jude, a son.
PHILLIPS—At Sedgwick, Sept 14, to Mr and
Mrs John R Phillips, a son. [Henry Sar-

VEALS, EGGS
FARM PRODUCE.

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
41
can

North Market St.. Boston. Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.
reports, tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, etc., furnished free.

Market

8TKICTLY

COMMISSION.

every detail

over

public

and

of

Bangor

August

in its columns 82 instances of students of the Shaw

had

taking

positions.
A reference to the files of the Commercial will substantiate this, and we believe that it alone shows the merits of a Shaw Training and the result of the
efforts of this school’s Position Department. During each of the above
months the School was not able to fill one-half of its applications for office
help, and again and again it was forced to take students out of school before
finishing their courses to supply the demand.

Forty-eight

page illustrated

catologue mailed

The Shaw Business

upon

application.

College, Bangor,

Me.

0PEN5 TUESDAY, SEPT. 14
Study BOOKKEEPING, ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP, SPELLING,

gent. 1

etc., under a practical bookkeeper and experienced teacher.
thorough individual instruction at

daughter.

SMITH—At South Brooksville, Sept 16, to Mr
and Mrs Edwin J Smith, a daughter.
THOMPSON—At Deer Isle, Sept 7, to Mr and
Mrs Raymond E Thompson, a son.
WARDWELL—At Penobscot, Sept 18, to Dr
and Mrs M A Ward well, a son.

Bangor

You get

Commercial School

Merchants Bank Bldg.*

(In

35 Broad St.

MARRIED.
COUSINS—COOTS—At Elmwood. Mass, Sept
41, by Rev Clarence Lathbury, Miss Edith E
Cousins, of Bluehill, to Henry R Coots, of
Westdale, Mass.
DUKE-HASKELL-At Sullivan, Sept 12, by
Rev C A Purdy, Miss Eva Burnett Duke, of
Ashville, to Frederick Barter Haskell, of
Hyde Park, Mass.
GRINDLE—CAIN—At South Penobscot, Sept
19, by Rev A W Young, Mrs Sarah Grindleto
Augustus E Cain, both of Penobscot.
MOORE—BOWDEN-At Bangor, Sept 15, by
Rev George A Martin, Miss Grace R Moore,
of Bangor, to George Thomas Bowden, of
Ellsworth.
PIERSON—M’KINNON—At Ellsworth, Sept
18. by Rev W F Emery, Miss Viola M Pierson
to Harry R McKinnon, both of Ellsworth.

to the fact that the

Daily Commercial during May, June, July

MISS JESSIE M.

“Grow up” in Business !

T. M. C. A.

building with, and endorsed
by beal school of Shorthand)

same

TWADDEL, FRIN.

Demand is strong' for our

DOE BUSINESS

graduates.

COLLEGE,

Building, Bangor, Me.,

not only fits you to become a competent stenographer or
book-keeper, but assists you to a paying position. Terms
moderate, H. N. Doe, Principal.

Thorough training along practical lines. Write to-day for catalogue.

CLARK—At
Bucksport, Sept 14, Webster
Malkson, infant son of Mr and Mrs George
H Clark, aged 4 days.
GAULT—At Lamoine, Sept 20, Mrs Mary E
Gault, aged 67 years, 11 months.
JORDAN—At Waltham, 8ept 17, Elizabeth E,
wife of Wilford B Jordan, aged 47 years.
OAKS-At Plantation No 28, Sept 14, Miss
Maria L Oaks, aged 55 years, 5 months, 6

THE QEORQE H. GRANT CO.,
offer for sale some desirable
Estate in

bargains

in Beal

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

PACKARD—At Ellsworth, Sept 18, Alonzo W
Packard, aged 66 years, 6 months.
PERT—At Sedgwick, Sept 15, Mrs Lovina B
Pert, aged 69 years, 10 months, 26 days.
SINCLAIR—At Ellsworth, Sept 16, Freddie,
infant twin son of Charles E and the late
Nellie Sinclair, aged 4 months, 24 days.
TORREY—At McKinley, Sept 9, Mrs Maud
Torrey, aged 25 years, 8 months, 17 days.

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and offer the best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will receive the very best attention.

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,
ELLSWORTH,

2U^ertigrmnit*.

MAINE.

LIGHTNING
Don’t go without insurance during the shower season.
We can insure
you for a small premium so that you will be protected.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

range or a fur-

O.

TAPI/BY

W.

"Clarion”, it is
Er.LSworth, me.
I
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co., FARM FOR SALE OR RENT
A BARGAIN
Bangor. Sold by
A line farm at North Hancock, containing 160 acres—One anti one-half story house
nace—if it is

J. P.

a

of 10 rooms,
stocked and

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

I Inquire of

All flavors—Drawn fromJEHsworth’s
handsomest fountain.

spring water piped to buildings, young orchard in bearing. Farm is
fully equipped with modern tools, implements and machinery.

Several other

o.

Attractive Real ETstate Values

W.

«X?

■

**■

Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth,

Confectionery and Cigars.

Main Street.

(Giles Block)

Eltsworth.

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any price the pubWithout circulation
lisher may demand.
there can be no results, and without
the advertiser
results the moneu whic
invests is lo»* -Leavenworth (Kansas)
Tunes.

MASON

Properties
ClITTflN
I IUn, Sorrento,
wU

Oflloe nt

LOCH I NTS.

1^.

in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Hancock
Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL
ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast.
Timber Lands. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

SUM

Bananas at Wholesale.

APPLES,

will be sent' to talk

calls the attention o! the

8HUTE—At Fort Russell, Wyo, Aug 16, to
Lieut Martyn H Shute, USA, and wife, a

SODA

and

Agent

an

ever-present

MARINE LIST.

The choicest that the market affords

OUR CUSTOMERS WANT YOUR

your

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.

fresh, luscious, wholesome.

CANT SUPPLY OUR DEMAND

telephone in

arrangement with you.

FRUIT

Just
Cures catarrh or money back.
breathe it in. Complet e outfit, including),
jnlialor$i. Extra bottles 50c. Druggists."

a

positive protection
emergencies of Are, accident, burglary and sickness.

DIED.

Millions of Stomachs Refuse to Do
Their Work Properly.
All over this broad land millions of
stomaoh owners are being held in
humiliating subjection just because
they are so stubborn that they will
not accept a fair, square and broadminded offer.
Life is short for all of us; it will be
shorter for those who let their stomaohs go from bad to worse.
G. A. Parcher has a famous prescription called Mi-o-na, and he believes so thoroughly in its remarkable
curative power that he says to every
owner of a distressed stomach that be
will guarantee Mi-o-na tablets to cure
acute or chronic indigestion and all
stomach ailments, or money back,
and the price is only SO cents a box.
And still there are stubborn people
right in Ellsworth who won’t accept
this offer, but continue to suffer from
gas on stomach, belching of sour food,
stomach pains, foul breath, dizziness,
biliousness and headacheB, just because—just because—that’s all, there
is no o ’her reason.
Mi-o-na tablets
stop
dyspeptic
agony in live minutes; they cure obstinate cases of indigestion, and turn
the old stomach into a new one in a
few weeks, or money back.

the hardest seasons of the year on a person’s physical

You’ll And it to he a great business and social convenience.
\ ou can do your marketing and
shopping, make your calls, arrange your social duties,
iu touch with the world, and meet all household
emergencies with the TELEPHONENo household should be without it as a
in case of those

SbbntignnntM.

NOW

are

Save your health, your energy, your time, and
your money hy having
house.

—

BUCKSPORT.

appear in the Fall

name

closing.

are now

make-up.

keep
Polishing

NOTICE

Edition of the EASTERN TELEPHONE DIRECTV
ORY you must give jour order for service at once, as

Com-

panion.

SOUTH GOULDSBORO.

be handled.

Efficiency of the

my

_

C C

Whldden, H I Holt, C E Bromley
Reading, selection* from Chaplain McCabe’s lecture, “The Blight Hide of
Life in Libby Prison”.J R Hewitt
Tuetday Evening, 7.15.
Praise service.Led by A E Sash

get a pair big
enough?’ says Llje one day.
“‘Well, I’ll tell you,’ Amos says.
‘When I wear tight shoes I forget all

been

Uiuisterisl association, Bucksport district, will be held at the Methodist church
Mrs. Susan Sargent has gone to West
in East Franklin
Tuesday and Wednes- Sullivan to visit her daughter, Mrs. Ella
day, Oct. 5 and 8.
Havey.
The session will open at il o’clock TuesH.
Sept. 13.
day afternoon. There will be an evening
EDEN.
meeting Tuesday, and forenoon, afternoon and
The Twitchell-Champltn Co., of Portevening meetings Wednesday,
The program follows:
land has begun on its clam factory at
Hadley’s point, and proposes to hare it
at
2.30.
Afternoon
Tuesday
Praise and prayer service. Led by 8 O Young ready to can clams by the middle of OctBusiness.President in chair ober. About fifty hands will be employed,
Papers and discussions,
and about 200 bushels of clams a day will
“How to Increase the

‘Why don’t

2U-arrtt»emnt*.

Prentiss Friend spent last week with his

Wednesday Evening.
Praise and prayer service
Our State Convention,

7 30
7 00

Hutchinson

Great credit is due those who

IWednesday Afternoon.
2 00
215

reception was given the F class of the
normal school on Friday evening, by the
other members of the school. All report
a fine time.

of

Wednesday Kerning.
meeting,

Sunrise prayer

Dea J F
gft)

A

Amo*’ Anodyn*.
"We always wondered a little how
Amos Dore and his wife got along—
really,” Aunt Em Maeomber said
frankly. "Some In the neighborhood
said they'd never overheard a single
loud or cross word on either side, but
Llje Daniels always stuck to It that
Amos was ns mls’able at home as a
man could be.
“He never spoke right out till Amos
died and His’ Dore went back up
country to her folks. Then he let
out”
“What?” queried Aunt Em’s visitor.
“Well, Amos worked logging alongside of Llje every winter, and summers they hayed together most .always, and It seems,” said Aunt Em
Impressively, “that Amos complained
of his shoes hurting him about all the
time. Finally Llje asked why he wore
tight shoes.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BKUBAKEK. Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert Sit.

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day
and up.
only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence in

The

PHILADELPHIA.

Maine.

~~

guests of E. E. Scammon
and wile laat week.

Oakland,

tubtcribert at 107
r* the 117 pott-offlcet in Hancock county.
All the other paper! in the County comined do not reach to many. The Amebioan ia not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hat neterclaimed to
ta, but it it the only paper that can properly be called a Cocxnr paper; all the
net are merely local papers. The circulation
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record’s ntmmer list, it larger
than t)»at of art the other papert printed
In Hancock county.
amkbicax hat

Misses

employed in a
spending a few days

have been
After

she has

Ellsworth

tend school.

entertaining

Selwyn C. Penney and wife, of Bangor,
spent Sunday w ith their parents.
Marion and Colby Chester have gone
away to school—Marion to Bueksport,

hia

Jonesport,

summer.

Misses Eleanor and Frances Dyer have
Point, where they
spent the summer.
The ladies of the Baptist society will
“mum” supper at the church ves-

who

months,

was

the week-end

quite

with

ill.

Stock bridge

das

ing.

guest

Mrs. Oliver McNeil, going from there
to Ellsworth Monday.
B.
Sept. 20.

Mrs. Sophia Dodge is in Ellsworth, the
guest ot Mrs. Joseph Morrison.

visitors are nearly all gone.
A few will remain until October. All
speak highly of the place, and express a
desire to come again next year.

Mrs. Earle Holt and infant son are
guests of Mr. Holt’s grandmother, Mrs.
Sarah Doyle.

here, spent a
Staples .last

The

BAYSIDE.

called to Surry Saturday by the illness of his mother. He
returned Monday.
Miss Amanda Bailey came home from
Caribou Saturday. Sunday she went to
No. S to teach the fall term of school.

Mrs. J. W. Willard, of Needham, Mass,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Willard Hopkins.

Prof. Oleason and family left for their
Boston Thursday, after spending
the summer in their cottage at Shady
Nook.

The C. E. society was pleasantly entertained at Mrs. Young’s Taursday evening.
Refreshments were served.
Miss Mabel Craig, trained nurse, of the
Masaachnsetts general hospital, Boston,
is spending her vacation with her sister,
Mrs. Lorimer.

Ivory Frazier and wife, who went to
Bluehill to attend the fair, have been unable to return owing to the illness of Mrs.
Frazier.
John D. Bemick has quite a curiosity in
perfectly formed pumpkins, which
have grown together. He thinks of taking it to the Eden fair.
two

Capt. Fred Alley has returned from Bar
Harbor, where he has been visiting hia
his house
He is at

burned three

was

present

with

Mrs. Alfred Frye and family are spending two weeks with her parents, D. Y.
McFarland and wife.
The barn belonging to John Kief was
burned with all its contents Sunday evening. It was about 7.30 when the fire was
first discovered. A large quantity of bay
and grain was destroyed, besides farming

have been occupying this summer on account of its being sold. They will move to
the mill shuts down this

fall.

Sept.

20.

implements.
Sept. 20.

Gbit.

EGYPT.
resume

furnished music.

|

Y.

Sept.

Melvin

teaching.

E.

ID.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

MARLBORO.

Misses Lula and Marion West have gone
to Bar Harbor to

The annual picnic and field day ot the
Odd Fellows and their guests, held at
Jordan’s shore Saturday, was largely attended, and was a most successful affair.
M. B. Jordan, with his able committees,
presented an interesting program. The
arrival of Peary and Cook and their contest for the discovery of the pole was
finally determined by a six-round glove
contest. Joy’s orchestra, of Bar Harbor,

_

Harvey Moore, foreman of Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co.’s mill, with his wife, is
boarding with Mrs. Delia Whitmore.
They had to move out of the house they

as soon as

Dr. and Mrs. Small were at Bangor Monday and Tuesday. Dr. Small accompanied
Mrs. Hollis Damon to the hospital, where
she will undergo an operation for appendicitis.

NORTH LAMOINE.

nephew, Fairfield Alley.

Surry

many

his

University of Vermont

medical school.

guests at the Hanover this season, have
returned to their home in Bangor.

friends of Thomas J. DeLaittre, formerly of this place, now of
Ellsworth, deeply sympathise with him in
the loss of his wife. Mrs. DeLaittre had
made many friends here where the spent
the first few years of her married life.
R.
Sept. 20.
The

to the

vacation be-

Wilbur and Shirley Hodgkins

Joseph H. Curtis,

a

prominent

summer

large property oerner here,
Presque
Mias Helen West has returned to Ellshas placed in trust a lot of land on the
surveying crew.
eastern shore of Northeast Harbor for the
worth, after spending her vacation here.
Mrs. Ellen Moore, of Boston, who has
benefit of the inhabitants of the town of
Mrs. Holcie Coombs, who has spent the
spent the summer in Lakewood, spent Mt. Desert and summer
guests. The
past few weeks with her husband in Bar last week with Mrs. S. H. Kemick.
property is to be held as a shore privilege
Harbor, has returned home.
Mrs. Percy Bragdon and little daugh- for the benefit of
permanent and summer
William F. Jordan, of
the
yacht ter, of Nantucket, Mass., are visiting Mr.
residents of the town. It is the hope and
Brownie, and Meltiah E. Scam moo, of the Bragdon’s mother, Mrs. Warren Grover.
expectation of the author of the trust that
steamer Norumbega, spent Sunday at their
Abe.*
Sept. 20.
a landing place for boats will be provided
homes here.
in the near future, and suitiable provision
Mrs. George Preble and Mrs. Willie
LAMOINE.
made for their care.
Crawford and little daughter Glenys, of
Capt. Howard Farnham, of Cuba, is in
town for a few days.
The summer visitors are going. The
Mrs. Harry <51 sen and daughter Mary, Kimball closes Sept. 20.
Isle to work

have gone to

in

a

resident and

|

who have been away some time, are home.
Lou Hopkins and wife, of Brewer, were
guests of W. K. Salisbury Friday and

Good

Saturday.
Sept. 20.

Many

Ellsworth

Readers Hare

Heard It and Profited Thereby.
travels

fast,'- and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in Ells“Good

worth
is

news

are

glad

to learn that

within their reach.

prompt relief

Many

a

lame,

weak

aching back is bad no more, thanks
Doan's Kidney Pills. Our citizens are
telling the good news of their experience
and
to

with the Old Quaker Remedy.
example worth reading:

Here is

from kidney trouble. My back was very
painful and I was so nervous that I could
not rest

well.

a

box at Moon’s drug store. As my case
chronic.one, I had to use the remedy

was a

time before I noticed any benefit.
I slowly improved, however, and was in the
for

end

some

entirely relieved of

.Bines then I have had

my trouble.
occasion to use

iDoan’s Kidney Pills and have never found
them wanting. It is with great pleasure
that I give this splendid remedy my
For sale by all dealers.

Price SO cents.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Be member the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

day

Misses Kimball and Gilpatrick have
closed their millinery store until Oct. 6.

Mrs. Flora Gray is visiting in Penobscot.
Mrs. Hazel Gordon is in Bar Harbor with
Mrs. Alice Grindle.

Dr. J. Qrindle took Nellie Bartlett to
Bar Harbor hospital Tuesday where she
underwent a surgical operation, and is

Chester Grindle last

weighing thirty

dug

a

potato doing nicely.

ounces.

Ladd has a crew of carpenters
building him a‘barn. Charles Davis is
foreman.
C.
Sept. 20.
Emerson

NORTH HANCOCK.
Miss Nellie Hutchins ia expected borne
from New York this week.
Mr*. Nelaon Stewart and Mra. George
Stewart viaited trienda in Bar Harbor laat
week.

change.
Sept. 20.

Anon.
_

BAB HARBOR.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. J. Morse have announced the engagement of their daughter,
Annie Lois, to Earle V. Tburber.
Mr.
Thurber has been employed for several
seasons by Max Franklin, and has many
friends in town. Mias Morse is a popular young lady, a recent graduate of the
local high school, and has a wide circle
of friends.

en-

dorsement.”

one

OAK POINT.

Uiaa Etta Springer is employed aa operI had heard and read so ator in the West Sullivan telephone ex-

much about Doan’s Kidney Pills that I
decided to give them a trial, and procured

Mrs. James Reed had a shock
last week, and is seriously ill.

The'Rebekahs had an entertainment
Friday evening. Cake and coffee were
served. A goodly sum was realized.

an

Mrs. C. L. Stevens, 4 Lincoln St., Ellsworth, Me., says: “X suffered severely

B.

week

A NARROW ESCAPE.
Edgar If. Beyliss, a merchant of Robinsonville, Del., wroth: "Abo.it two years ago I
was thin and sick, and coughed all the time,
and if I did not have consumption, it was near
to it. I commenced using Foley’s Honey and
Tar, and it stopped my cough, and I am now
entirely well, and have gained twenty-eight
pound*, all due to the good result.' from taking Foley’s Honey and Tar." G. A. Pabckbu.

County Neut.

km

other page*

_

shares

STONINUTON.

Mrs. Alfred Welch, of flea! Harbor, is
Carl Pettigrove is quite.ill of typhoid
fever.
| visit inf her father, R. J. Colby.
Fred Torrey, wue and son Norman are
School began Monday, Miss Spear, of
Rock port, teacher.
takings vacation in Massachusetts,
returned tc

Mrs. Leslie J. Rich has
Rockland for the winter.

j
j

Monday.

H.ram Libby and
wile, of \tar„„
"*
visiting E. W. Haskell and wif,.
Walter Colby, of
Sunset, recently haolM
up a Nine-pound lobster on bis
Penobscot bay, which he
readily *°dto
the |otc! for $1.62.

Capt. Thomas Gr enlaw and w ife have
gone to Ipswich, Maas., for the winter.

has
Dr. Arthur Chilcott, of Bangor,
John Murphy, of Sea! Cove, visited !
sister, Mr». Jacob Keliay, last week.
| opened a dental office here for the winter.
Mrs. Fred E. Webb and daughter Muriel
Mr#. George Wallace returned home
Saturday from Machias with her little are home from a three-week a’ visit in Bar
Harbor.
niece, Essie liuntly.

Billings, accompanied

her.

Mrs. Gertrude 1). Conant and sister,
Miss Ethel M. Ft Ivey, of Haverhill, Mass.,
returned home Monday after a two weeks’
visit with their aunt, Mrs. C. II. Norwood.
A

party

from

Swan’s Island

and

Miss

a

Addie Guptill has gone to Birch

Myrtle Young, who has
Harbor, is home.

been

employed

at Bar

Ruby Kidder is in Portland to attend
the Maine School for the Deaf.
#

Perley Tracy
he

where

is

has

from Sorrento,

home
been

employed

Sept.

JEN.

_

There is to be

a

sociable at

Tuesday evening, Sept. 21.
There is no primary

Freeman ball

to-day,

school

owing to the illness o( the teacher, Mrs.

ho is

(or Samuel Cole at

The masonic hall has been

Mr. Kimball’s four-horse team ran
down Smallidge’s hill one day last week,
and into Otis Ober s yard, where they
broke the thills of Mr. Ober’s cart, and
threw out their driver, O. Crockett. No
bones were broken, but Mr. Crockett is
quite lame. The wagon was loaded with
lumber.

Sept.

A.

George Abbott
for a few days.

Heed and wife

were

ben last

week.

School commenced Sept. 13, Mias McClure, teacher.
Mra. F. C. Bolden and eon Wilton have
returned to Brooklyn, N. Y.
Marion Martin was quite ill laat week,
with a alight attack of appendicitis.
F. W. Richardson ft Son are drying
flah tor another load for Glooceeter. Capt.
J. F. Norwood carries them.
Heman Gott has purchased of W. Z.
Richardson the house recently occupied
by Ned Murphy. Be sold his place to
Casper Tanner. Be is haring his new
place painted and finished Inside and out.
delude themselves by savins
“It will wear away”, when they notice symptoms of kidney and bladder trouble. This is
Take Foley's Kidney Remedy,
a mistake.
and atop the drain on the vitality. It oures
backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder
trouble, and makes every trace of pain, weakness, and urinary trouble disappear. G. A.
Psucasa.

Many people

is at

The successful bidders for tbo water
works have begun operations, and hope to
have the plant installed in November.
The Gilbert Gross Co. has charter»I a
number of barges to convey the stone
from fltonington for the Cape Cod canal.

flept. 13._Nihil.
Mrs. Jeremiah Sylvester is home from a
business trip in Boston.
Miss Mary Coid, who has been in Boston

on

O. B. Mills, of Portland,
friends and relatives here.

aJJj

£

whcnT,^
begrees

chapter Friday evening,
meeting will be held,
*

‘>rk' d

on

several

candidates, and tl!
An faitc.i!»s
^nuriammeot

quel will be sefted.
will follow.

Hepi.

20.

Hex.

Isaac (Who had Just recovered
from t.
ohmd!
Doctor,
you...:have charged me
t.ain>
uanl-a
nail..
RJ
lour weeks
calls; I will pay for
weeks 1
Doctor But 1 called on "
• very day for four weeks, Mr.
Isaac! lL.
-\elf derevssone week I was
00
and 1 didn t »ee you come in.

ti,

business, is home.

unh^m

Ellsworth visiting
his sister, Mrs. H. B. Haskili.
John L. Goss, wife and daughters leave
for Boston this week for the winter.
in

delirw!

oOfimiarmcniij

Charles flimonton, of Boston, has been
visiting his father, Rev. J. P. flimonton.

Kockbound Ucbekah lodge will euterthe flwan’s Island Rebekah’s flept. 28.

“Blood Will Tell”

Reliance lodge, F. and A. M., has had
new electric lights installed in its hall.

Strength, stamina and vital-

C. W. Robinson and wife, of Southwest
Harbor, are visiting C. H. 8. Webb and
wife.

ity depend
supply.

upon the

H. C.

Bailey, of Everett, Mass.,

is

spend-

ing bis vacation at J. A. Hamblen's.
Frank Fitleld and family, who spent the
summer here, have returned to Boston.

Keep

and red with.

BEECHAMS
PILLS
Said EnvjvWt.

la boz«« iicalm

Health

Never Falls lo Restore

Gray Bair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.
No matter how
it has
long

remove* Du-

Boston.
fiend he lor lews book-' The Careen be Hair.*
Mrs. Amy Cobb and children, who
Philo Bay Sp«. Co., Newark, N. J. t
s
have been at Cobb House for the season, !
Boy’S Hlrtina Soap core- Pinpha
rad. rough asd chapMd hanit.-. amt all tain die
have returned to Koxbury, Mass.
Its sUs aa* sad

udt.

25c

.iru^rina

Mrs. E. W. Freeman and Miss Bertram, : •and he hr tsar hook “The Care oi the blu.'
O. MOO Its:. Oruxcot
who hare spent the summer at Mrs. Freeman’s cottage, The Bijou, left for home j

Friday.
Sept. 13.

G.

PATENTS

_

SUNSET.
A corporation known as the Deer Isle
Hotel Co. has been formed by Boston

Mrx.

13.

been p»

or faded. Promotes a luxuriant
growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling oat.

—poalll nl/

DtrCNDCD.,^^*

gentlemen for the purpose of erecting an
up-to-date hotel on the Saunders farm at
Dunham’s Point, to cost about $20,000.
Fitleld
and
Rev. B. S.
little son, of RockThey purpose to lease the ihouse. A
are
at D. M. Fifteld’s this week.
land.
further revenue will be derived from the
Harold Stinson has rented the bouse sale of lots and from rental of bungalows
owned by J. A. Sweetaer and moved there. which the company will
build. The
Miss Maude Hamblen, who has been vis- location is unsurpassed. It commands an
iting her parents nere, has returned to exceptionally flue view, has a good beach
and bathing privileges. If subscriptions
Boston.

Sept.

blood

it pure, fresh

ML Keep* hair soft and glossy. Be
faoe all aabetitutee. 2% times as much
la SLOO aa 50c. site. Is Not a Dye.
noadNe. bottles, at drag gists

to

visiting

is

tb„r„a|[b.

and

Mrs. Cora U.
Putman, W. u
will pay her official visit to H«r',e-n'

a.

Hester Thurston’s

Tilden Fitleld and wife spent Saturday
and Sunday at Sunset.

pnocvuco AND
dnwrin«orpti«jta.for«ip®rtn'*ri
n**U
Fn-w advkw, how to ot>uaa i*u h'a
copyrttfhU. etc., iff ALL COUNTRIES.
Busineit direct with »'«%/-■« "'*« /,B/
mu?nry and often the fotent.
Patent and Infrinyament Practice ExduiWy.

Writ® or come to tu at
tu nuk IM. COT D»K«i

WA3HIHOTON,

**■* o*»
D.

C

GA SNOW (o)s^>

let that cold become chronic. A few
of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment irf
water or on sugar will quickly make ail
traces of it disappear.
It is the remedy fur
a
cramps, colic, diarrhoea, etc.

drops
DON'T

Mrs. Esther Millett, ol Gloucester, Mass.,
is visiting Ezra Gott and wile.
Elmer Stinson is at borne from Peer
Isle, where he has been employed a few
months.
John Stanley and wile of Haverhill,
Mass.', spent a lew days here last week,
calling on relatives and friends.
Mrs. John Whitman and daughter
Bessie, of Kockland, visited at Joseph
Fifleld’s last week.
H. C. Bailey, and wife, wno have been
atJ.A. Hamblen’s two weeks, have returned to Everett, Mass. They were accompanied by Master Paul Haniford.
Mum.
Sept. 20.

OHNSONS
ANODYNE

INIMENT

WEST GOLLDSBOKO.
Mabel V. Shaw, of Nashua, N. H.,
is visiting relatives here.
Miss

for 99 years has been a household standby. It
affords relief internally and is unequalled when
used externally for sore muscles, stiff joints,
muscular rheumatism, cuts, sprains, burns, etc..

Mrs. William F. McCoy, ol Bar Harbor,
spent last week with Edward M. Stevens
and wife.
Mrs. Belle Powers, ol Bangor, spent a
few days of last week with her sister,
Mrs. Daisy Stevens.
L.
Sept. 14.

2Sc and SOc

a

botth •vmywfare

I. S. JOHNSON A CO., lesion, Mass.

_

B.

20.

M'KINLEY.
N.

_

h„

rZ“*

repaired, carpets
the halls and
banquet hall,
nished and everything
pm in
Jrirn for the winter.
tiewrs in

PRETTY MARSH.

WEST HTONINGTON.

»

cleaned

Maas., visited Mrs. Boyce's sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Philena Folger, of Boston, is visitLottie Knowlea, last week. They went to
ing her brother, J. W. Smith.
Nicolin Monday.
M. J. Atherton and family, who have
Misses Sylvia Mosley and Luxetti
their vacation here, have returned
Swaxey are attending the Central high spent
school. Mias Octavia Ha mar is attending
Bar Harbor high school.
M.
Sept. 18.

building
Hampden, ®u

Capl. Gomez, of England, has been here
visit:ng his sister^ Mrs. K. W. Gardner.
They had not tnct for eighteen years.

tain

13.

w

staging eighteen feet to the ground tZ*
injuring hia aboulder. He returned
h(Z
“*
Sunday.

three

months.

,,1,

Harry Joyce,

Miss Catherine flimonton left last week
to spend a short time with friends in
Rock port before going to New York.

Ralph Thurlow is

Harbor to teach.

“»»,

deeh ISLE.

Mrs.

j

each.

*«
al

Dr. and Mrs. Small
spent Sunday...
At'
lantic, returning

her

Mrs. Ina Holme* has gone to Portland
on business.
Her mother, Mrs. George

flO

c.piuii„d

_

is

home in

going

on a

additional

its stock warrant th»
build . second hotel «t
North
The company i,
to

Roy Tyler and a friend came on SunSpurting.
Mrs. Josephine Blance left Saturday for
Mrs. Mary Bartlett, ol Bangor, has been day’s boat to attend his sister's wedding
Brooklin for a day or two before going to
visiting her son, Fred Bartlett, at the Bay on Sept. 22.
Washington, D. C., for the winter,
View house.
Philip Crockett and wife, Simon FreedC.
Sept. 20.
Mrs. J. 8. Bragg, of Harmony, with her man and wife, and Mr. and Mrs. Cohen
little son Morris, is visiting her parents, are away for the Jewish holidays.
WINTER HARBOR.
A. E. Quptill and wile.
Capt. Frank Allen was taken seriously
Capt. J. E. Smallidge and H. H. Hanson
Jes.
ill at bis home Saturday, and Sunday was
Sept. 20.
returned from Camden Saturday.
carried to the hospital at Rockland.
WEST EDEN.
Mrs. Grace Hanson and daughter Donna
Mies Ellen Sarirent, of Malden, Mass.,
in
a
lew
last
week.
were
Walter Clark is building a house.
Bangor
days
and Mrs. Della Choate, of Beverly, Mass.,
Mrs. Charles Brawn, of Ellsworth, is
Gertrude Clark has gone to Brookaville are visiting their sister, Mrs. Fred Eaton.
visiting tier parents, James Webber and for a few months.
Capt. Harry Grey has taken the steam
wise.
The Fogg reunion will be held at the yacht Swifan, of which he is commander,
the
who
has
Mrs. H. E. Frazier,
farm of J. Dee Fogg Friday.
spent
to Boston, to put her in winter quaters.
summer with relatives in East Boston, is
Abraham Levey and wife, of Rockland,
School began Monday, Mrs. Maud Trask
home.
have issued invitations for the marriage
of Southwest Harbor, teaching.
of their daughter, Mias Anna Levey, to
Mrs. Etta Grover was in Bangor last
Misses Marion and Eleanor Klttredge Samuel fcreedman, of Stonington, on Sept.
week, a delegate to the State convention have returned from Kennebunk Beach, 28.
of the W. C. T. U.
Nihil.
Sept. 20.
where they have been employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill, who have been
and
of
wife,
Haverhill,
George Boyce

_

B. F. D. Carrier Chandler J. Drutnmey
having hia two-weelcs’ vacation.
Eugene Warren is substituting for him.

route.

en

COUNTY NEWS.

house

a

P. M.

8e*>t.

week-end

Ernest Wood and wife have returned
from Bar Harbor. They have rooms for
the winter at J. F. Coombs’.

summer

SALISBURY COVE.

is

sons, since
weeks ago.

fore

to enter the

Mrs. A. H. Heed, former postmistress
few days with her son, A. A.
week and returned to her
home in Westbrook Saturday. She was
accompanied by her granddaughter, Miss
Ooldie, who will continue her course at
high school there.
8.
Sept. 17.

was

friends

Clarke Blance is home

Mrs. Clara Stock bridge returned Friday
from East port where she spent a fortnight
with her daughter, Mrs. Annie Sullivan.

of

Fred E. Beede

were

Miss Gertrude Bickford left Friday for
Charleston to resume her studies at Higgins classical institute.

returned from
Chebago Island, where he has been workEarl

of

it

cam.* here
picnic dinner. In
Sunday
enjoyed
the party were Capt. OrirrMilan and wife,
of the light station; Prof. Lindsey and
Dr. C\ C. Ibarra bee and w ife were weekwife, Capt. Barbour and wife, Herbert
end guests of Mrs. Larrabee’s patents in ;
Joyce and wife, and Mr*. Emma Prock, of
Franklin.
Westbrook.
Mrs. A. H. Wasgatt and daughter went j
Kin.
Sept. 17.
to Bar Harbor Saturday for a few days
UOU LDSBOUO.
with relatives.

J.S. Coombs and wife

a

A. C. Smith is

Dyer,
Lansing, Mich.,
been visiting eastern friends

has

several

cordially

share in the merriment.

Mrs. Annie

Hollins Dobbin and children, of
are visiting Mrs. Dobbin’s par-

George Cole and w ife, of Auburn, are
guests at J. W. Cole’s,
Harlan Butler, of West Sullivan, was a
guest at Wiliam Stewart’s last week.

nad

serve a

are

Commit tee.

good large library. Books may be
guests of their nephew, Carroll J. Dunn, of
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. West Goulds boro.
E.
20.
Sept.
Mrs. J. B. Cole and daughter Cathryn
left for Waterville, spending a few days
ATLANTIC.

ing

returned from Hancock

All

j

ents, C. F. Chester and wife.
The Hancock Point library has been
moved from the Point intoC. A. Penney’s
house, where it will remain throughout
the winter. The Mt. Desert Ferry library
has been added to the Point library, mak-

Miss Lucy Butler is at home from
Northeast Harbor, where she spent the

pa it no more.
Resolved, That vve extend our sympathy
to his family, and that our charter be draped
in mourning for thirty days and a copy of
these resolutions be put on our records and a
copy sen; to Tub Ellsworth American for
W. F. Brvcr,
publication.
J. M. Williams,
W. H. Mookk,
_

to Eseter.

Mrs.

week.

23.

j
j
!
j

near

TREMONT.

to

HANCOCK POINT.

Colby

to

par-

20._«•

G. W. Pettingill and wife, of West Sullivan, were calling among friends here last

invited

her

employment.

Mrs. Helen M. Worcester left Tuesday
for Caribou to visit her son Harry.

try Thursday, Sept.

with

other page$

MEMORIAL UasOLimOJtS.
The Supreme Ruler in Hia all-wise judgment ha* seen fit to call from oar midst and
his family our brother. Arthur B. Kingsley
In his death Schoodic lodge looses a worthy
member and his family a loving husband and
kind father. He has beeu a long patient suffeier. He has crossed the river only a little
white before all of us. When (iod call*, us
we will all meet on the other side of the river

hotel.

summer

see

Joshua Sawyer is building
(or Lewis Oott.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Mrs. A. L. Young has moved home from
the Point.
Bernard Small has gone to Hebron to at-

Albert Austin, of Buckfleld, is the guest
of Dr. C. J, Watson.
Arthur McNeil is
brother from Portland.

For Additional County Xouft.

re-

ents, Miss Vevie left for Manset, where

FRANKLIN.
in

have

Etfte and Vevie Clark recently
from Mon begun, where they

Misses
returned

Sept.

19

Sophia and Edith Clark

turned from Winter Harbor, where they
Friends of Miss
have been employed.
Sophia will regret to know that she is in
poor health.

COUNTY NEWS.
Mrs. M
A. Bragdon
for a few weeks.

COUNTY' NEWS.

were

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Florence Booker baa gone to Burlington
visit her grandmother, Mrs. H. it. Coe-

to

tigan.
Augustus P. Loring and family called
here Friday on their way to Roque Island.
They will return the first of the week to
open their cottage for a abort time.
L.
Sept. U.

I

CLARION

has made CLARIONS famous.
For 35 years CLARIONS
hare given the best of service,
because they are made with
the care that overcomes defects and assures right results.
CLARIONS
lighten the
labor of housekeeping so tha

FRANKLIN HOAD.
Mra. Raj LewU u in
ing bar paranta.

Wjtopitlock

viait-

Bernice Mara hall baa returned from a
viait at Bar Harbor.
A. E. Clamant, ot Baal
itor bare laat weak.
Sept. 17.

Harbor, waa a vla-

for
you have more leisure
other things.

G.

_

BOUND.
Mra. Clara Morpbj tell down two flight!
ot ataira recently, injuring beraell badly.
Mra. Laura Daley, ot Fort Morgan, Col.,
ia spending a few weeka at her old home
here.
H.
Sept. 13.

EXCELLENCE^

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.

I

uir180 WOOD O
Sold

If you cannot see the
ION agent, write us.

BISHOP CO..

CLAB-

Bangor, MH

by J. P. ELDRIDOE, Ellsworth.

COUNTY NrE\v».

with hU grandparents, Charles
Wilson and wife, has (tone to HaUowell
attend eohool.

n»r

EqjalWctum.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

•he Kimw the taint.

The Bangor poultry and pet ftock assoMargery's cousin, Cecilia, was eighteen and pretty.
She was also devoted ciation ie to hold a show in city hall,
Capt. George Dunbar left last week to to music and
spent hours practicing on Bangor, Dec. 7,8 and 9.
join hie ahip et San Francisco.
a largp pipe organ.
This, together
The twenty-ninth annual convention of
Warren Blake and Gertrude Bowden with the fact that she invariably wore
the Maine woman suffrage association
have entered the high school at Castine.
a rapt expression when so engaged,
will be held at Old Orchard, Oct. 6-7.
Miss Jennie Perkins, accompanied by earned for her the nickname of St.
"Hitt the Mark’
Agatha, aged three, daughter of Joseph
her nephew, Francis Green, left last week Cecilia.
It happened that Margery's
Mountains and wife, of Dexter, was
mamma was called to town and left
for Boston.
drowned in Wassokeag pond, near her
her five-year-old daughter In charge of
Mrs. Roy
£. Webster and son of
last Wednesday.
an obliging neighbor.
This Indy un- home,
are
Daniel
Brooksville,
visiting at
Fire at Skowhegan Friday morning
dertook to amuse her
guest
by
Webster’s.
younp
showing her a collection of prints, caused a damage of about $20,000. Four
Mrs. Mary Wescott is at hdme after a
among which was a copy of the fnmil- buildings were burned at the corner of
long absence. She was accompanied from lar presentation 6f the patron saint of Court and Water streets.
Portland by her Bister, Mrs.
Phebe music seated at the
“Of the various qualities of flour obThe buildings on Farrand, Spear & Co.’s
organ.
tained from the same wheat, the lower
Wilson.
“This, my dear,” said the obliging wharf at Rockland, containing 800 tons of
grades are those most contaminated
L.
Sept. 13.
with grease, dirt, and objectionable
hard coal and many cords of wood, were
hostess, "is a picture of St Cecilia.”
bacteria; the freedom of flour from
"It doesn't look a bit like her,” spoke burned Thursday morning, causing a loss
these, increases with its purity."
WEST BROOKLIN.
np the tiny visitor.
of about $3,000, nearly covered by insurProf. Wm. Jago,
Warren Davis, of Pittsfield, is visiting
the well-known English chemist.
“Why, how do yon know?” Inquired ance.
relatives here.
The purity of William Tell flour is
the astonished owner of the print.
The W. C. T. U. at its State convention
due to the costly equipment and exLuetta Bridges, who spent the summer
"How do I know?” returned the
in Bangor last week elected officers as fo1in Sedgwick, is home.
ceptional care to keep the grain and
equally astonished Margery.
“Why, lows: Mrs. L. M. N. Strvens, Portland,
flour clean.
Brooks Carter and bride, of Gardiner, St. Cecilia is my own first cousin. She
The wheat is stored in hermetically
president; Miss Isabel H. Stickney, East
teached me my prnyers an’ how to
are visiting Mrs. Mary Ciosson.
sealed tanks at the big mills of Ansted
Brownfield, corresponding secretary; Miss
play Jackstones.”
B.
Sept. 13.
& Burk Co.
Clara M. Farwell, Rockland, recording
Before grinding, it is cleaned six
A. B.
has
bad his house
Leighton
secretary; Mrs. Althea G. Quimby, North
times.
When Children 8moked.
assistant
Turner,
painted.
recording secretary;
Neither grain nor flour ever touches
In the seventeenth century In EngMias Adelaide S. Johnson, Fort Fairfield,
Winsor Bridges has gone to Hebron to, land the practice of
anything but the bright, clean surJuvenile smoking treasurer.
faces of dust-proof machinery. Even
attend school.
was almost universal, at least accordthe flour bags are sewed up by
In her address at the State VV. C. T. U.
Eddie Gross, of Stonington, is visiting | ing to Jorevln de Rochefort, a French
machinery.
traveler of that period. In an account convention at Bangor last week, Mis. L.
relatives here.
William Tell comes to you from
M. N. Stevens, State and national presiIn
he
1671
elves
a
published
descripthe mills with all the brilliant bloom
Mrs. Isaac Bridges is visiting relatives \
said: Prohibition at its worst is
dent,
tion
of
an evening he spent In Worcesthat
in Melrose, Mass.
only Ohio wheat can make.
ter.
Ask your dealer, and insist on
lie was catechized by one of the better than license at its l$est.” “Granted
Ahira Bridges has gone to Presque Isle,
townsmen as to the habits of the that there are fifty blind tigers in Bangor,
having—
where he has employment.
French people. “While we were walk- license would simply mean fifty blind
Warren Davis, who has been visiting
ing about the town," he writes, “he tigers plus an equal number of gilded
relatives here, has returned to Pittsfield. asked me if It was the custom In saloons.” “The prohibitory law was never
Mrs. Nellie Spear and little son Herbert France as in England that when the well enforced as at the present time.”
children went to school they carried “Writers from other states who have told
arrived home from Stonington... Sunday.
of the failure of prohibition in Maine,
Miss Eulalia Carter and Elmer Bridges in their satchel with their books a pipe
of tobacco, which their mother took were sent here by the liquor interest.”
were married in Boston Sept. 12.
Mr. and
care to fill early In the morning, it “Governor Fernald has been true to the
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME
Mrs. Bridges came home Tuesday.
them instead of breakfast, and campaign promises which he made the
B.
j serving
Sept. 20.
that at the accustomed hour every one temperance people. His actions prove
laid aside his book to light his pipe, this.”
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Hannah Giles, of Brooklin, was the master smoking with them nnd
Pauper Notice.
“I can’t save anything. What I want is
contracted witli th'* City of Ellateaching them how to hold their pipes
the
of Mrs. Rose Herrick, this week.

Tom paiMM mitwin la •ttharottk* «•»
total bmlwftn bum*.
▲t a probata eoartt »M
Mid at
It Mlmrorti, la aad
lor

to

BLUEHILL.
wife left dept. 18 for
H. E. Krebbiel and
jjew York.
j. Tom Hinckley, of Boston, has been in
town recently.
Pr- McDonald and family have returned
Washington, D. C.
t0

Mrs. Julia Wilson, of Sedgwick, is visitMiss May Ober.

ing her sister,

Clarence Day and Mrs. Ruby Gray, of
Ellsworth, were in town Sept. 19.
pr. C. E. Riggs and family left for their
Paul, Minn., Sept. 17.
Mrs. Mary Peters has gone to CherryHeld to visit her son, George Horton.

tjo.ne in St.

Miss Dora Maddocks, of Augusta, has
visiting her aunt, Mrs. P. S. Parker.
Mrs. D. W. Bunker, of Bangor, spent
with her sister, Mrs. W. 1.
Sept. 8 and 9
been

Partridge.
James A. Garfield post and corps held
their annual picnic Sapt. 15. There was a
good attendance, and a pleasant day was
George H. Coffin, Jr., a student in Bangor theological seminary, preached in the
Baptist church Sept. 19. Rev. G. Mayo
will

preach next Sunday.
improvements have been

Great

made

on

road between the Falls and Parker Point. The road has been widened
and many ledges removed by blast ing.
-The annual meeting of the ladies* Baptist circle was held Sept. 16. Mrs. Forrest
Snow wfa# elected president; Mrs. Florthe State

ence

Mason and Mrs. Frankie Curtis, viceMrs. 8. B. Wescott, secretary,

presidents;

and Mrs. Rose Babson, treasurer. The
ladies entertaining were Mrs. 8eth J.
Smith, Mrs. Parker Clough and .Mrs.
Sherman

Hinckley.

Members of the ladies’ library association appreciate greatly the gift just received

Judge

from

Virgil

P.

Kline,

of

Cleveland, which includes the Century
in ten volumes and John
dictionary
Burroughs’ complete works in fifteen
volumes. These books will be of great
benefit to the many students who frequently consult books of reference in
the library. The thanksof the association
are also given to Dr. C. Eugene Riggs, of
St. Paul, who presented fifteen new books.

folfowlna matters having bNB pfftrpHE
X Mntcd for tbft action Ikwapoi tenia*

indicated, it is hereby ordered toat nogiven to ell persons interested;
ft copy of this order to be fifth*
lished three weeks successively in the fillsa n<
worth American, ft
newspaper published ftt
PIIsworth, in said1 ccounty, that they mayapbe court to be held at Elispeat at a probate
worth, in said county. on the fifth day
of October, a. d. 1900, at ten of the oloeL
look.
in the forenoon, and be beard thereon it they
ftmr

tice thereof be

by causing

___

se>

Charles H. Frasier, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Ruth A. Frasier,
the executrix therein named.
James W. Owen, late of Oastine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument parporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probuie thereof, piesentnd by John M. Vogel 1,
the executor therein named.
Emma
Ladd (formerly Clement), late of
Tremont, in said county.
county, deceased. A certain
instrument purporting to be the lust will and
testament of said deceased, together with pe~
tition for probate thereof, presented by Bertrand E. Clark, tbe executor therein named.
Wellington R. Pendleton, late of Eden, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Charles
W. Sargent or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of saiX
deceased, presented by Minnie Pendleton,
widow of said deceased.
Ruth P. Lord, late of Brooksville, in said,
county, deceased. Petition that H. Roy Treworgy or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Nina T. Trewoigy, an
heir and creditor of said deceased.
William Limeburner. late of Brooksville, in
■aid county, deceased. Petition that M„-rl R.
Limeburuer or som? other suitable person be
aopoined administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Sylvester P. Limeburner, a son of said deceased.
Hutcil D. Brir.ges. late of Verona, in said
county, deceased. First and final acconut of
Fred R. Bridges, executor, tiled for settle-

William Tell

el S. Houston and Hiida J. Houston,
minors, of Uuckspnrt. in said county. First
acc< u».t of Alice M. Kenney, guardian, tiled
lor settlement.
Nellie A. .Stanley, late of Brooklin, In said
county, deceased. Petition filed by William
J. Nutter, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as describe I in sain peiition.
annur r». uority,
minor, or seagwick, m
said county.
Petition filed «by Carrie J.
Dority, guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in said,

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. j

guest

and draw in their tobacco, thus accus-

a

patent bank that will take my pay

worth
HAVING

en-

to

suppor^nd

care

|

petition.

Asa B. Young,
county, deceased.
H. Young, widow,
personal estate of

late of Dedbata. in said
Petition filed by Almena
for an allowance out of the
said deceased.
Tobias L Roberts, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles F.
Paine, executor of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upon the estate of
said deceased be determined by the judge of

for those who

may need assistance during the next five
charming home wedding took place toming them to it from their
youths, velope away from me every Saturday years and are legal residents of Ellswcrtb. I
Saturday evening, when Miss Julie j believing it
forbid all persons trusting them on toy acabsolutely
necessary for a night and hand me lunch money every count, as there
is plenty of room and accomCousins, of Brook9villc, and Fred E. ; man's health.”
day.” “What you want is a wife.”
modations to care for them at the City Farm
Sylvester, of this plac *, were married by
house.
M. J. Dkummky
L. H. Sibley, esq., at the home of the
Dobbin’s Journey.
l&Btliaafis
tmt)
SUam&SuU.
bride's sister,
Mrs. B. E. Sylvester,
The family horse, who rejoiced In
jr. The bride was attired in white, and the eminently proper equine name of
Gantung.
carried a boquet of pink and white sweet
Dobbin, had earned a rest by long
The teachers in the town schools are:
She was attended by Mrs. Bessie
peas.
j service and was accordingly sent
Ethel Stover, intermediate; Julia SaunGray and the groom by Cecil Gray, j away to the country to spend his deders, primary; Sadie Snow, Beech Hill;
About twenty-five friends and relatives I
Commencing, June 21, 1900.
clining years In the broad pastures of
Lizzie Grindle,
Withams; Alice Mills, were
present. Refreshments were served a farmer friend of his owner. The
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
is what your money will earn if
Eastward; Maud York, Granite; Irving after the
Hollis
Mrs.
Eaton
j distance being somewhat excessive for
ceremony.
Sunday
invested iu shares of the
W. Sinclair.
East Bluehill grammar;
\
the
march.
Their
played
wedding
many his rheumatic legs, he was shipped to
Mrs. I. W. Sinclair, East Bluehill primary,
friends extend congratulations.
Mnst
8 20 Ml 00
*7 10
his new home by rail.
Bernice Gray, Webberville; Annie Veazie,
9 00 11 20
8WH
7 20
Sept. 13._C.
Little Edna, the family four-year- NEH
9 10 11 30
7 30
Hinckley s; Mra. Mary B. Hinckley,
SealH
9 80 11 SO
7 50
viewed
the
of
Dobbin
old,
passing
North Bluehill; Mrs. Fannie Billings, InEAST BLUEHILL.
Bar H
10 46
1 00 3*40 9 00
5*45
A NEW SERIES
with unfeigned sorrow. She sat for a Srnto
tO 26 912 4fc 3 55
galls; Mrs. Gladys Gray, West Bluehill;
is now opeu. Shares, SI each; monthly pay
Harold Conary
went to
Mars Hill
P 6 85 10 40 912 55 4 35
long time gazing disconsolately out Han
Marion Dodge, Mines; Clara McIntyre,
merits, 81 per share.
8aU’n
11 10
4 30
Thursday.
of the window. At last, after a deep MDF 7 00 11 40 1 SO 5 05 9*50
6 30
S^uth street; Margie McIntyre, Falls;
Miss Ethel Wight is home from North- sigh, she turned with a more cheerful Wauk 7 07 11 47 1 57 5 13 9 57
ft 37
Orenda Mason, South Bluehill; Alice!!.
WHY
PAY
RENT
Han
7 15 lltSO
5 17
6 42
east Harbor.
wheu you can borrow on your
expression and said:
Pr R 7t22
5 26
5 50
Herrick, Long Island.
shares, give a first mortgage at.d
5136
11 00 7 01 10 00
Miss Agnes Charnley is home from
“Did old Dobbin go on the choo- W Jc 7 30 12 i4
M.
reduce it every month? Monthly
Sept. 20.
ELLS 7 37 12 20 2 23 5 42
11 07 7 08 10 08
choo cars, mamma?"
and interest together
Northeast Harbor.
Ells F 7 42 12 25
5 43
II 12 7 14 10 18
payments
will amount to but little more
6 03
Nic’n 7f55 12 87
AMHERST.
Ut25 7t27 iotas
"Yes, dear,” answered her mother.
Miss Della Thompson, of Barre, Vt.,
than you are now paying for
Gr L 8 04 12t46
6 13
11 M 7+37 10 85
A broad grin spread over the little Phil L 8fll 12t53
rent, and in about ten years you
Mrs. U. S. Jordan is on a trip to New is visiting her grandparents, A. R. Carter
6t21
llf41 7|4fi 10f42
will
H 18 itoo
11 48 7t53 10 48
girl's face. “I was Just thinking,” she Hld’n
York.
and wife.
Br Jc
19
6 40
12 08 8 13 111 08
YOUR OWN HOME.
OWN
"how
must feel sitting
he
said,
funny
45
1
25
*3
30
6
56
11
25
12
15
8
20
11
15
Miss Bernice Clark is teaching .school in
Mrs. Preston Duffy, of Brooksville, was
A M
A M
For particulars inquire ot
on the plush cushions.”—Woman's
up
Mariaville.
Potld
5 55
the guest
of her mother, Mrs. L. N.
7 40 1255 8 45 4 50 1230 3 45
O. W. Tapley, Sec’y.
Home Companion.
9 05 11 05 5 30 7 00
Bstn
7 00
First Nat’l Bank Bid*
Charles Smith, of Ellsworth Fall9, was Bridges, over Sunday.
W. Kin<*. Pr^sifieut.
A
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
in town over Sunday.
Milton Beckwith, of Ellsworth, preached
No Business Good Business.
Surday
Rita Johnston, of Bar Harbor, is in town a tine sermon here Sunday afternoon and
“Yes,” said the quiet man, “business
SubM-i ilit- tur Tins A »;> krrv v >
A Mj
Endeavor
the
Christian
conducted
meeting has been good with me this week—or Bstn
to remain until after the fair.
10 5>
8 00 lOaOO
in the evening.
bad—I don't know which you would
Elwin Johnston has moved his family
Potld...
1 20
6 50 11 10 12 50
K.
Sept. 20.
call it. I have been busier than the
into the house on the fairground.
P M
A M |
SLqjal 2foi icrij.
A

probate.
Irring W. Haslam, late of Waltham, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Mahlon
Wilber, praying that license be granted

Amanda Haslam, administratrix of the estate
of said deceased, to convey according to contract, certain real estate of said deceased, as
described in said petition.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Rufns H. Sabine, of Boston,
in the county of Suffolk and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by his mortgage
deed dated the first day of September, a. cL
1906. and recorded in the Hancock county registry of deeds, book 483, page 140, conveyed to
one Mary E. Warren, of Caatine, in said county of Hancock, and State of Maine, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said Castine,
and bounded as follows: On the northwest
by land of William Colson, on the northeast
by land of A. W. Clark, on the southeast by
Water street, and on the sonthwest by Dyer
street; also one other lot or parcel of land in
said Castine, bounded on tne northwest by
Water street, on the northeast by land of AW. Clark, on the southeast by the salt water
at
ow water mark, and on the southwest by
land of A W. Clark, containi g thirty thousand square feet, more or less; and whereas
the said Mary E. Warren by her assignment
dated the twentieth day
of July,,
a. d. li*07. and
recorded in Hancock county
registry f deeds, b'>ok 459, page 367, assigned
and transfer re s.tid mortgage deed and debt
thereby secured to me the undersigned; and
whereas tbe condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a
foreclos .re of said mortgage.
Dated this third day of Sept., a. d. 1909.
K. O. Parker.

WHEREAS

Etartli Loan anti Min Ass’d.

...

Frank Dunham and wife «i:d Mrs. ElJohnston were in Bangor last week.

win

Conners, of Cleveland, O.,
brothepf Harold Kenniston.
Mrs. Charles Torre}, of Manset, is visiting her parents, Isaiah Nickerson and wife.
Mrs. Vivian

is

visiting

her

Mr*. .1“
SI!* by. who has b«*en visiting
friend* in ^augor, is expected home lo-

company likes to have me.”
‘‘What do you mean by that?
Is
there an employer who does not like
to have his employees work? Could l
get a job there? It seems to me that
such a position would suit my tern- ;
perament exactly.”
“The company doesn’t care to have
anything doing in my department. It
would be glad to pay me my salary
nr.d never have me do a stroke of
work.”
‘‘What an ideal job! What kind of
a place Is it?”
“I am an adjuster of death claims
f r a life insurance company.”—New
York Press.

BROOKSVILLE.
Le9ter Wescott
Cummins’ mill.

has

employment

at

Bentley G. Grindle has gone to Brookline, Mass., where he has employment.
Misses Ester and Lois Candag. have reweek spent in
turned home, after a
Surry aud East Bluehill.
Gilman

Chatto

went

to

Stonington

Capt. S. A. Goodw in, v. ife and daughter, Wednesday, accompanied by Miss Abbie
* f
Ellsworth, Joseph Hjde and wife, of L. Grindle,who »s to make her home there.
Faster, * re visiting their frisltr, Mrs.
Miss Grace Bowden leaves Monday for
James Treadwell.
Connecticut, to work for her sister, Mrs.
School9 are in session

District No. 1 is

taught by Mixg Isabel Jordan, of Waltham; No. 2 bv M'. .Maggie Grover, of
M ri!. til-;; No. i, by Mrs. A. prober, of

later for the

Sept.

same

O.

gUBBV.
F. T. Jettison cut his f.i >t bidly

place.
A.

few

as

to be able to walk

HILL.

School begins Monday,
Richardson, teacher.

Mrs.

Capt. N. J. Kane, in the schooner Mineola, is loading hard wood for Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Mary E. Gray and daughter Lizzie
have moved from Harry Wood’s house to
Willard Dow’s house.
Mr. Lester and wife, of South Thoraaswere the guests of Mrs. Lester’s
father, E. N. Osgood, Sunday.
J* H. Wescott, road commissioner, has
just completed a split stone culvert near
D. W.
Winchester’s, and is now blasting
out the ledge near E. E. Swett’s.

ton,

Hev. J. D. McGraw was in town a
days last week visiting his son
friends. Mr. McGraw was pastor of
Methodist chorch here six years.
Sept. 20.

few
and

the
S.

NORTH CASTINE.

Flo Richardson, who has been emat Northeast Harbor, is home.
Mrs. Fraucena Rich and Mrs. Mina
Richardson and two children are visiting
relatives at Rockland.
Master Harold Grindle, who has been at
E. T. Richardson’3 the past summer, has
returned to Hall Quarry.
RSept. 17.

Maine.

Miss Estelle Perry has
Chicago to resume teaching.

returned

to

Several from this place have gone to
county to work.
The schooner Louisa Frances is loaded
with box boards for Portland.

Aroostook

The summer people are nearly all gone.
This has been a busy place the past two
months.

C-

Sept. 13.

_

WEST SURRY.

George P. Clark, of Togus, formerly of
Surry, is tbe guest of R. S. Leach and wife.
Mrs. Emily Stetson, of South Bluehill,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Frances A.
Moore.

Dr. Abernethy, the great English physician, |
•aid, “Watch your kidneys. When they are
effected, life |« in danger.” Foley's Kidneys
makes healthy kidneys, co-re^ts I
Jwnedy
urinary irregularities, and tones up the whole ;
system.

Cl.

a.

growing

up

to

depend

on

Moore

daughter, of
mother, Mrs.

J"
when

to tell
Jonea goes in one ear and ont the other?”
Native—It means yon can’t get anything
through his bead.

I

was looking on.
Pointing to a lady
present who was excessively bedaubed
with paint, Joseph remarked facetiously: “A little more under the eyes! Lay
on the rouge like furl1. as thut lady

Practias.
New Clerk—I should like two weeks*
vacation, sir. Boss—What! Why, this
New
Is only your first week with us.
Clerk—Tea, sir, but once I get accusI
be
able
tomed to the position
may
to stand It loDger.

Misunderstanding.

Accidents will hsppeu, but the beit-regulated families keep Or. Thomas' Eclectric Oil
for such emergencies. It subdues tbe pain
and beats the hurt. 1 vt.

Nell—I hear their engagement was
broken off through a misunderstandBelle—Yes; he understood she
ing.
had money, and she understood he
bad.

D&niels—Horse Colic
Cure—
money back—at any dealers;
Insure your horse against C0H0

Sensible men show their sense by
saying much in few words.—Franklin.

or.

cures or

..
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rains leaving Jbiiswortu at v.m a ra ana 4.3t)
in, and arriving at Ellsworth 12.20 noon, 11.07
ni. connect with Washington Co It R.
*

Daily Sundays included,
Leaves Sunday at 9 a m.
t Stops cm signal to conductor,
q Sundays only.
c Stops to leave passengers holding tickets
from points west of lia .gor.
w Stops to take hut not to leave passengers.
t d Stops at Sorrento Sunday only to leave
passengers from poiut.s west of Bangor.
Tickets l'or all points South and
West for sale at the 31. O. It. It.
ticket otlice. Ellsworth.
These trains conuectat Bangor with through

—

trains on Main Line,
Boston and St John.

to

and

from Portland,

Passengers are earnestly requestly to procure tickets before entering the trains, and
specially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. hi. BOOTHSY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
Portland, Me.

$4.25

one

way and

$8.00 round trip.
Bwmar J T Morse leans Bar Harbor 1 SO
week
and Sundays for Seal Harbor,
Southwest Harbor. Brook.
Un. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting wltb steamer for Boston.

days
6m
ort beast Harbor,

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 2X0 p m
week days an<i Sundays for South Bluen'.ll,
Stonlngtoo, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick 8.00 p m
week days and Sundays for Herrick's Landing.
South Brooksvtlle, Eggemoggln, Dltlgo and
Rockland, connecting wltii steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
New turbine steel steamers Bel fa t and Camden leave Boston at 5 p m week days and
Sundays for Rockland.
Leave Rockland at 8.15 a m, or ou arrival ol
steamer from Boston, week days snd Sundrys,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Inter*
mediate landings.
E. L.

fTHHit subscriber, Nancy Emma Stevens,
±
hereby gives notice that sbe has been
duly uppo.nted executrix of the last will and
testament of
FRANK STEVENS, late of BROOKLYN,
in the county of Kings, city and state of New
York, deceased, an 1 given bonds as the law
direc a. Said executrix not being: a resident
of tae State of Maine has appointed Edgar
Stevens, whose address is Hluehill, Maine,
her agent in the said State of Maine,
as the law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
debited t
present the sine for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are
requested to
make payment immediately.
Nancy Emma Stevfns.
Executrix «&c of Frank Stevens, dec’d.
Dated September 1, 1909.

!
i

STATE OF MA SK.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of September, in the year
| of our Lord one
thousand uiue hundred and
i

j
!

CERTAIN ins ruinent purporting: to be
a copy of the Iasi will and testament of
WILLIAM C. STRAW BRIDGE, late of
!
PHILADKLP**! V
in the state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of j
the probatt thereof in said state of Penosyl- !
vania. duly authenticated, bavin-- been pre- !
Bcnted to the judge of prooaie (or our s«ul !
county of Hancock for the purpose of being I
allowed, filed and recorded in C>e probate j
court or our said county 01 Hancock.
subscriber hereby gives notice th: t
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to 1 rpHE
has been duly appointed adminA.
all persons interested therein, by publishing i istrator of the estate of
a copy of this order three w.-t-ks*
| GEORGE P. COLBY, late cf BUCKSFORT,
i in 'he H.llsworth American, usuccessively
newspaper I
printed ui Ellsworth, in said county of Han- ; in the county >•; Hancock, deceased, aud
cock, prior to the fi'Gi day ot Octet er, j given bonds as the law directs. All persons
a.
d.
190a, that they may appear at a pro- having demands against the estate of said debale court then to he held at Ellsworth, ceased are desired t«> present the same for
in aim t »r said county of Hancock, at ten I settlement, and all indebted thereto are reo’clock in the forenoon, and show cause. If quested to make payment immediately.
Theodoke U. Smith.
any they have against tne same.
EDWARD E. OH ASH, Judge of Probate.
Bucksport, Sept. 13, 1909.
A true copy <»* the 'ri'ir.a' order.
|
AttestT. F. M ah on by, Register, rj^HE subscriber
hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
JL
STATE OF M A INK.
of tbe list will and testameut of
Hancock ss:—u a pro.nue court held at
GEORGE L. QUIMBY, late of BUCKSElisworih, in aud for *nid county of Hancock, ;
PORT,
on tt.e seventh day of September, in the year
ot our L >rd out thousand nine hundred und ! in the
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
j
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be ! persons having ernands against the estate of
j
a copy of
the last will and testament said deceased are desired to present the same
and codicil of
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
MARGARET SILL HUBBARD, late of MID- requested to make payment immediately.
W ns now F. Quimby.
DLETOWN,
Bucksport, Sept. 13,19.9.
in tne state or »-onnecueut. deceased, and
of the* probate thereof in siid st*u- of
auDsciiOer hereby gives notice that
< onnecticut.
duly authenticated, having rpHfi
X she has been duly appointed executrix
been
presented 10 the judge of probate 1 of the last will aud testament
of
for our said
county of Hancock for the:
of being allowed, filed and recorded I OTIS W. ALBEE, late of SWAN’S ISLAND,
purest)
In the probate court of our said county of I in the county ol Hancock, deceased, no- bonds
Hancock.
being required by the terms of the will.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to All persons having demands against the esall persons interested therein, by publishing tate of said deceased are desired to
present
a
the same for settlement, and all indebted
copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspa- I thereto are requested to make payment imper printed at Ellsworth, in Siid county mediately.
Vicie M. ALBEE.
xtl Hancock, prior to the fifth day of Uc
Atlantic. Me.. Sept. 8, 1909.
tober. a. a. 1909, that tkev may appear at
a probate court, theu
to e held at Ellsworth
subscriber hereby gives notice that
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
he has been duly appointed executor
JL
o’clock in the forenoon, and how cause, if
of the last will and testament of
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate. FRANCES W. URANT, late of LAMOINE,
A true copy of the original order.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. oeing required by the terms of said will.
All persous having demands against the esSTATE OF MAINE.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at the same for settlement, and all indebted
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, thereto are requested to make payment imon the seventh day of September, in the year
Harry L. Ceabthkk.
mediately.
of oar Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Ellsworth. 8ept. 8. 1909.
nine.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
he has been duly appointed admin*
a copy of the last will and testament
iterator with
the will
and codicil of
annexed of the
WILLIAM R. HUNTINGTON, late of the estate of
HENRY
late
of
BOWDEN,
PENOBSCOT,
city, sonnty and state of NEW YORK,
county of Hancock, deceased, and
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said in the bonds
as tbe law directs.
All per*
given
state of New York, duly authenticated, havhaving demands against the estate
ing been presented to the Judge of probate sons
for our said county of Hancock lor the pur- of said deceased are desired to present
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the same for settlement, and all indebted
pose
the probate court of our said county of Han- thereto are requested to make payment imUriah Bowden.
mediately.
cock.
Pei obscot, Sept. 8, 1909.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
subscriber hereby gives notice that
a copy of this order three weeks
successively rpHE
he has been duly appointed adminisX
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
at Ell:worth, in said county of trator of the estate of
ancock, prior u» the flth day of October, DANIEL 8. BUNKER, late of SULLIVAN,
a. d.
1909, that they
*n the county of
may appear at a
Hancock, deceased, and
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
given bonds as the law directs.
probate
A11 perm and for said county of Hancock, at ten
sons having demands against the estate ot
o’clock in the forenoon, and st.ow cause, if said deceased are desired to
present the same
any they have, against the same.
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
EDWARD E. CHAsE, Judge of Probate
requested to make payment immediately.
A true copy of the original order.
Charles H. Bunker.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Northeast Harbor, Sept. 8,1909.
i

A
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A Queen's Critical Brother.
Marie Antoinette's brother Joseph
could not bear the rouge pot. and one I Fare Between Bar Harbor and
evening when the queen was going
Boston
out, being heavily rouged, the emperor

does!”—Haseard's “Louis XVI."

and
Orland, are visiting his
Frances A. Moore.
Augustus

are

the weather reports in the newspapers,
and they don’t develop any intuition
in that direction any more. When I
was a kid I used to ask my father
what the next day’s weather would be
with just as much feeling of confidence in what he would tell me as I
would have in an unabridged dictionary If I wanted to look up a word.
And, as a rule, I wasn’t disappointed.”
—Cleveland Flain Dealer.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
Portland on business.

Mrs.

Emily Blodgett and grandson
Allen, have gone to Chicago.
Baymond Hutchins, who spent tha sum-

Feople

M. S. Green is in

Sept. 20.
Miss Mabel Wilson is teaching in
Brewer.
Foreigner-What do you mean
Devereux Han scorn has returned to the you say that “everything you try

University of

Ernest

ployed

out.

Br Jc...
Hld’n
Phil "L..
fir L....

*5 5u

a

Amateur Weather Prophets.
“The old weather prophets there are
left now,” remark, d at Cleveland lawyer who was raised in the country,
“are professionals. The good old fashioned amateur weather prophets that
could tell you what the next day would
be like just by snliiing the atmosphere
and looking at the sky are no more.

Miss

a

days ago.
Htlph CQlUiM, wh) hi- been on tha
yacbt Inriru, is home.
Cipt. Ivory Anderson arrived from a
lisbing trip Thursday.
Hoy C. Haines, of Ellsworth, visited Arbutus grange Friday evening.
Willie Emery has so far recovered from
pneumonia

Rose will leave

13.

BEECH

Amherat.
Sept. 20.

the

Miss

Seymore Perkins.

Bng’r...

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

cause.

Purest Flour

A

!

[

rpHE

A

6rioted

THE

COUNTY XEAVS

Thurston, of Cambridge, Mass., are at C.
One of Shew’* Criticism*.
C. Warren’s.
“Hofort' fame came to him," said a
Galen Hatch and wife, of Cambridge,
blaywright, “that groat rival of miuo.
Mass., spent a week recently at Mr.
Beorge Bernard Shaw, wrote theatrical
WEST TREMONT.
Hatch’s old home.
criticisms for the Loudon Saturday
Herbert Heed has gone to Owls Head to
F. A. Peirce, who injured his eye while
Review.
Now, those wore criticisms
scallop with Peter Heed.
Indeed.
working on the quarry, has gone to BosNobody could praise a good
and
son Edmund came
E.
15
Heed
Mrs.
i ton for treatment.
play so beautifully as this critic.
on the boat Saturday from iiangor.
Nobody could roast a bad play so
Lawrence and Arthur Barbour, of Bar
ot
French
came
Mrs. Cora Lunt,
boro,
tellingly. Listen. Here is a sample.”
Harbor, recently visited relatives and
a
week
here.
from Bar Harbor to spend
And the playwright read:
friends at Deer Isle and Stonington.
"I ant in a somewhat foolish position
H.
George W. Lunt is scalloping at Deer
Sept. 13.
concerning n play at the Opera Co- Isle. Edwin Lopans has gone with him.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
mhiue, whither I was bidden this day
James Kich and family hate gone to
week.
For some reason I was not Oak Point, where Capt. Kich will go
Wade Grindle has resumed his work at
Bates college.
supplied with a program, so that I freighting.
never learned the name of the play. At
School began last week, with Miss
N. A. Reed and wife, of Deer Isle,
Capt.
the end of the second act the play had
Annie Dunbar as teacher.
are spending Capt. Reed’s vacation at his
advanced about as far as an ordinary
home here.
Quite a number from this place are
dramatist would have brought It five
Notwithstanding the severe drought, attending school at Bluebill.
minutes after the first rising of the
raised a crop of potatoes
Mrs. Margie Grindle has her house
curtain, or, say. as far as Ibsen would B. B. Heed
have brought it ten years before that worthy of mention, some weighing a completed and ready for occupation.

Startled the Tailor.
A London tailor was once measuring
XV. Parker, who had a quaint sense of
humor, for an overcoat, when suddenly the doctor broke forth In his
most sepulchral voice:
“Can you measure the Ineffable?"
The assistant looked up and saw that
the doctor was extremely grave, lie
said:
"I beg your pardon, sir.”
The doctor raised both his hands
with a grand upward sweep and said:
“Can you measure the Ineffable? Can
you comprehend the Infinite?"
“We’ll make you a nice coat, sir,”
returned the puzzled assistant.
Tapping the doctor’s shin, he said:
“That’s about the length, sir?”
“Longer!” ejaculated the doctor In
determined tones.

“There, sir?"
"Longer!" thundered the great

_

man.

conclusively.
The doctor looked
arms

once

on

more

him compas-

extending his

toward the skies, said confiden-

tially:
"I don't want to walk; I
soar!”

want

occurred to me that I had not seen the
end of the play. Under these circumstances It would ill become me to dogmatise on the merits of the work or Its
I can only offer the
performance.

Miss Rena Reed is teaching on Duck island. Miss Lucy Reed, who has been at
Seal Harbor for the summer, is now keeping house for her mother on Duck island.

management my apologies."

preached his first sermon here Sunday.
He succeeds Rev. A. B. Carter, who reMr.
signed on account of ill health.
Bishop is boarding with Mrs. A. A.

to

What the Jury Found.
Some years ago the lxsly of a well
dressed man was found In a field on
the outskirts of an English town.
There were no marks of violence, and
It was doubtful whether death had occurred from natural causes or if the
individual had committed suicide. In
due course the body was Identified,
and a gentleman who had been acquainted with the deceased was called
upon to give evidence at the inquest.
Among other tilings, he stated that he
had always considered him to be a man
of marked idiosyncrasies, and his brain
was continually excited by his irresistible fondness for chimeras of variThe jury was evidently
ous .kinds.
satisfied with Ids statement and immediately brought in a verdict that
“death was caused by idiosyncrasies
forming on the brain in consequence
of excessive indulgence in chimeras,"
adding a rider that "It should lie a
warning to jieople to refraiu from that
and other intoxicating beverages.”

Lundyfoot and His Snuff.
The shop of a Dublin tobacconist
named I,und/foot was destroyed by
fire.
While he was gazing dolefully
Into the smoldering ruins he noticed
that his poorer neighbors were gathering the snuff from the eanister. He
tested the snuff for himself and discovered that the Are had largely Improved Its pungeney and nroiua. This
was a hint worth profiting by.
He secured another shop, built a lot of
ovens, subjected the snuff to a heating process, gave the brand a name
and in a few years became rl»h
through an accident which he at first
thought had ruined him. It was Lundyfoot to whom the great orator and
wit, John Phllpot Curran, suggested the
celebrated motto to the coat-*of arms
emblazoned by the successful tobacconist upon the panels of his carriage,
a
motto which had its meaning in
Latin and English and was significant
In both, “Quid Hides" (who' laughs).
“Quid,,” it may lie mentioned, was a
nickname bestowed on tobacconists at
the time, owing to a prominent article
In their stock of trade.

a

An Indignant Beggar.
Flashing a roll of bills in tbe face of
haughty individual who had refused

to give him alms and who had added
further insults to this injury by heaping ridicule upon him, a very typical
beggar at Coy ocean pulled off a stunt
that brought .down jeers upon tile uncharitable young man.
This beggar
would have passed muster anywhere
for one of the finished type ami could
safely have walked unarmed at midnight through n Wilderness Infested
with thieves without his poverty once
being questioned. There was not a
whole thread in the warp and woof of
his shirt that extended from seam to
seam, and only an exjicrt sartorial artist could have detected which openings were those originally made in the
garment for putting it on and off.
Just what portion of those rags was
solid and strong enough to retain the
roll of hills Is a marvelous enigma.—
Mexican Herald.

The King of Instruments.
Restricted as is Its range of dynamics, the violin has had for Its votaries
men of such widely differing temperaments as Paganini and Spohr, Wilhelmj and Sarasate, Joachim and
Its literature,does not comYsaye.
pare with that of the piano, for which

Bach. Beethoven. Schumann, Chopin
and Brahms have written their choicest music, yet the Intimate nature of
the violin. Us capacity for passionate
emotion, crowns It—and not the organ
with Its mechanical tonal effects—as
the king of Instruments. Nor does the
roiee make the peculiarly poignant appeal of the violin. Its lowest note is
the G below the treble clef and its top
note a mere squeak, but it seems In a
few octaves to have Imprisoned within
Its wooden walls a miniature world of
feeling. Even in the hands of a clumsy amateur it has the formidable power of giving pain, while In the grasp
of a master it Is capable of rousing the
soul.—James Huneker in Everybody's.

Rev.

A.

lvOpaus.
Capt.

bishop,

of

winter’s work.

j

nTTnriri

B KOOK LIN.
Mrs. Grace Jones

has

returned

from

has

returned

from

RELIEVED BY PF-mi-H

Bangor.
Herbert

Tapley

yachting.
Julia Jackson is visiting friends
Lynn, Mass.
Fitz Bridges, of Sedgwick, is attending
Mrs.

in

high school here.
Prof. A. B. Bibb and wife have returned
to Washington, D. C.
8. I. Ward well and Wallace Kane have
Aroostook to work.

gone to

many friends
Hopkins, of this place,

of
are

Miss

Bertha

pleased to

hear

the operation which she recently
underwent in a hospital at Providence,
R. I., has proved successful.
G.
Sept. 20.
that

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Camden, spent last week
ith her sister, Mrs. E. A. Carter.
Mrs. Smith, of

Charles P.

w

Lunt and

family reweek, accompanied by

Doris Hatch, Percy Qrindie and Ralph
took their first two degrees at the

turned home last
been with her
his mother, who has
daughter. Mrs. W. I). Walls, at Seal Cove,
during the summer. Miss Muriel has
been quite ill since her return.
Misses Emma and Millie Reed left last
week for|East Keene, N. H., where Emma
will attend normal school and Millie will
spe nd the winter with her sister Georgia.
They visited relatives in Greenwood,

Mass., on their
Sept. 20.

Hatch

Mrs.

days with their parents,
and

J. M.

Hutchins

wife.

fair will take place Wednesthe baby
There
miow and the exhibition of butter.
will be a ballj game between Penobscot
and West Brooksville.
The annual

!

day.

way.

_Thelma.

Friday.
Gladys McKusick, of Guilford, and
Mary Devereux are spending a few

grange
Mrs.

|

Added attractions will be

!

The collector reports’money tight and
j taxes hard to collect. There is considerDr. Malcolm Stover>nd family have reable stock to be disposed of with no
turned to Boston.
ready sale in view. Most of it is unfit for
John Brooks |and family left Saturday beef and hot
profitable to winter.
for their home in Cambridge, Mass.
H.
Sept. 'JO.
Friends here are glad to learn of Mrs. C.
BROOK
NORTH
LIN.
H. Townsend’s safe arrival in Seattle.
ISLES FORD.

Fred Coombs is painting I). M. Means’

Miss Minnie Spurling has returned from
Northeast Harbor, where she has been for
the

house.

F. H. Hamilton has returned home from
Boston.

summer.

Wednesday evening there
Hotel Islesford. which

by Kelley’s

Music

was

was a

well

dance at

H. H. Hale is on the road with his
threshing machine.
Edgar |F.J’ Schillinger, of Somerville,

attended.

orchestra.

Mrs. Frank E. Stanley and daughter
Ella Maud left ISaturday for Boston, to
spend a few weeks w ith relatives.
Rev. Charles

here,

now

N.

located at

Mass.,

short

visiting

D. Gott has returned to his painting
business at Woburn, Mass.

Davie.JJformer pastor
Bridgton, is here for

Floyd Hamilton lsjteacbing No. 7 school
and’Everett Hale is teaching No. 5.

visit.

Prof.

W.

H. Giles and wife left to-day for

their winter home in Roxbury, Mass.
John E. Anderson, formerly of this
place, and Delia Gertrude Corcoran, of
Lawrence, Mass., were married Sept. 5 at
Lawrence. They will be at home after
Nov. l£at 22 Law rente road, Dorchester,
Mass.
Sub.
t Sept .[20.

Rev. G. H. Bottome, assisted by Rev. C.
N. Davie, conducted the'Sunday morning
church service. The service was well attended.
S.
Sept. 20.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Q.

SEAL COVE.

P. Haven, who has been ill the j»ast

week,

is

here.

A.

All are glad to see him.
W. Otis Sawtelle and family left
last week for Bangor to visit relatives be
fore returning to their home in Cambridge.
Mass.

a

is

Miss'Grant, of^Cberryfleld,

improving.

is

Harper, of Center, who
has been employed at Northeast liarbor,
Harbor, are home.
came homeJSaturday quite ill.
Joseph Little and wife and Howard GilFrank L. Hodgdon, of Center, leaves
ley, of Bueksport, were recent guests Monday for Charleston with his son
of Mrs. Ella Abbott at R. H. Young’s.
Frank, the latter to enter the academy.
Mrs. T. J. Hodgkins hasjreturned from
Mrs. Ida Norwood spent a few days last
Bar Harbor, accompanied by her sister, week
at|Minturn with her husband, Capt.
Mrs. H. A. Brawn, who is visiting relaW. 8. Norwood, who was there in his ves-

Spelling.

The Finale.
“It seems to me," said the Indian
thief as he watched the white man’s
encroachments, “that all my property
very stain will be a mental reserva-

On a member of parliament being
accused of bad spelling IHsraeli humorously defended him by declaring
that "a man must be an idiot who
could not spell a word more ways than
one.”

tion.”—Judge.

jI

sel, the M. V. B. Chase.
Frank Hodgdon, Byron Campbell and
Herbert Sawyer, market gardeners and
milkmen, have made their farewell trips
to Southwest Harbor and Manset.
N.
Sept. 20.
__

NORTH ORLAND.
James Gibbons and
friends in Augusta.

wife

are

Alfred Freethey, of Yonkers, N. Y., who
spent the summer with friends here,
has returned home.
has

Miss Olga Hobinson, of Yonkers, N. Y.,
the guest of Mrs. VV. H.
Ford, has gone home.
who has been

Mrs. Charles Johnston and daughter,
have spent the summer here, have returned to Melrose, Mass.
who

Will and Harry Cousins have purchased
F. L. Cole’s stock In trade at North Brooklin. Mr. Cole will go West.
Dr. B. E. Ballock and family and Mrs.
who have been at West
End this summer, have returned to Washington, D. C.

Dayton Ward,

Mrs. William Wilkins and daughter, of
Boston, and Mrs. Winifred Bracy Brandt
and daughter, of North
Attleboro, returned home
On
will

Saturday.
Saturday, Oct. 16, an
be held at Brooklin, for

examination
the

position

of fourth-class postmaster at Haven. The
compensation of the postmaster at this
office was ?213 for the last fiscal
year. Applicants must reside within the territory
supplied by the postoffice named above.
Application forms and full information
can be secured from the
postmaster at
Haven.

fcfcpt-

'«*>•

Femme.

I nk

SEDGWICK.
T. A. Smith and wile spent the week
in Portland.
K.
are

A.

Holmes’ parents, Ironi Boston,
visiting him.

School commenced last week, Misa Ida
of Bluchill, teacher.

Morse,

G. S. Bridges has gone to Eden to take
charge of a canning factory which ia
building there.

MRS. r. CARR.
F. CARR, Vineland,
Ont.
Can., write*:
“For (several year* t was afflicted
with
catarrh, which made life a burden.
The coughing an1 hacking which

MRS.

was t**rrihie.
CompauitMi the
‘•The complain! finally extended to

the atomach and I was in a wretched
condition.
“I tried different remedies and the
best professional treatment all in vats,
“Finally, as a last resort, l tried P;.
runa upon the recommendation of
my
sister in Hamilton.
“I could aee steady Improvement and
after using fonr bottles of that precious
medicine I was feeling well again, my
old trouble being completely a thing of
the past.
“To-day T would not take one thornand dollars for what this grand medicine has done for me.”
l’eruna is » universally recognized
catarrh remedy. It will relieve catarrh
ill its most obstinate form.
“Tilde Alden’\ and three joor- for Tncle
Amos Hodgkins, who was present, the
proud possessor of a similar cane given to
the oldest man in Lamoine. Otti.vrs were
chosen, after which games, dan mg and
social intercourse were en yed.
The
younger people gave a dan re in the even-

ing to which everybody was invit-d, and*
jolly good time fs reported.
Anne.
The factory of the Portland Parking
Hep*. HO.
Co. was o|»ned last week. Kalpb BuckNORTH 8EDGWKK.
minster ia foreman.

Frank Leighton is haring a new house
near the site of the old schoolhouse at Hale's corner.

erected

W. Penney and Mrs. G. W. Adams
were called from Haverhill last week
by
the serious illness of their
father, J. W.
A.

Mra. 11. A. Small. D. D. G. \L, left Monto attend the school of instruction for
the O. E. S. at Machias. She returned

day

Saturday.
J. A. Ctoaaon has sold his home, the late
J. Watson estate, to Mrs. S. H. Dority,
and has purchased the house on Main
street owned by Mrs. Annie Andrews.
Mrs. Dority will have the central telephone office moved to her new home.

Sept.

20.

Mr. and Mrs. Bunker, of Bokat D. E. Allen's.

n. are

vis-

iting

Frank K.

Marks has sold his horse to

Lyman Homer, of Portland.
Miss Joyce Friend is visiting her aunt,
Emma Pettigrew, in Worcester, Ma*s.
Miss Virginia M. Allen and Mi?** Cora
Carter are attending the high school at
Bluehill.
Cecil

A.

D.

Clemons, who has been

nvisiting at P. B. Friend’s, left for Ja
ville, Fla., last week, to take charge of
civil engineering work.
Miss Hazel Friend, who worked through
the summer at Ogunquit Beach, nl.- r two

home has gone to New
H.. where she is to teach

weeks at
N.

has

H.

seventy-five pupils,

with

Boston,
^be

out

assis-

tant.

HULL'S COVE.

Sept.

Mrs. Prudence Musli m was very ill
days last w eek, but is better.

a

turned to

Massachusetts.

Rae.

20.

lew-

Tyler Sweet, of Bangor, visited bis
cousin, M. C. Sweet, last week.
Moses Hodgkins and family, wbo have
visiting been here during tbe
summer, have re-

Mrs. O. M. Saunders, of North Cambridge, Mass., is the guest of W. W.

BULL!VAN HARBOR.
Anna Sibley has returned to in
in Chelsea.
in

George T. Noyes
Presque Isle.

has

accepted

at

r

home

-it ion

Mrs. H. H. Saunderson left .Sunday for

Cambridge, Maas.

11AMOR KKfNIO.S-.
High school commenced to-day. s.ipt.
Tuesday, Sept. U, w as tbe day appointed A. W. Gordon teaching.
Hamors
for
tbe
their
annual
reunion.
Albert White and Mr. Smith, of Ded- by
The Manor house, Dwight Uranian’*
the fog hung thick in the mornham, are building a wing and making re- Although
summer residence, is closed for the -'.-ason.
the
sun burned through and the
ing,
day
pairs on Norris Ginn's house.
Thomas Pod bury and wife, of Mass*and very warm. A large
Miss Winifred Gray, who has be>en sten- proved splendid
Mrs. George T.
tent was pitched in the Held back of Mrs. chusetts, are guests of
ographer at Bangor courthouse the past Chasteua Hamor’a house on
Noyes.
land belongseven years, has finished her work there
Phil Simpson left Saturday for Caming to'Calvert Hatnor, and the tables were
and is home for a few weeks vacation.
reunder
the
a
tent for
bountiful pic- bridge, Mass., for a short visit before
placed
13.
B.
Sept.
nic dinner. Before the dinner was fin- turning to Annapolis.
ished. J. E. Bunker, jr., as tbe first selectTRENTON.
The pupils of the grammar school held
Lena Head and Arthur Jordan spent man of the town, on behalf of the Boston a pie sociable at the ball, Friday evening.
Post, presented Aiden S. Hamer, the oldest Proceeds, f3.65.which go cowards buying*
Saturday and Sunday in Bar Harbor.
man in tbe town, with
a
gold-headed dictionary and stand for the school.
The many friends of Mrs. Florence
cane.
Three cheers were given for
ebony
Sept. 20.
l Hodgkins are pleased to learn that she is

Billings

and wife..

improving.

-ISbrrtiaemrnta.

Mrs. Albert Jordan and daughter Alice
spent last week with relatives in Ellsworth Falls.

Miss Ruth Stafford, who has spent the
past week with Mrs. Harry Davis, returned home Sunday.
Sept. 20.__VV. W.
GREAT POND.
The Archer reunion was held at the home
of Augustus D. Archer and wife, September 8. A bountiful dinner of baked beans,
coffee, pie, cake and fruit was served in
the orchard. Officers were elected as follows: President, F. E. Mace, Great Pond;
vice-president, Mrs. A. A. Archer,Clifton;
! secretary, Miss Vara Archer, Clifton;
A. D. Archer, Clifton; historian,
j! treasurer,
Mrs. Ella B. Garland, Great Pond.

Mrs. Alonzo Dunham is at Mrs. Clara

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Pierce’s.

E. E. McFarland and wife visited in
Maud Robbins has gone to Boston eot
| Rar Harbor last week,
the winter.
j Miss Adelaide McFarland, who spent
Leslie Stinson was taken to the hospital
her vacation here, returned to Bar Harbor
Thursday to be treated for appendicitis.

Mrs. Annie Stinson and daughter Lasgirl thinks she has broken sie, who have spent the summer at Dirigo,
her heart when she has only sprained are home.
her imagination.—Life.
Joseph Thurston and wife, and Elvira

Many

Miss Carmen

__

sea-

here.

son

teaching Penney.

at Center.

Mrs. Abbie Wooster and daughter Alice,
who have been employed at Northeast

Everett, Mass., after spending the

to

The

Philadelphia,

A Test of Friendship
Just before Arteuius Ward's death
j Robertson poured out some medicine
it to the sick man, who
| and offereddear
Tom, I won’t take any
: said, “My
more of that horrible stuff."
The Use of Iron.
Robertson urged him to swallow the
Iron has been known to men for a mixture, saying: "Do, now—there’s a
In the time of the As- dear fellow—for my sake. You know
very long time.
tives.
syrians it was extensively used, iron I would do anything for von.”
Jesse White and wife, of Sullivan, weae
saws, knives and other tools having
“Would you?” said Ward feebly,
been found by Lnyard at Nineveh. grasping his friend’s hand for the last at S. E. Merchant’s a few days last week.
Mrs. White's aged father, Stephen MerHomer refers to the forging of iron, time.
chant, who is in feeble ^health, accompawhile the hardening and tempering of
"I would indeed,” said Robertson.
nied them home.
steel appear to have been operations
“Then .von take it.”
in common use among the early
Nearly all of those who have been visitWard passed away a few hours aftGreeks. The employment of a kind of erward.—“Recollections of the Ban- ing or spending their vacation here have
returned to their winter homes. The latbellows for the forging of tools, pre- crofts.”
est departures were F. M. Watson and
sumably of iron, figures in Egyptian
Mrs. H. M. Hudson, New York; Misses
A Great Career Ahead.
sculpture of 1000 B. C. Cast iron apFlorence Young andLucile Hurd, Everett,
“Are you the professor?”
pears to have been discovered about
Mass.; Mrs. C. F. Dadenren, Dorchester,
“Yes, sir. What can I do for you?”
300 B. C. Through the agency of the
“I have a daughter anti I’d like to Mass.; Mrs. C. R. Bunker and children,
Homans the manufacture of iron was
introduced all over the then known know what it will cost me to have her Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. F. M. Staples,
Belfast.
I think she will beworld and into those regions where it taught to sing.
W
had not been previously known.—New come a great operatic star If her voice
Sept. 20.
York American.
is'properly trained.”
CAPE
ROSIER.
I
“Does she seem to have extraordinaJohn VV. Blake, of Milo, visited friends
ry gifts as n vocalist?”
Chinese Filial Piety.
“Well, no; we haven't noticed that here last week.
The following Chinese story illusher vocal gifts are out of the ordinary,
E. W. Hutchins is making extensive retrates the national regard for filial
piety: A man and his wife maltreated but nobody seems to be able to man- pairs on his farm buildings.
the husband’s mother. As a punish- age her.“—Chicago Record-Herald.
Oliver Bakeman has sold his farm to M.
ment the scene of the act was openly
D. Chatto, of South Brooksville.
The
Visit.
to
Bishop’s
were
active
put
cursed, the
agents
Blanchard
and family will move
Bishop (who has “looked in" at into Albert Gray
death, and the mother of the wife was
Gray’s house next week.
rural
children,
Sunday
school)—Now,
bambooed, branded and exiled for her
Miss Steadman, of Boston, will occupy
daughter's crime. The house in which can any of you tell what is meant by the Yellow
cottage during September.
Little
the offenders lived was dug up from the visitation of the bishop?
Mrs. Ephraim Dyer is visiting her
the foundations. Moreover, the schol- Girl (after a long pause)—Please, sir,
an affliction sent from heaven.—London
daughter, Mrs. Ueorge Dyer, at Dark llarars of the district were precluded from
! bor.
atteudiug public examinations, and Telegraph.
even the magistrates were deprived of
Percy Blake, the seven-year-old son of
The Great Change.
Thurston Blake, while using a hay cutter,
their offices., These drastic measures
said
the
teacher
of
the
“Tommy.”
jucut his hand badly, losing the ends of
were designed to render the empire
venile class, "when water becomes ice, thumb and
filial.
forefinger.
t l at is
the
that
takes
great
change
;
Mrs. Chester Smith and daughters Barplace?”
Opposite!.
bara and Kate, who have spent the sum“The change iu price,” replied TomTTpgardson—Isn't a lawsuit 0T?r a
mer at John Blake’s, returned to Roosemy.—Exchange.
about
the
dullest
thing
patent right
velt, Arizona, Tuesday.
you ever saw?
William Counce will rebuild his house
the
Whistle
Howled.
Why
I attended a
Atom—Not always.
which was recently burned, on the old
brunch
Passenger
(on
line;—Say,
why
that
was
too
trial of that kind once
does the engine always set up such a site. Misses Rose and Lizzie Dyer, who
A tall lawyer
funny for anything.
were also rendered homeless
by the fire,
named Short was reading a G.000 word piteous howl at this particular spot? will board at Mrs.
Benjamin Dyer's.
Guard—Ah:
It
was
here
the
engineer
brief.—Chihe
called a
document
20.
Sept.
G.
first met fils wife —Kansas City Jourcago Tribune.
nal.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Among all other rices there is none
I hate more than cruelty, the extremest of all vices.—Montaigne.

3bbfrt(«ThfM*.

other paget

*e«

Capt. Fred Phillips and Clarence Stanley, of the yacht Indra, are home.
Miss Lottie Ingersoll, who has been employed at Seal Harbor, is at home.
Charles Blake, who is employed on the
The new state road is nearing com- steamer Yale, is home for a few weeks.
event.
Taking advantage of the sec- pound each.
Mr. and Mrs. Page and daughter Edna, pletion under the
ond interval to stroll out into the
supervision of the
Mr. and Mrs. Earle, of Lynn, Mass.,
Strand for a little exorcise, I unfortu- after a week with Mrs. Page's brother, L. selectmen.
have closed their cottage and returned
have
returned
to
their
all
about
business
8.
home
my
Springer,
nately forgot
S. B. Condon has recently completed his home.
and actually reached home before It in northern Maine.
Mrs. Rosa Snow and Miss Ella have gone
| new lsth mill and expects to do a good

The tailor remonstrated. As a technical professional he could give points
on tailoring to any preacher that ever
wore a head.
“If yon have It any longer, you
won’t be able to walk," he remarked

sionately and,

COUNTY NEWS.
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Friday.

G. C. McGrath and wife, of Old Town,
viaiting Mrs. McGratb’a brother, Fred

a

are

i

Hodgkina.
Sept. a.

A.

Tonic

or

Stimulant?

There is an immense difference between a tonic and a
stimulant. Up one day, way back the next; that’s a
stimulant. Steady progress day by day toward perfect
health; that’s a tonic. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is a tonic,
The only Sarsaparilla entirely free from i
a strong tonic.
alcohol. Do not stimulate unless your doctor says so.
He knows. Ask him. Do as he says. Jc. Auer Co.,Loicel!,\iaT t

j

Cnnstipat
Vi

i»h, dv

is

>n
;

the
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.*
of sick-headache, biliousness,
las your doctor ever recommended Ayer

c

..

n^rvousn*-

f

s

1 lllsto >•

The First Prize.
life’s contest is robust health. For sixty years, the
“L. F.”Atwood’s Bitter* have safeguarded the
health of thousands of families.
You can always
depend on them to promptly relieve constipation,
indigestion and bilious attacks. Try them; that is
all we ask. Results will prove convincing enough. A
large bottle for 35c. and only a teaspoonful to a dose.
m

true

